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May 1982

STANDARDS ASSOCIATION OF AUSTRALIA 
Incorporated by Royal Charter

CORRIGENDA
to

AS 2418, Part 1-1980
GLOSSARY OF TERMS RELATING TO SOLID MINERAL FUELS 

PART 1-TERMS RELATING TO COAL PREPARATION

Publiihed on 17 May 198Z__________________________________ 

Page 3. actual performance curve—alter that' to the'

Page 6. disintegration—insert 'by* after 'in water or'

Page 7. equipment flowsheet—add '(a)' after 'See flowsheet'

Page 9. jilting screen—add '(d)' after 'See screen'
Page 9. liquids flowsheet—add '(b)' after 'See flowsheet' ^ °

Page 10. materials flowsheet—add '(c)' after 'See flowsheet'
Page 10. nominal area (of a screen)—add '(See effective area of a screen) after 'feed*

Page 11. open circuit—alter 'product' to 'products'
Page 11. open loop control—add '(a)' to 'See loop control'
Page 11. percentage open area—add '(See effective screening area)' after 'cloth'

Page 12. primary eettt—add '(a)' after 'See cells' 
Page 12. reject elevator—alter 'washing* to 'cleaning'

Page 13. rougher cells—add '(a)' after 'See cells' _ _ 
Page 13. scavenger cells—add '(c)' after 'See cells'

Page 13. total of misplaced material (line 3)—alter 'mass* to 'masses'

EXHIBIT "11"-Australian Standard
2418, Part 1 - 1980, Terms Relating 
to Coal Preparation 1980

138
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AS 2411, Part 1-19M

PREFACE
This standard was prepared by the Association's Committee on Coal and Coke under the direction of the Minerals Standards Committee as a revision of AS K181—1968 which it accordingly supersedes. It contains terms which are currently in use in coal preparation in Australia and internationally.
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AS 2418, Put 1—IMO

STANDARDS ASSOCIATION OF AUSTRALIA

Australian Standard 
GLOSSARY OF TERMS RELATING TO SOLID MINERAL FUELS

PART 1—TERMS RELATING TO COAL PREPARATION

Term
activator 

activating agent
actual performance curve 

actuator'

aeration
agglomeration
agitator

air classification 
air compressor

•irjig

air valve (jig) 

amplitude

angle of reclaim

angle of repose 

aperture (size)

apron feeder 
ash error

ash, inherent

ash monitor

ash—relative density curve

ash, total

baffle 
bag filter

ball mill

Explanation

A substance which when added to a pulp promotes flotation in the presence of ft 
collecting agent.
A performance curve showing that results actually obtained from a coal preparation 
treatment (see also performance curve). >
The final item in a control system which adjusts the setting of the controlled variable 
in accordance with instructions received from the controller.
The introduction of air into the pulp in a flotation cell in order to form air bubble* 
A process in which small particles are caused to adhere to one another.
A device used to bring about a continuous vigorous disturbance in a pulp, frequently 
used to assist bubble formation.
The process of panicle sizing in a current of air (see also classification).
A compressor, either rotary or reciprocating, used to produce air at a pressure suit 
able for specific operations in the coal preparation plant.
A machine in which the feed is stratified according to its relative density by means of 
pulsating currents of air and from which the stratified products are separately 
removed.
The valve which controls the alternate admission and release of compressed air t'< 
each cell of a jig.
The maximum displacement from the mean position in an oscillating motion. In th* 
case of a screen with a straight line motion or elliptical motion, it is half of the to!*! 
movement or half of the major axis of. the ellipse. In the case of a circular motion, it i* 
the radius of the circle (see also stroke).
The maximum angle between the surface of the material and the horizontal plaiv 
formed as the material is being reclaimed. It is dependent on the conditions existing *' 
the time of measurement.
The maximum angle contained between the surface of a heap of loosely piled material 
and the horizontal.
The dimension or dimensions defining the opening in the screening surface, usually 
with a qualification as to the shape of aperture, e.g. 'round-hole', 'square-mesh 
'long-slot', 'wedge-wire'.
See feeder (a).
The difference between the actual percentage ash of a product of a separation and th»' 
shown by the washability curve (based on the reconstituted feed) corresponding to th<? 
actual yield obtained.
Ash derived from mineral matter intimately associated with coal and not readily 
separable by physical processes.
A device which, either continuously or intermittently, indicates the percentage of a** 
in the feed or product of a coal preparation operation.
The curve obtained from the float and sink analysis by plotting the percentages of a** 
in successive fractions against the mean relative density of the fraction. 
The inorganic residue after the incineration of coal or coke to constant mass unde*' 
standard conditions. In general, it differs in mass and composition from the origin*' 
mineral matter.

A device such as a steel plate, used to check, retard or divert the flow of materials
An apparatus for removing dust from dust-laden air, employing containers of closely 
woven material which permit passage of air but retain solid particles.
A container, generally cylindrical, rotating on a horizontal axis and partly filled witH 
balls (e.g. of steel) which, by their tumbling motion, reduce the feed into a finely 
comminuted material
See nodulizing and agglomeration. 
See screen (a).
The pipe connection between the moisture trap and water seal in the vacuum arrange 
ment of a filter installation.
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barrel washer

basket centrifuge
bath
Baum jif

belt feeder 
belt weigher 
bcneficiate 
bin

bleed

blending 
blower 
boom loader 
bowl centrifuge 
breakage

breaking 
briquetting

bucket wheel loader 
bulk density

cells, flotation

centrate 
centrifuge, basket

centrifuge, solid bowl

centrifuge, screen bowl 
centrifuging 
characteristic ash curve

check screen
chute
circulating medium
circulating water
clarification

clarifier 
classification

classifier

classifying cyclone
dean coal

cleaned coal

A washer comprising a cylinder rotating slowly about an axis which is slightly 
inclined to the horizontal and into which the raw coal, with a current of water or of a 
suspension, is fed near its upper end. The clean coal is carried by the water or 
suspension to the lower end of the cylinder over a scroll which conveys the reject to 
the upper end of the cylinder.
See centrifuge, basket.
A vessel containing a medium used to separate coal by the float and sink method.
A jig in which the pulsating motion of the water is produced by the intermittent 
admission of compressed air (see also, air jig).
See feeder (b).
Apparatus used to quantify the mass flow of a material on a belt conveyor.
To increase the commercial value of a coal by appropriate treatment.
A vessel used for the storage of materials, the lowermost portion of which is usually 
constructed in the form of a hopper.
Portion of total flow removed from a circuit either to balance the circuit or to treat
that portion elsewhere.
Mixing in predetermined and controlled quantities to give a uniform feed or product.
See air compressor.
See loading boom.
See centrifuge, solid bowl and centrifuge, screen bowl.
(a) Voluntary or involuntary size reduction of a solid.
(b) Small material produced by involuntary breakage during mechanical handling 

or processing.
Reduction in the maximum top size of large particles (e.g. as in run-of-mine coal).
The moulding of small or fine coal (with or without the admixture of a binder) into a 
uniform product of predetermined size and shape by the application of pressure.
See loader, bucket wheel
The ratio of the mass of a collection of discrete particles to the volume which it 
occupies.

Coal preparation equipment in which froth flotation operations are carried out. They 
may be the following:
(a) Primary cells (rougher cells)—a group of flotation cells in which the raw feed is 

given a preliminary treatment, either or both of the products being subsequently 
re-treated.

(b) Cleaner (recleaner) cells—secondary cells for the retreatment of the concentrate 
from primary cells.

(c) Scavenger cells—secondary cells for the retreatment of tailings.
The liquid in a slurry which is separated from the solid material by use of a centrifuge.
A device for de-watering in which wet coal is held by centrifugal force against a 
surface which permits the outward passage of water and retains the coal, which is 
discharged mechanically.
A device for de-watering in which the retaining surface is solid. The retained particles 
are collected by a scroll and discharged from one end of the machine. The water 
overflows from the opposite end.
A de-watering device combining in one machine a bowl and a basket centrifuge. 
De-watering with the aid of centrifugal force.
The curve obtained from the results of a float and sink analysis showing, for any yield 
of floats (or sinks), the percentage of ash of the highest density (or lowest density) 
fraction reporting to these floats (or sinks), the yield being plotted on the ordinate 
(vertical axis) and the percentage of ash on the abscissa (horizontal axis).
See screen (h).
An inclined trough used for the transportation of materials by gravity.
Medium in circulation in a dense medium process.
The water in the water circuit (see water circuit).
The concentration and removal of solids from water in order to reduce the suspended 
solids to a minimum.
See rake thickener.
The separation of particles according to their particle size, and/or density and/or 
shape (see also screening).
A device which separates particles, according to their particle size, and/or shape 
and/or density.
See cyclone (c).
The coal product from a cleaning process (wet or dry).
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cleaning

clowd circuit

closed loop control 
coal cleaning 
coal preparation

coal preparation plant
collector

collecting agent 
comminution 
concentrate, clean coal 
concentrating table

conditioner 
conditioning

contact angle

control liic 
control system

controller

correctly placed material

crusher 
crushing 
cumulative curve

cumulative floats curve

cumulative sinks curve

cut-point 
cyclone

(a) Dry—the separation of impurities from coal by methods not requiring the use of 
liquids or suspensions.

(b) Wet—the separation of impurities from coal by methods involving the use of 
liquids or suspensions.

(a) A water circuit designed so that the only water added is that necessary to replace 
the loss in the products and that due to atmospheric evaporation.

(b) A system of crushing or grinding in which oversize material is separated and 
recycled.

See loop control.
The treatment of coal to produce a product having a lower mineral matter content.
Collectively, physical, mechanical and/or chemical processes applied to coal to make 
it suitable for a particular use.
A plant in which a coal preparation process is carried out.
A reagent added to a pulp to promote adherence between coal panicles and air 
bubbles.
The processes of particle size reduction.
The cleaned product from a beneflciation process, e.g. froth flotation.
A device consisting of an inclined riffled deck, to which a differential reciprocating 
motion is imparted in a substantially horizontal direction; the material to be 
separated is fed in a stream of water, the heavy particles collect between the riffles and 
are then conveyed in the direction of the reciprocating motion while the lighter 
particles are borne by the current of water over the riffles to be discharged laterally 
from the table.
An apparatus in which conditioning takes place.
The preparatory stage in the flotation process in which the reagents are brought into 
intimate contact with the solids of the pulp.
The angle between the tangent to the interface and the tangent to the solid surface 
at any point along the line of contact of the interface between two fluids and a solid; 
usually measured inside the water phase where water is involved. Maximum and 
minimum values measured under static conditions, termed 'advancing' and 'receding' 
contact angles respectively, are usually qualified by stating the phase in which the 
angle is measured (e.g. oil-advancing contact angle).
A single panicle size chosen to test the accuracy of a sizing operation.
An arrangement of measuring devices, controllers and actuators organized and 
adjusted to control a process in a specified manner.
An instrument usually comprising—
(a) a comparator unit for comparing a measured variable and the desired value in a 

control loop; and
(b) the controller itself, which in response to signals from the comparator unit, acts

in a direction tending to maintain the desired value. 
Material correctly included in the products of a sizing or density separation, e.g.:
(a) In cleaning—material of relative density lower than the separation density which 
has been included in the low density product, or material of relative density higher 
than the separation density which has been included in the high density product.
(b) In sizing—undersize contained in the undersize stream or oversize contained in 
the oversize stream of a sizing operation.
(See also total of correctly placed material).
Machinery for the reduction of material into relatively coarse panicles.
Particle size reduction by compressive forces.
Any curve expressing the results of combining successive relative density fractions or
size fractions.
The curve obtained from the results of a float and sink analysis by plotting the"
cumulative yield of floats at each relative density against the mean percentage of ash
of the total floats at that density.
The curve obtained from the results of a float and sink analysis by plotting the 
cumulative yield of sinks at each relative density against the mean percentage of ash 
of the total sinks at that density.
See separation density, or separation size.
A vessel consisting of cylindrical and/or conical sections for separating panicles, 
suspended in liquid or gas, by means of centrifugal force imparted by tangential 
injection of feed. There are five types of cyclones, as follows:
(a) Hydrocyclone—a cyclone for separating materials suspended in water.
(b) Dense medium cyclone (heavy medium cyclone)—a cyclone for separating 

materials, suspended'in a dense medium, whereby the particles of higher relative 
density collect at, and are discharged from, the apex of the vessel, while those of 
lower relative density are eliminated with the bulk of the dense medium at the 
overflow orifice.
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de-dusting
deep cone thickener

detradation 
demagnetize

dense liquid

dense medium

dense medium cyclone 
dense medium process

dense medium recovery 

dense medium separator

density control device

depressant

design capacity 
designated size 
desliminc
desliming cyclone 
desliming screen
de- watering 
dewatering cyclone 
diaphragm type Jig

dilute medium 

disc filter

discard 
disintegration

dispersion

distribution coefficient 
distribution curve 
distributor

drag tank

draining 
dressing water

(c). Classifying cyclone (cyclone classifier, desliming cyclone)—a hydrocy clone for the treatment of fines whereby the coarser particles collect at, and are discharged from, the apex of the vessel, while the finer particles are eliminated with the bulk of the water at the overflow orifice.
(d) Thickening cyclone (dewaiering cyclone)—a classifying cyclone adjusted so that a thickened suspension of the feed solids is discharged at the apex while the bulk of the water is eliminated at the overflow, orifice.
(c) Water washing cyclone (water only cyclone)—a hydrocyclone whereby the particles of higher relative density collect at, and are discharged from, the apex of the vessel, while those of lower relative density are eliminated with the bulk of the water at the overflow orifice.
Fines removal by dry methods.
A thickener with an acutely angled conical base designed to discharge an underflow ofhigh pulp density (see also rake thkkener).
Involuntary breakage incidental to handling, cleaning and storage.
To promote dispersion, by means of a suitable magnetic field, of solids in a dense medium which have been flocculated magnetically.
A homogeneous liquid or solution of density greater than that of water which can be used in industry or in the laboratory to divide coal into two fractions of different relative densities.
A fluid formed by the artificial suspension in water of fine particles of high relative density (e.g. magnetite, barytes, shale), which can be used in industry or in the laboratory to divide coal into fractions of different relative densities.
See cyclone (ty
A process for the cleaning of coal, in which the desired separation is effected in a dense medium.
The collection, for re-use, of medium solids from dilute medium, usually understood to include the removal, in whole or in part, of contaminating fine coal and clay.
A device for the cleaning of coal, in which the desired separation is effected using a dense medium process. The separation may be effected by gravity or by the use of centrifugal force.
An automatic device to control the density of the medium in or entering the dense medium separator.
In froth flotation, a substance which when added to a pulp prevents a particular component from floating.
See operational capacities.

. The particle size at which it is .desired to separate a feed by a sizing operation. 
The removal of slimes from coal or a mixture of coal and water, however accomplished.
See cyclone (c).
See screen (b).
The removal of water from wet materials by means other than evaporation.
See cyclone (d).
A jig in which the pulsating motion is produced by the reciprocating movement of a diaphragm.
Medium of density below that in the dense medium separator, usually occurring as a result of spraying the products for the removal of adhering medium solids.
A vacuum type filter in which the filtering medium is supported on discs caused to route in a vertical plane througn the pulp to be de-watered.
The material extracted from the raw coal and finally discarded (see also reject).
The physical breakdown of material, usually shale, as a result of immersion in water or weathering.
(a) A suspension of discrete particles in a fluid.
(b) The creation of a suspension of discrete particles in a fluid. 
See partition coefficient 
See partition curve.
A chamber to receive and distribute pulp in any desired proportions through a number of outlets.
A tank, forming part of the water circuit, in which slurry or small coal settles and is removed continuously by means of a scraper chain or scraper buckets.
The removal of water or other medium from a product, mainly by gravity. 
Secondary water used on concentrating tables.
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drum niter

dry cleaning
dry cleaning table

drying
dry screening
dust collector

dust extraction 
dust proofing

dust suppression

ecart probable moyen (Epm) 
effective area of a screen

effective screen aperture

effective screening area 
efficiency of sizing or screening

effluent
electrostatic precipitator

error area
error curve 
tromp curve

equal errors cut-point 
wolf cut-point

equal errors size 

equipment flowsheet 

false middlings

feed
feed box

head box
feeder

feldspar type Jig 

filter belt press

filter cake 
filter cloth

A vacuum type nuer in wmcn me filtering medium is supported on drums caused to 
rotate on a horizontal axis through the pulp to be de-watered.
See cleaning.
An apparatus in which dry cleaning is achieved by the application of air currents and 
agitation to a layer of feed of controlled depth on the table surface. 
The removal of moisture, mainly by evaporation. 
Set screening.
An apparatus for separating solid particles from air or gas and accumulating them in a 
form convenient for handling.
The removal of solid particles suspended in gas or ambient air.
Containment and sealing of equipment or free space such that dust may neither enter 
nor escape.
The prevention or reduction of the dispersion of dust into the air, e.g. by water sprays 
or surface treatment chemicals.

See probable error.
The total area of the screen deck exposed to the flow of the material feed, less any area 
occupied by fixings or supports which obstruct the passage of material over or through 
the screen deck.
The cut-point (equal errors or partition size) at which the particle sizing operation 
separates the material tested into two size fractions.
The open area of a screen expressed as a percentage of the nominal area.
The mass of material correctly placed above or below the reference size, expressed as a 
percentage of the mass of corresponding material in the feed.
Liquid waste product, which may contain suspended solids.
An apparatus for removing dust from dust-laden air, employing the principle of 
electrostatic precipitation.
A partition curve drawn to defined conventional scales with the portion showing 
recoveries over SO percent reversed to enclose an error area.

The density at which equal portions of the feed material are wrongly placed in each of 
two products of a relative density separation.
The separation size at which equal portions of the feed material are wrongly placed in 
each of two products of a sizing operation.
See flowsheet.

Comparatively high ash panicles consisting of interbanded coal and non-coal material 
from which the coal may be liberated by crushing.
Material for treatment supplied to an appliance or plant.
A device for distributing a suspension of solids in water to a machine, or for retarding 
the rate of flow.
A mechanical device for controlling the rate of supply of feed. It may be one of the 
following types:
(a) Apron feeder—a feeder in which the material is carried on a steel plate conveyor 

and in which the rate of feed is adjusted either by varying the depth of material or 
the speed of the conveyor, or both.

(b) Bell feeder—a conveyor for withdrawing solid materials from a hopper or bin and 
usually supplied with a variable speed drive to enable variable rate discharge.

(c) Reciprocating feeder—a feeder in which the material is carried on a plate subjected 
to a reciprocating motion and so constructed that when the plate moves in the 
reverse direction the material remains stationary. The rate of feed is normally 
varied by adjusting the stroke of the reciprocating plate.

(d) Screw feeder—a feeder consisting of a helical-shaped routing unit either partly or 
totally enclosed.

(e) Star feeder—a rotating feeder consisting of a horizontal shaft fitted with radial 
blades running within a close-fitting cylindrical chamber provided with an inlet 
and an outlet.

(0 Vibratory feeder—a feeder consisting of an open-ended tray actuated by a 
vibration unit, the rate of feed being controlled by varying the amplitude and /or 
frequency of the vibrations.

A jig to clean coal where the pulsating water is made to pass through a layer if graded 
material, e.g. feldspar, situated on top of the screenplate (see also air jig).
A form of pressure filter in which the material being de-watered is supported on a 
porous belt and pressure is induced to aid water removal from the filter cake. 
The solids product from a filtration process.
The fabric used as a medium for filtration, e.g. nylon cloth, blanket cloth, finely woven 
non-corrosive wire mesh, finely woven glass thread (see also disc filter, drum filter).
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filter press 

filter tank

nitrate 
filtration

fines

(Infer planimeter

fixed screen 
float

float and link analysis 

floats

floes 
flocculant

flocculating agent
flocculation 

flood box

flotation 
flotation cell 
flotation concentrate 
flotation tailings 
flowsheet

flushing water 
freeze-prooflnf

froth breaker 
froth flotation

froth paddle
frothcr

frothing agent

graded coal
sized coal

A form of pressure filter, non-continuous in operation, used in coal preparation for the 
removal of water from slurries, tailings and similar products.
A tank containing the pulp to be filtered, generally fitted with an agitator to maintain 
the solids in the pulp in suspension and in which the drum or disc of a rotary vacuum 
filter is partially immersed.
The liquid product from a filtration process.
A process for separating solids from liquids by allowing the liquid to pass through a 
finely woven cloth or gauze which retains the solids, generally using a pressure 
differential to accelerate the separation. ,
Coal with a maximum particle size normally less than 0.5 mm, and with no lower limit. 
The upper limit may vary widely. To avoid confusion, the term should always be 
qualified by stating the limiting size.
A flow rate indicator for determining volumetric rate of flow of a solid-paniculate 
material, in which a series of flexible steel fingers mounted on a common frame is 
situated above a conveyor belt so that the fingers rest on the belt surface.
See screen (c).
That pan of an automatic refuse extractor which is used to indicate variations in the 
layer of heavy material on the screenplate.
The division of a sample into relative density fractions with defined limits, the 
proportions of the fractions being expressed as mass percentages of the total sample, 
commonly with an indication of the ash percentage (and other characteristics, if 
required) of each fraction.
Fractions with a defined upper limit of relative density defined by the symbol 'F, 
followed by the numerical value of the upper relative density; e.g. 'F 1.40' describes the 
floats fraction containing all particles having relative densities less than 1.40.
Aggregates resulting from flocculation.
A polymeric reagent added to a dispersion of solids in a liquid to bring together the 
fine particles to form floes.
The formation of aggregates from particles dispersed in a liquid by addition of a 
flocculant.
(a) Open—a water overflow box mounted on screens over which the water falls as a 

solid curtain across the screen.
(b) Pressurized—a closed slotted box into which water is pumped giving a curtain 

spray across the screen.
See froth flotation.
See cells.
The clean product recovered in froth flotation.
The reject from froth flotation ceils.
A diagram indicating the method of treating the raw coal in a preparation plant by 
showing in correct sequence the chief units of plant, the principal operations and 
(normally) the quantities at each stage. The various types of flowsheet are as follows: 
(a) Equipment flowsheet—-a flowsheet indicating, preferably with symbols, the units 

of plant used in the various operational steps carried out with'ithin a coal preparation 

flowsheet indicating the flow of liquids throughout a series
plant

(b) Liquids flowsheet 
of operations.

(c) Materials flowsheet (capacity flowsheet)— « flowsheet indicating the quantitative 
flow of solid materials at designated points in a coal preparation plant.

(d) Profess flowsheet — a flowsheet indicating the main operational steps within a coal 
preparation plant, the movement of the various materials between the steps and the 
final products obtained, and often also the average mass flow at various points in 
the plant.

(e) Weighted flowsheet (capacity flowsheet) — a materials flowsheet used in the design 
of a plant, including statements of the maximum mass flow per hour at principal 
points in the plant. The total mass flow of products from an operation is usually 
greater than the mass flow of the feed to that operation.

Water used to assist the flow of materials in a chute or launder.
A surface treatment, as with' calcium chloride solution, to prevent or reduce cohesion 
of coal panicles by ice formation during freezing weather.
A device to reduce the volume of froth flotation concentrates by de-aeration.
A process for cleaning fine coal in which the coal particles, with the aid of reagents, 
become attached to air bubbles in an aqueous medium and are removed in a froth. 
A moving blade to remove froth from the lip of a flotation cell. 
A reagent used to control the size and stability of the air bubbles in the flotation process.

Coal screened between specified particle size limits.
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frindability

grinding 
grizzly

guard screen

hand cleaning 
hand picking

head box 
head tank

heavy medium
heavy medium cyclone
homogenization •

hopper

hutch

hydrocy clone

idlers
impact box 
Imperfection (/.)

inherent ash 
instantaneous ash curve 
interbanded

jaw crusher 

jil

jilting 
jigging screen

launder 
sluice

launder washer
liberation (of intergrown 

constituents)
liquids flowsheet
loader, bucket wheel

bucket wheel loader

loading boom 
boom loader

loop control

low grade coal

M-curve 
magnetic*

magnetic separator

A measure of the relative ease of grinding a sample under standard conditions (see
AS 1038, Pan 20).
Particle size reduction by impact and attrition.
A nigged screen for rough sizing at comparatively large size (e.g. ISO mm). It can
compose fixed or moving bars, discs, or shaped tumblers or rollers (see screen (a)).
See screen (h).

The removal by hand of impurities from coal

See feed box.
Any tank or vessel in the fluid circuit which is used to control the delivery pressure of
the fluid to the washing units.
See dense medium.
See cyclone (b).
The thorough mixing of a material to obtain a product of. relatively constant
characteristics.
A vessel into which materials are fed, usually constructed in the form of an inverted 
pyramid or cone terminating in an.opening through which the materials are discharged 
(not primarily intended for storage).
The pan of a jig situated below the screenplate in which the controlled pulsating 
movement of the water takes place. 
See cyclone (a).

In a conveyor, rollers for supporting a conveyor belt.
A container interposed at impact points in the flow of material to resist wear.
_ probable error The ratio: —=-7-:————:——r 

partition density -1
See ash, inherent.
See characteristic ash curve.
Of coal and mineral matter—associated in random horizontal layers, usually with a
natural cleavage.

A machine for reducing the panicle size of materials by impact or crushing between a 
fixed plate and an oscillating plate.
A machine in which the feed is stratified in air- or water by means of a pulsating motion 
and from which the stratified products are separately removed (see also air jig, baum jig, 
feldspar type jig).
The operation of a jig. 
See screen.

A trough along which liquids or a mixture of liquids and solids flow.

A washer applying the principle of stream classification in troughs. 
Particle size reduction to free the constituent materials.

See flowsheet.
A device consisting of a series of buckets mounted on a large wheel which is revolved 
in a vertical plane. The buckets successively are caused to dig into stockpiled material 
at the bottom of the rotating cycle and discharge to a chute and conveyor at the top of 
the cycle.
A hinged portion of a conveyor which is designed to receive materials at a fixed level 
and to discharge them at varying levels; usually employed for loading coal into wagons. 
A form of parameter control of which there are two types, viz:
(a) Open loop—in open loop control a variable parameter is measured and some 

control action is taken to maintain a final parameter at some fixed or desired value. 
No measure of the final parameter is taken if variations from the desired value 
occur.

(b) Closed loop—in closed loop control the final parameter is measured, and this 
value is compared with the desired value, and a control signal fed back to adjust one 
or more input variables.

Coal which has only limited uses owing to undesirable characteristics (e.g. high mineral 
matter content).

See Mayer curve.
That portion of the dense medium solids which has a high magnetic susceptibility and
is therefore readily recovered by magnetic means.
For medium solids recovery from dilute medium—a device in which medium solids 
are caused to adhere, by magnetic means, to a conveying belt or drum, while a current 
of water removes nonmagnetic particles which contaminate the medium.
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make-up medium

make-up water 
materials flowsheet 
maximum top size

Mayer curve 
M-curvc

mean lize

mechanical maximum capacity
medium
medium draining screen
medium recovery screen
medium solids
medium solids preparation
medium solids recovery plant

metering box 

meterint pump 

middlings 

middlings elevator 

misplaced material

moisture In air-dried coal

moisture, total

moving sieve Jig 

multi-deck screen

near gravity material

near sized material 
near mesh material

nodulizing 
agglomeration

nominal area (of a screen) 
nominal plant capacity

nominal screen aperture 
nominal screening siie
nominal size 

limiting size
nominal top size 

non-magnetics

Medium or medium solids added to the circuit to replace loss during the operation of 
dense medium cleaning processes.
Water suppb'ed to a washery to replace that lost from the circuit. 
See flowsheet.
The minimum size of the aperture (square unless stated otherwise) through which all 
the material will pass.
A cumulative curve used in the first instance to express the washability of coal, plotted 
on a vectorial diagram in which the projection of the vector on the abscissa (horizontal 

. axis) represents the percentage of the product (coal) and the direction of the vector 
represents the percentage of a particular constituent of the product.
The average particle size of any sample, batch or consignment of paniculate material. 
A number of methods for calculating mean particle size have been proposed giving 
results which vary widely for the same particle size distribution. The method of 
calculation should always be stated whenever the term is used.
See operational capacities.
See dense medium.
See screen (e).
See screen (f).
The solid component of a suspension in water.
Any treatment of the raw dense medium solids to make them suitable for use.
The equipment used to remove adherent medium solids from a product from a dense 
medium separator (after drainage of surplus medium), usually by spraying, and to 
remove contaminating coal and clay from these medium solids.
A container, in single or multiple portions, with weir or weirs to provide a controlled 
addition of one or more reagents.
A variable, positive displacement pump used to control the addition of reagents to a 
washery circuit.
A product of coal preparation which, by reason of its mineral matter content, is 
intermediate between clean coal and discard.
An elevator which removes material for further treatment or for disposal as an inferior 
product.
(a) In cleaning—material of relative density lower than the separation density which 

has been included in the high density product, or material of relative density higher 
than the separation density which has been included in the low density product.

(b) In sizing—undersize contained in the oversize stream, or oversize contained in the 
undersize stream, of a sizing operation.

(a) The moisture in the coal sample after it has attained equilibrium with the air to 
which it is exposed.

(b) Moisture retained after air-drying under defined conditions.

(a) The moisture in the coal as sampled, and removable under standardized conditions.

(b) Free moisture, plus moisture in air-dried coal, expressed as percentages of the 
sample as received.

A jig in which the screenplate supporting the bed of material under treatment is moved 
up and down in water.
Set screen (g).

Material with a relative density lying between limits, usually 0.05, on either side of the 
cut point.
Material approximating in size to the aperture in the screening surface, usually within 
± 23 percent of the aperture of separation.
The forming of agglomerates by the application of a gyratory, rotary or oscillatory
motion to fine coal, without the use of pressure.
The total area of the screen deck exposed to the flow of the material feed.
A nominated figure used in the title of a flowsheet and in the general descriptions of a
plant as a whole or for specific unit operations to indicate capacity, usually expressed
in tonnes per hour.
A nominated aperture size used to designate the result of a sizing operation.
A designated size at which it is intended to divide a feed by a screening operation.
The limit or limits of particle size used to describe a product of a sizing operation.

The size of the aperture (square unless stated otherwise) through which at least 95 
percent of the material passes.
That portion of the dense medium solids which has a low magnetic susceptibility. These 
solids are usually of lower relative density than the magnetics and are classed as 
contaminants.
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open circuit

open flood box 
open loop control 
open screening area 
operational capacities 

plant capacities 
process capacity

organic efficiency 
over-dense medium

oversize

oversize control screen 
oversize in underslze stream

paddle mixer 

particle size analysis

particle size distribution curve 
PS distribution curve

partition coefficient
distribution coefficient

partition curve 

partition density

partition factor 
partition size(S»)

peak design capacity 
percentage open area

percentage recovery 

performance curve

phase inversion 
pick breaker
picking belt 

picking table

pilot plant

pit water 
mine water

plant capacities 
plant effluent
plunger jig 

piston j

(a) A water circuit so designed that water is required in excess of that necessary to 
replace losses in product and by evaporation due to a loss by free discharge or 
seepage.

(b) A system of crushing or grinding in which oversize material is not recycled.
See flood box.
See loop control.
See effective screening area.
Figures given on the flowsheets to indicate quantities passing various points in the plant 
per unit time, taking account of fluctuations in the rate of supply and composition (as 
to size and content of impurity), as follows:
(a) Design capacity—the rate of feed, defined by limits expressing the extent and 

duration of load variations, at which specific items of plant subject to a perform 
ance guarantee must operate continuously and give the guaranteed results on a 
particular quality of feed.

(b) Peak design capacity—a rate of feed in excess of the design capacity which specific 
items of plant will accept for short periods without fulfilling the performance 
guarantees given in respect of them.

(c) Mechanical maximum capacity—the highest rate of feed at which specific items of 
equipment, not subject to performance guarantees, will function on the type and 
quality of feed for which they are supplied.

See recovery efficiency.
Medium of density above that in the dense medium separator, usually produced in the
medium solids recovery system and used to maintain the desired density in the
separator.
(a) That portion of the mass of material having a particle size greater than a nominated 

size.
(b) Material in a product having a particle size greater than the separating size. 
See screen (h).
Particles in an undersize stream which are larger than the nominal dimension of the size 
of separation.

A horizontal trough conveyor having two non-continuous spirals which form paddles; 
the shafts are contrarotating and the spirals opposite hand.
The division of a sample into particle size fractions with defined limits, the proportions 
of the fractions being expressed as percentages of the total sample (e.g. mass percentage 
or number percentage).
A graphical representation of the size analysis of a mixture of particles of various sizes, 
using an ordinary, logarithmic or other scale.
The percentage of a density (or size) fraction recovered in one of the products of a 
separation (e.g. the reject).-
A curve indicating for each density (or size) fraction the percentage of it which is 
contained in one of the products of the separation (e.g. the reject).
The separation density corresponding to a partition coefficient of 50 percent, deter 
mined from a partition curve (see alto separation density).
See partition coefficient.
The separation size corresponding to a partition coefficient of SO percent determined 
from a partition curve (see also separation size). '
See operational capacities.
The ratio of the total area of the apertures to the total area of the screening medium, 
e.g. woven wire cloth.
The amount of a certain constituent in the product expressed as a percentage of that 
constituent in the feed.
Any curve used to show the relation between properties of coal and results of a specific 
treatment
Replacement of the film of water covering a coal particle by a film of oil
A machine for breaking coal by the splitting action of mechanically operated picks.
A continuous conveyor (e.g. in the form of a rubber belt or of a steel apron, steel plate 
or link construction) on which raw coal is spread so that selected ingredients may be 
removed manually.
A plant of limited capacity but duplicating the operations of a proposed plant so that 
effectiveness of the designed process may be determined.
Water from mine workings.

See operational capacities.
Surplus water discharged from a coal preparation plant, usually to waste.
A jig in which the pulsating motion is produced by the reciprocating movement of a 
plunger or piston.
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pre-coat

pressure (liter 
pressurized flood box 
primary cells 
primary reject elevator

primary screen 
probability screening

probable error
ecart probable moyen (Epm)

probable performance curve
process flowsheet 
pulp
pulp density

percent mass solids
pump sump

push water 

rake thickener

raw coal

raw feed coal 
reagent
reciprocating feeder 
^circulation

reclaimer 
reconstituted feed

recovery 

recovery efficiency

recuperator 
reduction ratio 
reference size

refuse discharge pipes 
refuse extraction chamber 
refuse extractor

refuse rotor
star wheel rotor

refuse worm

regenerated dense medium 
recovered dense medium

reject 
refuse

reject elenior
refuse elevator

reject gate
discharge shutter

relative density 

relative density curve

A permeable layer covering the medium in a filtering machine to improve clarification of the filtrate.
A filter in which pressure is applied to induce flow of fluid through the filter medium. 
See flood box. 
See cells.
A refuse elevator which extracts the first or heavier reject; often situated at the feed end of the jig.
See screen (j).
A method of screening which by making extended use of the probability of a particle passing through an aperture allows sizing at fine sizes to be performed with relatively large apertures.
One half of the difference between the densities corresponding to the 75 percent and 25 percent partition coefficients as obtained from the partition curve.
A performance curve showing the expected results of a coal preparation treatment.
See flowsheet (d).
A mixture of solid panicles and water.
The percentage, by mass, of the solids in a pulp. May also be designated as the density of the suspension.
A tank into which the circulating water or pulp gravitates and from which it is discharged by means of a pump.
See flushing water and top water.
Equipment for thickening in which the suspended solids settle in a container of circular section and are delivered mechanically to one or more discharge points by a series of arms revolving slowly around a central shaft. Water overflows at the periphery.
Coal which has received no preparation other than possible screening or preliminarycrushing.
Coal supplied to a plant or machine, in which it undergoes some form of preparation.
Any chemical substance added to the washery circuit for some specific purpose.
See feeder (c).
The operation in which the whole or pan of a product from a process is returned to the feed for the process, e.g. the return of the crushed overflow from a screen to the screen feed for rescreening. 
A unit or machine to recover material from a stockpile (see also loader, bucket wheel).
The composition (e.g. relating to size or density) of the feed to a preparation plant (or to a component pan) calculated by combining the properties of the products obtained in the appropriate mass proportions, in contrast to the analysis of the actual feed.
The mass of a specified material obtained as a product from any operation, expressed as a percentage of the feed material on the same moisture basis.
The ratio (normally expressed as a percentage) between the actual yield of a desired product and the theoretically possible yield (based on the reconstituted feed), both actual and theoretical products having the same percentage of ash.
A magnetic drum used for magnetite recovery (see magnetic separator).
The ratio of panicle size of the feed to particle size of product in a crushing operation.
The separation size, designated particle size, or control size used to define size analysis of the products of a sizing operation (see also separation size).
Pipes used on some jigs instead of a refuse worm.
That pan of the jig into which the refuse extractor discharges.
A device used in a jig to remove the reject from the compartments of a jig, operated manually or automatically.
A reject gate in the form of a rotary (or star) valve.

A screw conveyor fitted at the bottom of some jigs to collect the fine reject which has passed through the apertures in the screen plate.
Medium obtained from the medium recovery system and separated (wholly or partly) from contaminating impurities.
The material extracted from1 the feed during cleaning, for retreatment or discard. 

An elevator for removing and draining the reject from a washing appliance.

The mechanism of the refuse extractor which may be manually or automatically operated to control the rate of removal of reject from the jig.
The ratio between the mass of a unit volume of a material and an equal volume of water, each measured under standard conditions.
Any curve obtained from the results of a float and sink analysis by plotting the cumulative percent mass of floats or sinks against the relative density.
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release analysis 

relieving deck

residence time 
resonance screen 
re-wash (verb) 
re-wash (noun) 
riffles (table) 
rigid hammer crusher

rinsing screen 
rinsing water 
rod deck

roll crusher

roll screen 
rotary air valve
rotary breaker 

Bradford breaker

rougher cells
run-of-mlne coal 

ROM coal
nin-of-mine screen 

sample

sampler

scavenger cells 
screen

20

A- procedure employed in the laboratory to determine the best results possible in 
cleaning a coal by froth flotation.
A screenplate with large apenures mounted over the screen deck in order to reduce the 
load and wear ihcron.
The mean time for which a unit of material is within a vessel or process. 
See screen (k).
To re-treat a product in the same or in another cleaning process. 
The product from one cleaning process to be re-treated in another. 
The raised portions of the deck of a concentrating table.
A machine in which size reduction is effected by elements rigidly fixed to a rotating 
horizontal shaft mounted in a surrounding casing.
See screen (I).
Water used to remove fine particles from larger size particles.
A screening surface consisting of loosely held parallel rods positioned at right angles to ]_ Q 
the flow of material over the screen. Normally used only on high speed vibrating 
screens.
A machine in which size reduction is effected by causing the material to pass between 
a rotating roller, generally toothed, and a fixed or spring-loaded plate, or between two 
or more rollers.
See screen (m).
A jig air valve which rotates on a central axis.
A rotating perforated steel drum through which passes material of the required size. 
The oversize material is lifted by flights inside the drum and allowed to fall back so that 
friable materials break by impact and pass through the perforations. The more 
competent material may not break and is discharged from the end of the drum.
See cells.
Coal produced by mining operations, before preparation.

See screen (n).

A part of a population collected with the object of estimating some characteristic. It 
is a portion extracted from a consignment, batch or unit as being representative of it 
with regard to the characteristic to be investigated.
Apparatus designed to obtain representative increments from the material being 
sampled.
See cells.
Any type of perforated surface used to subdivide any material according to the particle
size of the constituents. The "various types of screens are as follows:
(a) Bar screen—a stationary inclined screen, comprising longitudinal ban, spaced at 

intervals, on to which the material to be screened is fed at the upper end.
(b) De-sliming screen—* screen used for the removal of slimes from larger particles, 

usually with the aid of water sprays.
(c) Fixed screen—a stationary inclined or curved panel, commonly of wedge-wire,

which is used to remove a large proportion of water and fines from a suspension of 30 
coal in water.

(d) Jigging screen—a screen, or pair of screens, to which a combined horizontal and 
vertical motion is imparted, normally by a crankshaft and connecting rod, the 
screen decks being horizontal or inclined at a small angle.

(e) Medium draining screen—a screen for draining dense medium from the products
of a dense medium separator. 

(0 Medium recovery screen—* composite screen for draining and rinsing the
products from a dense medium separator to remove adherent medium solids, 

(g) Multi-deck screen—a screening machine with two or more superimposed but
separate screening surfaces mounted rigidly within a common frame.

(h) Oversize control screen (guard screen, check screen)—a screen used to prevent the 
entry into a machine, of coarse particles which might interfere with its operation.

(j) Primary screen (raw coal screen)—a screen used to divide coal (usually raw coal) 
into sizes more suitable for the subsequent cleaning of some or all of them.

(k) Resonance screen—a screen with a period of oscillation at, or very close to, the 4 Q
the natural period of oscillation of the.resilient mounting. 

(1) Rinsing screen (spray screen}—a screen used for the removal of fine sojids by
spraying, especially for dense medium solids present among, or adhering to,
larger particles, 

(m) Roll screen—a screen consisting of a number of horizontal rotating shafts, fitted
with elements arranged to provide screening apertures, 

(n) Run-of-mine screen—a screen used for dividing run-of-mine coal into two or more
sizes for further treatment or disposal; usually employed to remove the largest
pieces for crushing and re-addition to the run-of-mine coal.
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screen cloth
screen mesh

screen deck
screening surface

screening

screenplate 
secondary cells 
secondary reject elevator

segregation 
selective crushing

selective flotation 

selective grinding

separation medium 
separation density

separation size

settling cone
settling tank

settling pond 
tailings dam

shower box

sieve 

sieve bend

single deck screen 
sinks

size analysis
size distribution curve
size reduction
sizing
sizing screens
slimes
sluice
slurry

slurry pond 
slurry screen 
slurry tower

(o) Single deck screen—a screen having one screening surface, not necessarily limited
to one size or shape of aperture, 

(p) Sizing screens (grading screens, classifying screens)—a screen, or set of screens,
normally used for dividing a product (e.g. washed coal) into a range of sizes, 

(q) Slurry screen—a screen to recover a granular product from a slurry in a coal
preparation plant, usually after a preliminary concentration of the solids. It may
be equipped with water sprays, 

(r) Trommel screen—a screen in which the screening surface is formed into a cylinder
or frustum of a cone, mounted upon a horizontal or near horizontal rotatingshaft or on revolving rollers, 

(s) Vibrating screen—a screen oscillated either by mechanical or electrical means. The
amplitude of movement of the vibrating screen is smaller than that of the jigging
screen and its speed of oscillation is higher.

A mesh of wires woven to form the apertures.

A surface provided with apertures of specified size for carrying out the operation of 
screening.
The separation of solid particles of different sizes (with or without the use of water) by 
causing one component to remain on a surface provided with apertures through which the other component passes.
A plate provided with apertures of specified size for use as a screen deck. 
See cells.
An elevator for removing and draining reject produced in the second stage of the 
jigging operation.
The involuntary separation of particles of different physical characteristics.
Crushing in such a manner as to cause one ingredient of the feed to be crushed preferentially to others.
A process for the preferential recovery of a particular ingredient of the coal, e.g. a 
petrological constituent, by froth flotation.
Grinding in such a manner as to cause one ingredient of the feed to be ground preferentially to others.
Dense medium of the density required to achieve a desired separation.
The effective density at which a separation has taken place, calculated from relative 
density analysis of the products; commonly expressed as either partition density or 
equal errors cut-point (density).
A general term indicating the effective size at which separation has taken place, 
calculated from a particle size analysis of the product; commonly expressed as either partition size or equal errors size.
A tank used to settle coarse solids'from the circulating water.

A pond, natural or artificial, for collecting the solids from plant effluent. The water may either be disposed of or re-used.
A water tank with a perforated bottom supported over a screen. The perforations 
permit the water to discharge at a controlled rate to a false bottom of finely corrugated material so arranged that the water falls as droplets on to the screen.
Generally—screen of relatively small area.
Particularly—screen used in the laboratory for test purposes.
A screening device consisting of a stationary curved panel, commonly of wedge-wire, whereby the finer particles pass with the bulk of the water into the underflow.
See screen (o).
Fractions with a defined lower limit of relative density, defined by the letter 'S', followed by the numerical value of the lower relative density, e.g. *S 1.80' describes the sinks fraction containing all particles having relative densities greater than 1.80.
Set particle size analysis.
See particle size distribution curve.
See breakage, comminution, crushing, degradation and grinding.
Separation of a material into products between nominal size limits.
See screen (p).
Extremely fine particles in suspension.
See launder.
In coal preparation, fine particles concentrated in a portion of the circulating water 
and water-borne for treatment or disposal
See settling pond. 
See screen (q).
A tank (usually of concrete) used for the storage and thickening of washery slurries. Its height is such as to permit the flow by gravity of the water and slurry to the 
appropriate units in the coal preparation pant.
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solid bowl centrifuge 
ipigot

iplltter box 
ipoil bank

star feeder
statement of performance

stockpile
stroke

throw
sump
surge bunker

suspended matter 

suspension

swing hammer mill

tailings

teeter (in) 
fluidized suspension (in)

theoretical yield

thickener (clahfler) 
thickening

thickening cyclone
top water 

transport water
total of correctly placed material 

total of misplaced material

tramp iron

transport water 
trash

trommel screen 
tromp curve 
tromp cut-point 
trough washer 
true middlinp

•IT tube

underflow, screen

undencreen water
backwater

undersize

10
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See centrifuge, solid bowl.
The orifice portion of a unit (e.g. the apex of a cyclone) through which the underflow 
discharges.
A receiver fitted with an adjustable device to divert or apportion flow.
A stockpile of reject material. May also refer to waste material (e.g. overburden) from 
mining operations.
See feeder (e).
A statement describing the scope and duty of a plant in terms, for example, of the 
tonnage of coal treated per hour, the processes used, the separations effected and sizes 
produced; sometimes also used to express the results of plant operation.
A reserve of coal stored in the open.
The distance between the extreme positions of an oscillating or vibrating motion, i.e. 
(he stroke is equal to twice the amplitude.
Set pump sump.
A bunker (hopper) designed to receive a feed at fluctuating rate and to deliver it at 
some predetermined rate.
Particles of the feed with density equal or close to that of a separating medium, and 
which are therefore relatively difficult to remove from the separator.
A mixture of solid particles and water or air in which the solid particles are completely 
and individually supported, normally by means of an upwardly moving current or with 
the assistance of mechanical agitation.
A machine in which size reduction it effected by hammers loosely fitted to a routing 
shaft enclosed in a surrounding casing.

The fine reject product from flotation, gravity separation, classification, magnetic 
separation, or other separation processes.
The condition of a suspension of solids in an upward-moving current of water or air, 
whereby the support given to the particles reduces the internal friction between them 
to such an extent that the suspension acquires fluid or partially-fluid properties.
The maximum yield (as shown by the washability curve) of a product with a specified 
percentage of ash.
See rake thickener.
The concentration of the solids in a suspension with a view to recovering one fraction 
with a higher concentration of solids than in the original suspension.
See cyclone (d).
Water introduced with the raw coal feed to assist the transport of material through the
jit
The sum of the masses of material correctly included in the products of a sizing or
density separation, expressed as a percentage of the mass of the feed to the separator 3 Q
(and equal to 100 minus the total of misplaced material).
The sum of the masses of the misplaced material in the products of a sizing or density 
separation, expressed as a percentage of the mass of the teed. When three products are 
made in a single separator, the total of misplaced material will be the sum of the mass 
wrongly placed in each of the three products, expressed as a percentage of the feed to 
the separator.
Pieces of magnetic metal, metallic equipment or machine parts which have become 
accidentally mixed with the run-of-mine coal.
See top water.
Extraneous material associated with the run-of-mine coal, e.g. wood, metal, plastics
material.
See screen (r).
See error area.
See partition density.
See launder washer.
Comparatively Ugh ash particles so nearly homogeneous that the quality cannot 
readily be improved by crushing and recleaning.

A pipe with two vertical legs normally arranged with head and discharge boxes having 
provision for differential level and adjustment to induce flow at a controlled velocity. 
The rising leg is normally fitted with primary and repeater differential pressure cells 
or an equivalent sensing component in the heavy medium, relative density control loop.
That portion of the feed material which has passed through the apertures in a screen
deck.
Water which is fed into the cells of a jig below the level of the screenplate.

(a) That portion of a mass of material having a particle size less than a nominated size.
(b) Material in a product having a particle size leu than the separation size.
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undenize In oversize stream

upgrade
upward current washer

useful area of a screen

Particles in a screen oversize stream which are smaller than the nominal dimensions of the screen apertures.
See beneficiate.
A washer in which separation takes place under the influence of an upward current of water or dense medium.
Set effective area of a screen.

vacuum filter 
vacuum flotation

vibrating screen 
vibratory feeder 
vortex

vortex finder

See disc filter and drum filter.
A process in which the pulp is subjected to a reduced pressure causing dissolved air to form the bubbles necessary for froth flotation.
See screen (s). 
See feeder (0-
In a cyclone this refers to the swirling pulp surrounding the air core formed along the axis of the unit.
An open cylinder arranged axially inside a cyclone to control separation.

10

wash
washability 
washability curve

waste water 
water circuit

water only cyclone 
water washing cyclone
wedfe-wirc deck 

wedge-wire screen
weighted flowsheet
weightometer
weir
wet cleaning
wet screening
wetting agent

Wolf cut-point

See beneficiate.
The amenability of a coal to improvement in quality by density separation processes. 
Any curve obtained from the results of a float and sink analysis permitting the theoretical yield of floats or sinks to be read off. There are four main types of washability curve, as follows:
(a) The characteristic ash curve.
(b) The cumulative floats curve.
(c) The cumulative sinks curve.
(d) The relative density curve.
Excess water allowed to run to waste from the water circuit.
The complete system of pipelines, pumps, sumps, tanks, troughs and accessories usedfor the circulation of water in a coal preparation plant, including the water treatment 2 0plant.
See cyclone (e). 
See cyclone (e).
A screen deck comprising units of wedge-shaped cross-section spaced from each other at a fixed dimension.
See flowsheet (e).
See belt weigher.
A plate or dam (over which the liquid must flow) to control the level of the liquid.
See cleaning.
See screening.
A reagent to reduce the interfacial tension between a solid and a liquid and so to facilitate the spreading of the liquid over the solid surface.
See equal errors cut-point. 3 Q

yield 

yield lorn

The mass of product obtained from any operation, expressed as a percentage of the feed material on a defined basis.
The difference between the actual yield of product and the yield theoretically possible (based on the reconstituted feed) of a product with the same properties (e.g. percentage of ash and moisture).
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PUBUCATIONS OF THE ASSOCIATION
A list of Australian Standards may bf purchased or inspected at 

any office of the Association.

OFFICES OF THE ASSOCIATION
ThoM interacted in the work of the Association are invited to c»ll at the Head Office or 
any Branch Office, or write for literature.

NEW SOUTH WALES:
Head Office. Standards Home. 80 Arthur Street, North Sydney. 

J.R. Paton. Director General 
Mail: P.O. Box 458, North Sydney. 2060. 
Telegram*: Auiundard North Sydney. 
Telex 26514.-

Newcaitle Branch Office: SI King Street, Newcastle. 2300 
(G.A.Jeffries, Manager.)

VICTORIA: Clunie* Rots House, 191 Royal Parade, Parkville. 30)2 
(CR. Johnson. Deputy Director General) 

Telex 33877.
QUEENSLAND: 447 Upper Edward Street. Brisbane. 4000 

(O.E. Lock, Manager.)
SOUTH AUSTRALIA: 11 Bagot Street North Adelaide. 5006 

(EJ. Selleck. Manager.)
WESTERN AUSTRALIA: 11-13 Lucknow Place, West Perth. 6005 

(PJ. Oliver. Manager.)
TASMANIA: 4th Floor. 18 Elizabeth Street. Hobart. 7000 

(MrsO.M. Lewer. Manager.)
NORTHERN TERRITORY: 191 Stuart Highway, Darwin. 5790 

(Agency: Master Builders Association)
Sydney. 9296022
Melbourne. 3477911
Brisbane. 2218605

Telephone Nos ( Adelaide. 2671757
Perth. 3217763
Hobart. 346811
Newcastle. 22477
Darwin. SI 9666

NOTE: The following and all other overseas standards are obuinablcai or may be 
ordered through all offices of the Association:

British Standards Institution—
General Standards
Aerospace, Automobile, Marine Standards 

Ministry of Defence—
D.T.D. Specifications 

Standards Association of New Zealand 
South African Bureau of Standards 
Indian Standards Institution 
Pakistan Standards Institution 
Standards Council of Canada 
Standards Institution of Malaysia 
Singapore Institute of Standards and Industrial Research 
American National Standards Institute 
Japanese Industrial Standards Committee 
International Organization for Standardization 
International Electrotechnical Commission
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STANDARDS 
ASSOCIATION

OF
AUSTRALIA

The Standards Association of Australia was founded in 1922 as the Australian Commonwealth Engineering Standards Association, and was incorporated by Royal Charter in 1950.
The principal function of the Association is to prepare and publish Australian Standards and to promote their adoption. Standards are in the form of specifications for materials and products, codes of sound or safe practice, methods of testing, nomenclature, etc. They are prepared by representative committees which co-ordinate manufac turing capacity and production efficiency with the users' 

reasonable needs. They seek to achieve fitness for purpose, simplified production and distribution, replacement inter- changeability, and adequate variety of choice without wasteful diversity.
Australian Standards are prepared only after a full enquiry has shown that the project is endorsed as a desirable one and worth the effort involved. The work is based on voluntary agreement, and recognition of the community of interest of producer and consumer.
The Association's work is conducted solely in the national interest and without profit, the only expenses being salaries, printing and office administration. It is financed from grants received from the Government, subscriptions from members, and sales of its publications. Government and private enterprise both benefit from the Association's activities, to the financing of which both should contribute equitably.
Membership of the Association is open to individuals, associations, industrial and commercial companies, and public and local authorities. Enquiries concerning member ship are always welcomed.
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IN THE SUPREME COURT 

;JF WESTERN AUSTRALIA

EXHIBIT " 12"-Af fidavit of Arthur 
Noel Prixchard dated 24.5.83

No,. 2313 ' of 1982

IN THE MATTER of an Agreement between 
LANGLEY GEORGE HANCOCK , . ERNEST 
ARCHIBALD MAYNARD WRIGHT. WRIGHT 
PROSPECTING PTY. LTD HANCOCK 
PROSPECTING PTY. LTD, two other 
companies and HAMERSLEY IRON PTY . LIMITED ———————————————

BETWEEN:

HAMERSLEY IRON PTY. LIMITED

AND '

LANGLEY GEORGE HANCOCK 

ERNEST ARCHIBALD MAYNARD WRIGHT 

HANCOCK PROSPECTING PTY. LTD. 

WRIGHT PROSPECTING PTY. LTD. 

L.S.P. PTY. LTD.

THE NATIONAL MUTUAL LIFE ASSXIATIDN 
OF AUSTRALASIA LIMITED

AFFIDAVIT

Plaintiff

First Defendant 

Second Defendant 

Third Defendant 

Fourth Defendant 

Fifth Defendant

Sixth Defendant

10
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I, ARTHUR NOEL PRITCHARD of 5 The Lee, Middle Cove in the State of New South 

Wales, Manager, make oath and say as follows:.

1. (a) I am Manager, Consultancy Services and Marketing Manager, 

South-East Asia for Allis Chalmers Australia Limited ("Allis 

Chalmers"). I have worked on engineering matters in relation to 

the mining industry for 45 years and throughout that period have 

been involved with the design and .application of material handling 

and mineral processing plants and particularly involved with 

screening processes.
EXHIBIT "12"-AffidavJ> Of Arthur 
Noel Pritchard dated 24.5.83
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(b) In 1937 I completed an engineering apprenticeship with the New 

South Wales Railways. From 1937 to 1949 I was a design draftsman 

with Alluvial Mining Equipment Ltd., which designed complete gold 

and tin dredging equipment and plants for use in Australia, New 

Zealand and Malaysia. The processes used in those plants were 

heavily dependent on screening. From 1949 to 1954 I worked as 

design engineer with the Colonial Sugar Refining Company Limited at 

Rhodes, New South Wales in the design and engineering of chemical 

processing plants. ;Again I was involved with screen application.

(c) In 1954 I joined Gibson Battle & Co. Pty. Ltd. ("Gibson Battle"), a 

general engineering company based in Sydney, as a design engineer. 

Gibson Battle had a very extensive business in the design, 

engineering and commissioning on a turnkey basis of material 

handling, crushing and screening facilities at many large mineral 

processing plants throughout Australia. It was a licensed 

manufacturer of Tyler vibrating screens. Whilst at Gibson Battle, 

both as design engineer and later as chief draftsman, I became 

involved in work on many and varied screening operations including, 

in addition to processing in areas such as aggregate and coal 

handling plants, screens for water intakes at power stations.

(d) I moved to Allis Chalmers in 1961 as Sales Engineer (Screening). 

In 1967 I became Product Manager (Screening) and in 1973 became 

General Manager (Products) and Marketing Manager, South East Asia. 

I took up my present position in 1977. In all these capacities I 

was closely involved with screens, indeed more so than with any

EXHIBIT "12"-Affidavit of Arthur 
1/nn Noel Pritchard dated 24.5.83 
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other product. My initial involvement was in application and sales 

of vibrating screens, including special feature design, but I have 

increasingly specialised in the application and selection of 

vibrating screens for fine screening and dewatering requirements, 

all in the mineral industry.

(e) Allis Chalmers is the leading manufacturer .of vibrating screens in 

Australasia, having approximately ninety percent of the vibrating 

screen market. Vibrating screens are by far the most practicable 

and widely-used screens for mineral processing in Australia. Allis 

Chalmers supplies or has supplied screens and advice on equipment 

size, water requirements, preparation of feed and screening 

application to most major mining companies in Australia, including 

Comalco Ltd., Broken Hill Pty. Co. Ltd., MIM Holdings Ltd., Mt. 

Newman Mining Co. Pty. Ltd., Goldsworthy Mining Ltd., Robe River 

Ltd., Savage River Mines joint ven.ture, Alcoa of Australia Ltd., 

Western Mining Corporation Holdings Ltd., EZ Industries Ltd., 

Cleveland Tin Ltd., Renison Goldfields Consolidated Ltd. and Agnew 

Mining Ltd. and to Bougainville Copper Ltd. and the OK Tedi joint 

venture in Papua New Guinea as well as to the Plaintiff.

(f) I have been associated in varying degrees with screening aspects in 

every major iron ore mine and iron ore processing plant erected in 

Australia since the Second World War and have visited the mines of 

all the iron ore producers listed in sub-paragraph (e) and the 

processing plants at those mines. I last visited Tom Price in 

February, 1983.
EXHIBIT "12"-Affidavit of Arthur 

Pritchard dated 24.5.83
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2. I have been asked to advise the Plaintiff in relation to these 
proceedings and I have read, and ask leave to refer to, the Affidavit of 
Colin Roy Langridge sworn on 2nd September, 1982,. the Affidavits of 
Niles Earl Grosvenor and Peter Forbes Booth both sworn on 27th October,

11982 and the Affidavit of Alban Jude Lynch sworn
f 9 f ̂ fon ^x^-^j^ &&*/ *ftllvy/19Q3 all filed herein. I have, also read the 

exhibits to each of those Affidavits, including the Agreement which is 
"Exhibit CRL 1".

3. The use of the expression "beneficiation" to describe the whole 
secondary phase of treatment between mining and smelting is not uncommon 
in the iron ore processing industry. In this sense it takes in all 
activities from the primary crusher at the mine tiphead through to 
stockpiling. During the secondary phase of treatment any treatment of 
the ore that is considered as essential preparation for achieving 
improvement of the product, particularly involving concentration by 
heavy media or flotation, is included in the category of 
"beneficiation".

4. I agree with the conclusions expressed by Dr. Lynch in paragraphs 9 and 20 
10 of his Affidavit and with the reasons he gives for them, in 
particular that "crushing and screening" usually 'refers and referred in 
1962 to a dry process, that the scrubbing effects at Tom Price are 
distinct from the screening and that water is introduced into the 
process to prepare the feed for later. concentration in the drums, 
cyclones and WHIMS. Scrubbing begins in the pulping box. I also agree 
that the pulping box would not have been designed the way it is if it J °
were not for the purpose of maximising the scrubbing effect of the water

EXHIBIT "12"-Affidavit of Arthur 
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before the feed moves on to the screen deck.' Like Dr. Lynch I am not 

aware of any iron ore processing plant where a wet process was in use in 

1962 or is in use now solely as an adjunct to crushing and screening 

without some further process in view.

5. Another way of looking at the problem is to appreciate that a screen is 

designed to size ore, not to break it up. That is done by a crusher. 

Because the product from a preparatory screen before a heavy media 

concentration process must be clean as well as of a specific size it is 

necessary to add a further step: water is introduced to clean the ore. 10 

The water may assist the sizing function to take place but its main 

purpose is to perform the cleaning function required.

6. In 1962 sieve bends were a relatively new product developed by a 

Netherlands company, Dutch State Mines. They were not called 

"screens". They work on the principle that water and particles in it 

travelling very rapidly down a concave perforated slope are driven 

outwards allowing them to pass as fine pulp through the surface 

apertures in the slope assisted by centrifugal force. The sizing 

function is only a rough one.. The use of sieve bends is to remove 

excess water and the finest particles suspended in it. A sieve bend is 

quite different from a vibrating screen, which depends on natural 20 

gravity and "throw" (upward and forward movement) caused by vibration to 

break the surface tension between particles of feed and the deck surface 

and to present the particles to the apertures with the desired frequency 

and in stratified form.

7. .1 ask leave to make the following particular observations on Mr.
EXHIBIT "12"-Affidavit of Arthur

Grosvenor's Affidavit: • .- Noel' Pritchard dated 24.5.83
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(a) Paragraph 10

Sentence 2. If water is added to the feed in a pulping box it 
achieves the same effect in principle as if the feed were passed 
through a scrubber prior to screening. The only difference is one 
of degree and the choice between a pulping box and a scrubber will 
depend on the type of ore involved.

Sentence 3. The process of screening with the addition of water is 
not always called wet screening. It is often called "washing and 
screening" or just "washing", in the loose sense of "washing" to 
which Dr. Lynch refers in paragraph 6 of his Affidavit. The 
expression "wet screening" probably evolved because of the physical 
proximity of the two processes in the process circuit, but they are , Q 
distinct. The pulping box would be just as effective if it were 
located several hundred metres before the screen in the operating 
circuit. This comment also applies to sentences 8 and 9 of. 
paragraph 12 of Mr. Grosvenor's Affidavit.

Sentence 5. If thorough cleansing of the ore for later 
concentration is desired it is essential to slurrify or pulp the 

ore prior to screening.

(b) Paragraph 12

Sentence 5. The preferable screen for use in conjunction with 
scrubbing is a horizontal screen operating with straight line
motion rather than circular motion as for an inclined screen. When 20

EXHIBIT "12"-Affidavit of Arthur 
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scrubbing is not required screening is normally performed on an 
inclined screen with circular motion. The screens referred to in 
paragraphs 9, 10 and 11 of Mr. Langridge's Affidavit are examples 
of the former; the scalping screens referred to in paragraph 8 
thereof and the screens in the Plaintiff's High Grade Ore facility 
at Tom Price are examples of the latter.

Sentences 6 to 7. The breakdown of contaminants achieved by 
scrubbing cannot be achieved by screening alone and screening takes 
place after scrubbing begins in the pulping box. The latter does 
not "come about" as part of screening. It is a deliberate process 10 
aimed at a different physical result.

(c) Paragraph 14

Sentence 3. In my opinion the "wetting" in tne pulping box 
followed by spraying and screening makes the process washing and 
screening or, more technically, scrubbing and screening.

(d) Paragraph 20

Sentence 3. I do not agree that the words "crushing" and 
"screening" either now or in 1962 would adequately or accurately 
describe a sizing and cleaning process for the purposes of later 
beneficiation, such as the process at Tom Price with which these 20 
proceedings are concerned. I do agree that they would, both now

EXHIBIT " 12" -Affidavit of Arthur 
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and then, perfectly describe a dry coarse size reduction and 
grading process, such as the High Grade Ore facility at Tom Price.

With reference to Mr. Booth's Affidavit, I ask leave to make the 
following particular comments:

(a) Paragraph 8

Sentence 2. Nearly all screens operating in the iron ore industry 
in Australia are and were in 1962 vibrating screens.

Sentences 3, 4 and 5. In my experience,... in iron ore processing, 
. the decision to wash or scrub as well as to screen depends on 
whether that is to be followed by a wet concentration process. 
Either water is required for the later concentration process or it 10 
is not. If it is required but is not available, the process cannot 
be Installed. If it is not required but is available, it is 
unlikely to be used.

(b) Paragraph 9

Sentence 2. Water is an expensive and complicating component. It 
is only added to achieve a desired result. It is not an "optional 
extra" that one would add lightly.' 'I can agree with the words 
"efficiency of separation" only, if they refer to the separation of 

gangue from mineral in the heavy media drums and cyclones; but even 

then I would have to say that, if no cleaning were done by the
water, heavy media separation would not work. 20

EXHIBIT "^"-Affidavit of Arthur 
Noel Pritchard dated 24.5.83
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(c) Paragraph 10

Sentences 2 and 3. I refer to and adopt paragraph 6 of Dr. Lynch's 
Affidavit and repeat my comment above on the expression "efficiency 
of separation".

(d) Paragraph 11

Sentence 1. At Tom Price the water preconditions the feed for 
later concentration in the drums, cyclones and WHIMS. It is only 
'incidental that it also assists passage through the screen.

(e) Paragraph 13

Sentence 4. If the contaminants separate only partly, the 
treatment would not be effective enough to prepare the feed for the 10 
heavy media process. There is some degree of tolerance but the 
separation must always be thorough.

(f) Paragraph 14

Sentences 3 and 4. Screening alone is not enough. There must be 
cleaning as well, but there cannot be efficient cleaning at the 
final preparation screens unless there has been scrubbing earlier.

"12"-Affidavit of Arthur 
Noel Pritchard dated 24.5.83



(h) Paragraph 16

Sentence 3. I agree with Dr. Lynch's comment in the last sentence 
of paragraph 9 of his Affidavit.

SWORN by the said ARTHUR ) 

NOEL' PRITCHARD at 

in the State

this ^^ day of )

1983. )

Before me:

A Justice of the Peace

Filed on behalf of the Plaintiff,

' EXHIBIT "12"-Affidavit of Arthur 1415' Noel Pritchard dated 24.5.83
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The H&P 
Sieve Bend

The Heyl & Patterson Sieve Bend offers an 
economical means for high capacity classi 
fying and dewatering to the Coal Industry. 
Patterned after the original Dutch State 
Mines type, and manufactured by agreement 
in the United States, the basic design has 
been refined since it was first introduced 
in 1953.
Simplicity and performance make the H&P 
Sieve Bend a logical choice for any size 
dewatering/classifying application. The 
following paragraphs tell why.

Low Cost Operation
Prep plant operators will appreciate the 
patented Sieve Bend design. Simplicity is its 
greatest advantage. It requires no connected 
horsepower, occupies a limited amount of 
space, requires a minimum of support 
structure, and practically no maintenance. 
As a stationary screen, the H&P Sieve Bend 
requires no permanently assigned operator, 
and is without the noise and vibration 
customarily associated with conventional 
.screening operations.
Periodic reversal of the Sieve Bend screen 
assures consistant cutting of slurry layers 
and extends screen life. When wires are 
•worn to the point where screenings become 
too coarse, the worn screen is easily 
removed and a new one installed in less than 
an hour.

Design & Operation
Coal slurry fed at near zero pressure enters 
the feedbox and passes over a series of 
baffles which spread the slurry to provide 
even distribution across the entire width of 
the deck. Dropping from the last baffle, 
slurry is fed tangentially to the screen, 
separating the solids to a predetermined 
particle size, delivering a dewatered over- 
product and a dilute effluent. 
A full stream of coal slurry flowing over the 
Sieve Bend decreases in depth in increments 
of about one-quarter the slot width each 
time it passes a slot. For instance, if a slot 
width or screen opening being shaved off 
by each wire is about V» mm, this V* mm 
thick cut can transport only up to Vi mm size 
particles. Therefore, plus Vi mm solids pass 
over the screen deck. The result is an 
efficient separation of feed solids at a size 
considerably smaller than the opening in the Capacity 
Sieve Bend.

percent utilization of the screening area ar 
effectively prevents oversized solids from 
entering the effluent.

Two stage Sieve 
Bend, available in 
combinations of 
widths and screen 
radii.

20

The unique screening action of the H&P 
Sieve Bend extends the practical application 
of screening to much finer coal sizes without 
any danger of blinding.
The effluent of the Sieve Bend flows into the 
effluent chamber from where it is piped for 
further processing. The cake is discharged 
over the lip of the Sieve Bend. 
Different slot widths in the Sieve Bend 
produce various particle separations. 
Standard screen sizes are available from Vi 
mm to 2 mm.
The curved Sieve Bend section is mounted in 
a structural frame and clamped in place 
between two plates. This design permits 100

Two important factors influencing the 
capacity of the H&P Sieve Bend are the free 
screening area and the velocity of the feed 
slurry. When making a separation of Vi mm, 
the H&P Sieve Bend produces an effluent 
of up to 65 GPM per square foot of Sieve 
Bend area, far exceeding most conventional 

. screening methods. 3'0

Application
The H&P Sieve Bend can successfully be 
used in many applications in preparation 
plants where fine coal (minus Vi in.) is * 
wetted and processed. f
The H&P Sieve Bend serves: 
• to supplement or even replace sludge 

tanks or settling cones, 4 0

,
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to dewater refuse from concentrating

» tables, 
as a scalping unit for dressing water for 
concentrating tables. 

^lo dewater and classify centrifuge feed or

I to perform as a "tell-tale" screen for the 
effluent, 
to prepare froth flotation feed or to scalp 
/roth tailings to recover coarse clean coal,

I and, to classify or dewater feed to vibrating 
screens, relieving overload conditions and 
improve screening efficiency.

dvantagesof the 
&P Sieve Bend
iw Operating Cost: Lack of moving parts 

^nd negligible maintenance costs minimize 
'rating expenses. The H&P Sieve Bend 

quires no assigned operator or supervisor.
avertible Screen: Means longer periods of

;ration. Longer screen life means lower 
tstoo.

i

' mplified Design: Lower initial costs, no 
i_oving parts, light weight, minimum space
•nd support structure requirements make 
Be H&P Sieve Bend easy to install in 
m .isting plants.
•uiet: No moving pans means no vibration
•rtd low noise levels.
•Yicwnt. High Capacity: Works with the 

test sizes. Capacities exceed those of any

fnventional screening method. 
sxibte: A wide variety of sizes and screens 
e available to meet the requirements of 
nost any installation.

Bank of H&P Sieve Bends in preparation plant dewatering slurry ahead of vibrating screens

r
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Hey I & Patterson... Proven Performer
lay I & Patterson has been a pioneer de- 
igner and builder of processing equipment 
nd plants for many years. H&P plants

and equipment have proven their reliabil 
ity and superior performance in many 
industrial processing applications.

H&P Centrifuges: 
4P-48 Hurricane 
k HP-36 Reineveld
living you the lowest moisture obtainable 
y mechanical methods at the lowest cost 
er ton, Heyl & Patterson Centrifugal Dry- 
rs have been setting records for high re- 
overy of both coarse and fine products. 
IP-48 Hurricane & HP-36 Reineveld Cen- 
rifugal Dryers are:

Manufactured for all feed tonnages, with 
capacity to handle surges up to 250 tph. 
Designed for simplified maintenance and 
reduced operating cost. All parts are 
readily accessible.
Operated at uniform frequency and con 
stant force of vibration for reliable 
performance.

H&P High Energy 
Cyclo-Cell Offers 
Trouble-Free Flotation

The superior performance of the patented 
Heyl & Patterson Cyclo-Cell, a flotation 
system, gives you exceptional recovery of 
quality products with dependable, trouble- 
free flotation as well as other advantages. 
Unequaled simplicity: No moving parts. 
Vortex chamber provides abundant aera- • 
tion and agitation.
Low horsepower requirements: Operates 
effectively with minimum power consump 
tion.
Low installation cost: Simple supporting 
structure permits easy installation, and cells 
can be stacked to reduce floor space. 
Low maintenance cost: Life expectancy of 
the low-cost Refrax®Ceramic Vortex 
Chamber is 4-5 years of continuous service. 
Instant start-up: Starts up readily under 
load without peak power requirement.

Give Us A Call...
Heyl & Patterson's years of experience 
in engineering, designing, fabricating and 
installing materials handling plants and 
equipment give us unparalleled experience 
in making sound recommendations for 
your needs. Our highly skilled engineering 
staff is always available to analyze and 
discuss your requirements. Give us a call.

Heyl & Patterson, Inc., 250 Park West Dr., P.O. Box 36, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15230,412/788-6900 
1010 Young St., P.O. Box 1028, Charleston, W.Va. 25324,304/342-5146 '

H&P Cyclones: 
Versatile Processors
Pioneered in 1947, H&P Cyclones are the 
coal industry leader for thickening, separat 
ing and classifying chores. A complete line 
of WATER-ONLY and HEAVY MEDIUM 
CYCLONES are also available. Heyl & Pat 
terson Cyclones are offered in standard 3. 
8, 14, 24 and 30 inch sizes, constructed 
of Ni-Hard, Ceramic or Elastomers. Flow 
capacities range from five to 4000 G.P.M. 
per cone at operating pressure drops of fiv« 
to 40 P.S.I. H&P Cyclones can handle par 
ticle sizes up to two inches. Units can be 
provided in manifolds or clusters to suit 
plant layout.

HEYL& 
PATTERSOI
ENGINEERS AND CONSTRUCTORS
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DORR-OLIVER
DSM SCREENS

FOR THE
PROCESS INDUSTRIES

the 
curve 

makes
the

difference
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Here's how the DSM works
the 

curve 
makes 

the 
difference
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md here's where the DSM is working
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I/ 44 I

Model
Capacity per ft. 

of screen width (gpm)

45 c

50°

30-200

Standard 
width (ft)

2.4,6

Range of 
separation (mesh)

8-65

30-150

RAPIFINE

30-100

2,4.6 8-48

48-325

lORR-OUUER DORR OLIVER INCORPORATED 
INTERNATIONAL HEADQUARTERS 
77 HAVEMFYER LANE 
STAMFORD. CONN. M»M

p^n 6°°
/^sr \ i
(\_\//y 30-200 4 8-48

JQ*ii-u^-
V

s
V 120° fi

g
50-200 2,4.6 100-325 v

M

f I

@ 270° 

<rto ___ .,, 100% minus C 
10°-200 1Vz 50 mesh 6

/?^09
300- s

50-200 2/3 48-325 h
s
w

Typical applications

Thickening, deckering, 
flume water, fruit and 
vegetable wastes.

I 
Phosphates, potash,
ammonium sulphate, 
steeped gram dewalering, 
fruit & vegetable 
processing, alumina. ' .

Iron ore, copper ore, 
sand, cement

Starch fiber washing, 
fiber recovery, spent 
grain press liguor, 
vegetable fine fiber 
waste, paper-pulp fiber 
screening, deckering, 
crystal dewatermg.

Cement slurry at 
65% solids

Stillage, raw-sugar melt 
liquor, fiber removal from 
starch, fiber removal from 
waste activated sludge.

Taconite at approx. 
90% minus 325 mesh.

SM» and RaplFlne*1 are registered trademarks ot Dorr-Oliver Incorporated * 1974 Dorr-Oliver Incorporated
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Vibrating Screen Manufacturers Association
U Lodngton Avtmu, New York, N.Y. 10017 • :'. "

Ite-CfMbmri Minufecturfnf Co. 
nrttt-Roblni, Incorportttd 

lift-Mi Ca
ytfbtrf Mtnultcturlnf Co. 
•oducttn Equ<pmt«il Co. 
mpMcftjr EnglnMr/n| Co. 
nWl EnffnMrfnf Worki 
w W. 8. Tjrtor Company
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VIBRATING SCREENS Terms and Definitions

Amplitude (St9 Rtltttd Term: Stroke) 
Tbo distance from the mean position to tho point o( BMJO- 
auim displacement In tho COM at o ribrotinf toooa with 
circular motion, amplitude would bo the ndlui at tho circle. 
In tho OHO of itroilht-llno motion or elliptical motion it would bo one-half o/ tho total nwroment or ooo-holf of tho major axis of tho ellipse; thuf % rfroAe.

Amplitudt Ctrd (Stt Preferred Ttrm: Sirofre Ctrd)

Anglt (See Preferred Ttrm: Slop*)

Anglt of Rtpott
That anfla to tho horizontal which a notarial will I 
naturally whan in a pilo.

Anglt Of Slid*
That an(lo to tho horiionul, at which natarial will slide on 
an inclinod rurfoeo as dotorminod by tho naturo of tho 
motoriai and kind of larfoco on which it u •upportod.

Bill D»Ck
A ipocial dock which rotains bolls that Ithkt tha undar-
•ioa of tho scrooninf turfaco.

10

3*1* Frjmt .
SutioMry strucnm immodktoly Mipportiof tht
N-dy.

Batt Mounttd
DMMIM vibracuif KTOOH nipportod from ttruetur* bolow. 
•• oppoovd to ovorhottd nupoauon.

Angle, V*llty
That an|la to tho boriiontal fomod by tho lino of Intorarc- doa of two inclinod pianos each at tho anflo focnod by tho joint batnooii tho two aidofl of a hoppor.

Aperturt
Oponing in tcrooninf Hirfaoo. 
Alto known as

Arch (S»t Prtftrrni Ttrm: Crown)

Aulomitlc Lubriation
Equipcaont for injoctini lubricant into boorin(s ac i 
trollod voluoM and froquoncy.

SacAp/aM
A cloiuro pUto OCTOM food ond of « oerooa to provoot

Baffle Plite
Doaactor wod to diroct tho flow of aocoriaL

A mochMiicol vibrator component, uiuolly of tA« roller 
typo, allowiai roubon of tho •holt on which it u mounttd.

Staring Cfosur*
A mochonicol vibrotor componont thot eoTor* UM opoa oad 
of. • boo/inf bousing, with or without proriiioo for « ahftft

20

nt that holds tho outor raoo
Btiring Housing
A nachanteol riaratoi 
afthobsorina,

Burin f Sttl
A mochonical vibrator component botwoon tha rotatini and 
Maciooary olosaonts, which fotains lubricant aod •scludat faraiin manar. Kzanploa an: labyrinth and conuct soalt.

B«d Dtpth (Sea Pr»1err«d Term: Dtpth of Btd)

Blink P/Jfo S«el/on
A form of earryini pan applied llko a snoon MCOOO.

30

Blinding (Stt Rtltttd Ttrm: ' 
Catting and Plugging)

A reduction of *pon aroa in a scroonln( surface cauoed by coatinf orp

40
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o

Body (SM Preferred Term: Vibrating Body) 

Body-bound Bolt
A aabaod bolt anod in • hola machined to clooi uloraacot, 

thoroby dooyiat movoaMat batwoaa tho bolt aad hola.

Bone-dry
Malarial haTint no rarfaco moutoro.

Bottom Plat* (SM Preferred Term: 
Carrying Pin)

Brace Frame (Brace Strut)
tldopUu tpaona itroctural nimbly, uo>d ia pioco of 

OBpportfroaM.

Brldflnc (SM Preferred Term: Coatinf ) 

Buffer Strip
RMUIont OMmbor. uaually rabbor. anroriaf tbo nippon

Cable (SM Preferred Term: Wire Rope) 

Camber (SM Preferred Term: Crown)' 

Capacity
Tbo Huimum food rau ihot • KTMO. e>a

Circle Throw
Motua a* • rlbrada« oaooa which Tibratn ia • vorhcoj, 

tubrtantially circular pottom. 
AUo kaowa oj circuUr Krako.

Clrculatinc Load (SM Preferred Term: 
RecirculalMf Load)

Clamp Plate
A aiombor locatod >bo*o tbo .rr«inin« ourfoco «t tbo aMo- 

ptato. wUch boM> down tho od«o ol tho xnoa ourflco, ud 

form, a MO! to tbo ovoaplato.

CUmpPWM

10

O

Clamp Plate Stop
A a*mU block or bor Mtocbod to tbo iaoido of tbo oMoptato 

to limit upward awaiaont o( a claap plato.

Carrlafe Bolt (SM Preferred Term: Tension Bolt)

Carryinc Pan
A coUoctiBf nirfaco locatod balow a Knoa dock rocoiTiaf 

aad coanyini tha thru product (root lao oovoaiaf turtoco. 

Alao known •• coltoctiaf pan.

Camrlo* m

Clamp Strip
Aay aMTabar abova tha ocrooaiaK rurfoco boldiaf it dowa 

w tho aapaon Jraaja.

ClaMification
Tao proi;oM of approiiaMito ajroupiaf of maurial by daaoity 

or un throuin tha PMcbaakal UM of a fluid (air or liquid)

20

Clear Openinf (See Preferred Term: 
Aperture and/or Space Cloth)

Cloulnf (SM Preferred Term: Plufj/nj)

CloM Slant
Tb* procaoi wboro tho UavtlBi aad rataiaiac < 

faeaa ara ooarly tba onoo.
O

30
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Cloth (See Preferred Term: 
Woven Win Scram Cloth)

Catting (See Related 7erm: Blinding)
A condition wboro la>donuo porticloi eoaxat ovor tho opor- 
mm of tbo ocroonlat Mrfoco by Tfctuo of rorHniii <«a- 
•rally raouldaf from auaotara contaat).

Collecting Pin (See Preferred Term: 
Carrying Pin)

Consistency
Tho rodo of dry tolldi coatoat to thl total
Button, imililliiJ la porcaat oa o woifht booio, oaiooi
tportlrally tutod by Tolumo.

Crown
Tho coa»ozlty of o ocrooa dock, or tho diaoroneo in oioro. 
tioa boioooii hlf h oad low potao.

Q^jg ICIIIN Old

Oam
Aa oboncttOB to th* low of BMUriol, nouotod oa tho 
•crooaiac nrfoca.

Damping or Dampening
Tho raducttaa of vibrattoa by onaraal moom.

10

Condm/nil/on
Tb» onniM or undanin auMctal (or both), priunt la • 
product. UnuUy upunij u i AncoM ol tb« product.

inf Spttd (S«« Preferred Term: 
ftite of

Counferflow
RouOon at vibrator ihoft mch 
thot too top of UM dwft U rout- 
i>( towud* tho food *ad of tho 
morhlno, or *|*>a>t tho low al
tho BMtorioL

Countenreifhf
A rotodac off-coator wolfhL

Coonttrw«ig/if Shift (See Re/a(ed Term: 
Eccentric Shaft)

A Tlbrator eotnponoiit. which hu o pordoa botwooa jouraoi 
•ocdoai with coator o( mooi occoatlic to tho JounaU.

Critical Speed (See Related Term: Resonance)
CaadittOB ot which tho iapoood froquoacy o( TibratioB op- 
proximotoi tho norural fr«|<iocicy of tho auoMorlac rrrtoaL 
Unully oppllod In drcuaMtaacoi wbora tho ofloco pro. 
doood ara ttadoolrablo.

Oecfc
A *4bndaf ocrooa uimpuuml innilitlaf of • Pipport 
fraBM, ouooalag nirfooo, aad

Deck Prapjr* «on (See Preferred Term: 
Scraenjnf Surface)

Dtgndttion
Tbo brokoa aMtorial cauood by *— -""-i or wo»lhoria(.

Oeplh of Bed
Thiekniii of tho loyor of aaouriol travonlac • Mroon nu- 
fooo.

Desf/minc
RoBMTal of oxtrocaoly lao patticlM from • wot aiotoriol by 
paadai it ovor • arraonlnt Mrfata.

Dawjltrinj
Romorol of froo wotor or ourfaco mirirmro

20

Oitttrentiil Angle Decit
A icrooa dock la which raccooaiTo orroonlm Nrfocoo of tho

30

ANCLE DECK
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Discntrfe Spout or Up
btnuion «t tho dlacharfo tod of tho tenon dock. It may bo 
ribnting or itaOooanr.

Driven G»tr
A goar which it propollod by another |

Divided Deck
A dock having a tcrooniaf nirfoco longitudinally divided 
bypordtioB(i).

Drive Guard
The cadotun (or tho rnnrrr trtnimittiim
tho tenon opd the iauaodioto powor

DtvidodDock

Double Crimped
A urm oppllod to wovoa win tcm 
in both dinctiwu on comtttod.

I cloth, wbon too wirot

Or*w Platt (Set Preferred Term: Tension Plate)

Drip Angle or Strip (See Re/ited Term: 
Wiper Strip)

A projoctioa bolow tho tenon tur- 
i^ > fora oupport frmno nuulaf lonfl- 

tadinolly to dlroct liquid ud 
aotoriol into ratioBory coUocUoc

Subourr 
CoUocoof Hoppor

Dursnar

Or(r«
All tJM ImMtrtltTi olooaonu uaod to provido modro powor 
to tho tenon, MCA ot V-bolu, tboovot, motor, tad motor

Drive Gear
A coor which propolo Mother tow.

Dry Screening
Soponbon of motoriol without tho. oddlUon o( •

Dust Enc/osure
Any typt of tncotomont tround a vibrating i 
purpoto of controlling dutt.

I lor tho 10

Oust Enclosure—Open S/ded
A ttatioMry oncloran with ooalt oxtandlBg to tho vibrating 
fnmo to ollow {no accoti to tho oMoplatoi (or doth ton- 
rioniai, with or without air Intako or oihaurt.

20

Dust Hood
Ouot Endtoun • Opwi Sidod

A ttationory coror ovor tho top 
dock, with prarWoa (or dim ox-

Dust Stll
A dutt nttninlng •
lD4Tibemtta«fra«o.

30

tutiooaty
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Eccentric
An •nimbly mounted on an off-cantor portion of a abaft, 
•nd uaad to convart rouiy molion to radprocatini motion.

Efectrfcaf/y Heated Screeninf Surface
A (craanlnf Mrfaca which li baated bjr vtrtua of th» turf* 
ittalf acting M aloctrical raairunc*.

Eccentric Shett (See Relitad Term:
Counterweifnt Shift)

A vibrator eomponant. whkh bM journal •oftiima tumod on 
oceantric canton, or on which acentric hubd) ortloaraCi) 
ii (an) i

Ecetnlrieify
Th« ftcod dimantioo from cmtar obtaiaad from 
a ihaft af-t*»t*t.

E/ectro-Mafnet/c
Danout a machin* or Tibrator which hat motion craatad 07

End Stifftr (See Rallied Term: Side Staffer; 
A arm uod to daacriba a parforaud cnoCiuratioa of alan. 
faud aporturaa wh«ra tha •DOIT aiaa of tha apanurw fall in 
llna on ararr row, but tba loaf axoa of only avaty othar row 
fall In lina. La, "Miffand" won lookiaf into tha and of 
tbaapartura.

10

Edfe Preparation
Tba fabrication (I-., hoeka, naafaa, btodat.) on tha odaaa 
of a iLiaaii aiction, wUcfa acoapta tba t

Effective Screeninf Ant, or Net Effective Area
Portion of Scroan Dock railaMa far malarial •tpar.don. ' End Tentfofl

TanaJonlni of a i 
tow.

vfaca parallal to tba matarial 20

Efficiency
TSa da(raa «( accuracy at which a aeraon pa«form» a (fvan 
particla ilM wpuation. Spacifkallyt tha parcant of tha 
undaniaa In tha faod, that actually panll thru th> acraon-

% of faod which actually through
% undaniio In faad (ihould pw throufh)

Not to b. confUMd with contaaainadoa < M dannidoa ) 
SoaalaoAppanduiA

Exciter
A tarm UMd for tba vibrator on a
on tha riinnanr prinripla

Feect
Tba matarial pmanlad to a

marhlni which oporatat

30

Effluent
Tba liquid panda*; throufh a ocraoninf mrfaco

Feeder
A convayini darica by which too rala of dollTacy of matarial 
may ba controllod.
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o

of dM vibradnf frama which accapti
Floor Mounted (See Preferred Term: 

Base Mounted)

Floor Stind (See Preferred Term: Pedestal)

Flow Rotation (See Preferred Term: Withflow)

Flowsheet
A Kbamatk dnwiai thawing tha mit i of «

Feed Plate (See Preferred Term: Feed Box)

Fill Wire (See Preferred Term: Shoot Wire)

Filler Ring
A martianifal vibrator c 
lat, laoulctlnc lataral n

K iiuartad In baariaf houc 
I of baariaf raol.

Fines
Malarial hiTinf panic* liaa MbataadaUy amallor thui • 
tpadnad •ptrtnra. SomMiaM uwd ifituumuoiuly with un- 
rlitiii*. but notr

Fines Hopper
A racaptacla locaMd bilow tha imoa dock, and rocarria* 
tha thru*. May ba Tibradaf or itadonary.

Fixed Screen (Sea Preferred Term: 
Stationary Sieve)

Float (Product)
Tha Ufhtaat wai|ht utarial fracdon from a dauity •apa- 
radon.

Float (Bearing)
Tha •mount of lataral muiaiuont providad for <

i two parta; TIL. tuarlm outar raca In its hmitinc

Fly Wheel (See Preferred Term: Counferweifht)

Four Searing (See Preferred Term: 
Positive Stroke)

Frequency (See Related Term: Speed)
Th> aumbor of dam >n mat (TU, raaplot* cycl* a( 
matioa) rapMU itMlf p»r aait of tiow.

Friction Chedt
A modon ounpOMr of th« friction brain typ* which miol- 
OUSM itrolM boildmp durinf start u4 Mop, aad maj aUo 
Utarally ftabiliia a icrotn duriaf oparation.

10

20

Flooding
c iCTiaa barond to capacity.

Front Plate
A cloom plata acroM dlacharf a rod of a 
•craoniaf lyffaea.

icroaa, bolow tb.

30
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The eccoleretioo of gravity (32.2 ft/Me2). Acceleration! 
are usually espisisad •• multiples of one gravity (Tit* IO, 
2G.3.6G).

Grizzly
A heavy duty screening lur/aca eontistiiif of • sofiaa of 
spaced bar, rail, or pipe OMmbars runniag in th* diraction 
of material flow, may b* either stationary or vibrating.

Healed deck (See Preferred Term: 
Electrically Heated Screening Surface)

Hifh Speed
A vary ralativa term referhnf to tba operating frequency 
of a screen. Used to indicate rpm or cpm |*nerally in excess 
of 3000.

Holddown Bar (See Preferred Term: Clamp Strip)

Gyrating Screen (Sea Preferred Term: 
Vibrating Screen)

Half-Size
Material having particle lisa smaller at laa*t ia ooe illman 
lion than on* half of a spooned apemue.

Hand
A designedon of ri|ht or Uft uaad ta tndieata a ipedic lid* 
of a Tibratinf screen. It u detarmiDOd when facing in direc 
tion of material flow, as it moves awer from to* viewer.

DiachaifsiEnd— »l

'1 3- -E
w

l\ In

$

Feed End 

Head (See Preferred Term: Vibrator)

Headroom
Technically, the dIBerenca in elevation between the 'work- 
m(*poittu' of the feed end of the top deck screoniac surface 
and the diacharae end of the bottom deck scneninf surface. 
Not to be confused with over-all haifbt or vertical clearance.

Hook Bar
A type of tension member which engagos a dowmurned 
edge of a screen section.

Hook Bolt
A type of tension member which engages the edge wire of a 
screen section.

Hook Strip (See Preferred Term: 
Edge Preparation)

Horizontal Screen
A type of vibrating screen having motion that i> rubetxnti- 
slly straight-line in a vertical plane inclined in the direction 
of material flow.

Housing (See Preferred Term: Oust Enclosure) 

Inclined Screen
A typo of vibrating screeu with circle throw motion.

Influent
The liquid flowing to a aereeniag surface.

Inherent Moisture
Liquid, usually water, bald within the particle.

Inertia Weight (See Preferred Term: 
Wire Aope Stabilizer)

J-bolt
A fastening oevlce which encages a support bar and holds 
down the screening surface.

Journal
That portion of a shaft on. which a bearing is mounted.

10

20

30
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o
Ltdgt Angle
Structural ntambor aruwhod io tha itdaplataa thai acu • wpport /or tha Kraonini turfac*.

LadraAatia-

left Hind (See Rtlfttd Term: Htnd) 

Limiting Screening Surface (Limiting Serein)Tho modlum datarmiiUnc tba larfwt lit* portiela of a product, thua tho modium through »mch a product hai

Llyt frame (See Preferred Term: Vibrttlng frame;

Longitudinil Btr (Stt Preferred Term: Support Btr)

Marginal Ptrttcltt (Set Preferred Term: Htir-Siit)

Middling (product)
Tba lfltaniiodfa<a»rot|ht malarial fracttond) from a doo- trly taparation.

Motor Bit*
Tba immadiala dovica on which tha motor u mouMad, uraally pnmdinf for bolt taknp adjuttmanL Incluooi ouch rjrpaa aa ilido rail, piTolod, and ipriac loodod.

Multiplt-Slopt Dtck (Stt Preferred Term: D/fferent/a/ Angle Dtck)

Multiplt-Slopt Dee* Screen
A Knoll with docks at diffaraot anfioi.

10

O
MulUpla-Sopa Dock SCTWD

Nur-Slzt
That matarial »«rjr aaarlr tha tijo of tho apartura, faoor-ally conaidorad ai plut or aalniu 35% of tha aportura.

Ntir-Slzt Oven
That portion of tha noar-ain malarial larfor than tha apar-

20

Utth
Nuabar of opanlnai (and fraction tbaroaf) par Uaoar mch, coontinf from tha cantor of a win.•ir

dn
4

Mauui

ir-ii-
titI'l'MlM'I'llPI

1
1 II II II 

nnj Maah

Nttr-Sizt Thru*
That portion of tba ooar-ouia tutorial aBallar than tha apar-

Oil FUnger
A routing eaaponoBt of an oiUubricatod vibrator uaad to dlaoibuta tho oil.

Oil Mitt Luttricttion
A contfrraoui automatic, oop-rocirculativa lubrication ft*-tarn UMHI cranpfianil air to mUt oil.

Open Art*, or Percent Open Ant
Ratio o/ tha araa of tho apararm to tha total araa of tha Miaouing mrfaea.

30

c
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Oscil'atinf
Usad to danola linaar motion, ganorolry in too largar ( Vi~ to
J") rrroka. and slows* (100-400 rpm) spood ranga.

Profile Wire (See Related Term: 
Dec* Preparation)

A typa of Kraaning surfaca using wiraa af various shapas in 
croal •action!, running substantially parallal to aoch othar.

Overs (Product)
Tha actual malarial that paaaos ovar a 
eluding contamination.

•uriaca. in-

Oversize
Matorial having panicla tin lariar at loast in ona <liman- 
lion than a spocinod apartura.

Pedestal
Support Mamber(s) for a boae mounted suaan

Percant Solids
Commonly ipecined »v wet* 
ro/urm.

but BUT bo ipooAoe; br

Ptrlonttd Plat*
A typa of •craanint toHaca, with various thapa opaninci 
Mod lor tha purpoM of Mparatia( malarial

Rale of Travel
Tha ipaad of material ovar the screening surface usually 
••pressed in feat per minute.

Reciprocating:
Usually applied to machines with substantially linear mo 
tion in tha plane of its main frame. The stroke is normally 
in tha ranga of 1" to 4*. and speeds of 30 to 200 rpm.

Recirculatinf Load
Material that is reioctad (oversiae or undanue) in a 
screening operation. MBI to process machinery for limner 
treatment and then returned (rocircvletad) to taa original

Rectanfular Opwiinf (Screen Cloth)
Whan rafarring to wovon-wira stfaan cloth, having alon- 
tatod openings dafinod by singlo or multipia crosi or shoot

Recycle (See Preferred Term: 
Recirculatinf Load)

Rejects
A (aneral tarm appliod to unwantad matarial. aithor ovar- 
sua or undarsiia.

10

20

P'uffinr (Screen Surface)—S«M Related Term: 
Bfindinf

The wedging or jamming at opemngs in o screen medium 
by particles, prevent** pessage <W tmdeniao material.

Plu«inc (Motor)
Tha electrical "braki<<" of a motor to mlnimiae time ocreen 
runs thru resonance owing itopcaag.

Repulping
Tha addition of liquid usually at trough locations aloof tha 
dack. ta raalurry tha faod.

Resonance
Tha fraquancy at which any masa-spring systam will vibrata 
naturally (natural froquaocy).

Resonant Screen
A form of horizontal scraon which ussi tha principlo of 
rasonanea ta produca its motion.

30

Positive Stroke
Rafars to any vibratm*; unit havteg a vibrator with aub- 
itantially ftxad out-bord baoruxs, and with stroko datar- 
minod by oecantricnr W tha snaUt.

Retention Time
Tha tima any givan parrida of matarial is actyJly on tha 

surfaca.
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Shoot-Wire
Wlrai runnini acrai th* width of tha cloth, ai worm. 
Abe known ai nil, »ll«r. ihuw, weft or woof win*.

Sink (Product)
Th* haaviovt w*ifht material fraction from • damity ••pa-

Side Stagger (See Related Term: End Stagger)
A tern Mod to describe • perf orated eonncuration at eion- 
feted aperture! where the loot axe* of the aperturei fall 
in Un* on *»*ry row, but the ihort axM «f only •vory Mb*r 
row fall In Uao: i-^, "itMtmd" whon lookifw into tba md» 
ol tlw apcrttm.

Size Consist (See Preferred Term: Sieve Analysis)

Sizing (See Preferred Terms: 
Screening and Separation)

Skid Bars
Longitudinal Bonbon attached to top of Knontni iwfaco. 10

Side Tension
Tenaionini of a Kreeninf surface acroei the direction of 
material flow.

Sidepiate
Structural coaponeat of Tibratlnf frame to which Tibrator 
and dock! are etteched.

Sieve (See Preferred Term: Testing Sieve) 

Sieve Analysis
A •tatenunt by particle mo and percenoifei of the amount 
of material in varioua particle liae (roupinfe.

Sieve Bend (See Related Term: Stationary Sieve)
Stationery, profile wire lurfece ufually bavinc a curved 
portion.

Sieve Ratio
The ratio of the aperture of a given teetinf lie**, to tbe 
•pertur* of the noBt nn*r teninc «•**, in a given neve 000!*.

Steve Scafe
A lilt of •partuf** of Micc*«uv*ly faolWr •er**ninc wr-
faen, uood In a myltipla imp licijii oparadon.

Skirt Plate
A memo
plata above tho *»r—"**t lurfoce, 
which •*•!• tbe cap beteeoa it 
aad the lidoplaie; and/or re- 
•train* oternow of materiel.

SkiRPUu

20

Skirtbotrd (StJt/onjry)
A *Br*mhtf flupport*d tAd.rp.md.nt 
ot tb*> Tibnbnf body, abovo UM 
top rtirir. .MM* thai •M*pL»tJM, to 
riiriiia u»tf*lq»» of 

10*10

Skwtb 30

Sieve Series
A KandardiMd •!«• *cal*.

S/ope
Th* anil* with th. boriaontnl 
•croon oKdond). Murt

by th* ftnt or top dock 
M upMO or rfownMII.

Sifter
A aerom with rouiy motion rabrtantially In th* plan* of 
tho •liioaoiai ourfac*.

Siotted Opening (Screen Cloth)—
See Preferred Term: Rectangular Opening
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0

Revolving Screen
A cylinder mounted on ration, on 
• ihaft with tha acreon turfaco 
forainc the circumference. AIM 
known aa trommel, KTUbber. or

Right Hand (See Related Term: Hand) 

Rinsing
Woihinf of nnoa or foroifn materiel from tho feed.

Rod Deck
A type of acreeninf, turf ace uaually mode up of round rod*, 
(fronted parallel to each other, replaceable individually 
or in fmall aoctiona.

Round Hot* Equivalent
Tho dimentionB of any ihopod opening in o orreeninc fur- 
fon, thot will moko moHiUilly tho lono Mporatlon «i 
•pocinod round hok.

Scilptr
A vibrotinc Krotn uMd for •calptnc ot any Bpomirt.

ScJlpinj
Strictly tho rooiovinc of • unoll wnount of ovtrtuo from 
• food which ii prodominantly ftnot. Typically, tho rto>o»ol 
of ovortiio from • food with •pprwamotoly • moximum of 
5% oronuo. and a minionim of 50% holf-uio.

Screen (S«* Related Terms:
Sheker. Sifter, and Vibrating Screen)

A mochino with >croonui| turfacod) uaod to cUoitfy mo- 
torioli hy tu«.

Screen Box (See Preferred Term: 
Vibralinf Frame)

Screen Cloth (See Preferred Term: 
Woven Wire Screen Cloth)

Screen Section
A rouehed piece of i 
ether preparation.

npleta with od» or

Screening
A nochanicol PTOCOM which acvomptithod a dlvioion of 
panicloi on tha boii> of wo, and thoir aerantonoa or ro- 
joction by a frerooninc nirfaco.

Screening Surface
Tho madium centaininf tha aporturoi for poatofo of tba 
undoraiao notoriaL

Seal (See Preferred Terms: 
Bearing Seal and Oust Seal)

Seat Strip
Trantvorta or lonfitudinol momfaor, or Malinc modiiun, at 
joint and/or and of oeroon aactiona.

SCIIIM CtOTM

So>l Scrip

SefVage
A nnithod od|o of wovon wiro Mroon doth producod in 
too waovinc piucaia of tha Door moihaa

Separation
Tho ipocine proton of portkjoi boini praoantod to opoityroi 
and boint ro/ioood il larjir than tho opos>D« at jiiiiirf 
throufhif«BMllor.

Shaft Gating
Structural componont proioctinf tho vibrator •hoJt(t) and 
oonnally oKondinc botwoan tho ridoptltoa.

Shaker
A atiaoft with rociprocotinf motion

Shear Mdbnts
Xaoiliaat auppona. BoiioUy rabbor, wooro too laxibla i 
bar li loadod In oboor.

0

c

10

20

30
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VIBRATING SCREENS Terms and Definitions

0 '

Snubber
A *«ribU diric* that racricu motxm.

Stabilizer (See Preferred Term: Friction Cheek;

Space Cloth
PtnotM dM of ter**n cloth, th* tp*o«e»tioc (or which it
••wrniiMd br aMnarinc tb* opoaiafi »tb*r thu "mMh*.

Speed
Tb* fr*qu*Dcr *t which • Tibradnc limn op*r*tM, tuuailr 

I ta rpm or cpm.

Split Dec* (See Preferred Term: 0/vtded Deck)

Squire Mesh (See Preferred Term: Me*fi)

Square Opening (See Preferred Term: 
Spece C/ol/i)

Stap/inf
Tb« obMiuctioa at th* <p«tuiM br tooc tbram maMrial 
loopwl aw th> wim or bm of tb> Mraniiaf niriin.

Start-Stop Bounce
A naditioa of inciMMd axmoo (itraln) wlun pairing thru

Slationaiy Enclosure
A typ« oi dvat mclwar* ni 
bratiaffniM.

o

Stationary Sieve
A tcrwaiaf i«Tf«e» umaily •aplorfa'l • proAio wir«, COBV 
manly ilopod.

Step Deck
A tori*! of icrMatac furiaen, ««ch loaud in pr«fM«T«lr 
Icww pumlM plum •loaf tb* vibradat «cr«tn.

Step Washing Plate* (See Preferred Term: 
Trough) c

10

20
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VIBRATING SCREENS Terms and Definitions

Stnifhtline Motion (See Preferred Term: 
Horizontal Screen)

Support frame
A vibrating frama componaot, which .upporti tha Bcrtvmnc 
turfaca.

Stratification
The proc«M or phanoroana wharaby tha lartar UM partiela* 
riM to tha top of • bod of material boinc ihakon or vibratad. 
whilo tha imaJlar lixa particlaa ti/t through tha voida and 
And thair way to tha bottom o/ tha bad.

Slro*« CS«« Related Term: Amplitude)
Th« diftanca batwaan tha axtramidaa of transvaraa; vU^ tha 
diamatar of a circular motion.

AUo uaad rynonymoua with M motioo"; vit, straight-lina 
-itroka".

Strokt Card (Set Related Term: Stroke Indicator)
C«rd on which tha motion of tho i 
compliahod by attaching card to t 
ttationary marktr agaiiut tho card.

Support Fruaa

Support Trijr
An aatily ramovabla unitiiad form of *upport frai

Surtict Moitture
Tha Aim of liquid (uiually wotar) adtoahnf to tl 
•urfaca of tha particla.

C»rd on which tha motion of tho icraan ii inacribad. Ac- «„«_-_.<-.< *,,. . 
complimhod by attachin( card to lidaplata and holdinf • iUtpenOeO SCretfl

A »ciaaii hunc from ovorhaad.

10

Stroke Indicator (See Related Term: Stroke Card)
A davica aruchad to tha lidaplat* from whicn ttrolra can 
ba road directly.

Support Bar
Maabara of tha icraaninf Mirfaca nipport fraina, that form 
tha crown of tba dack.

A!*o known as bar rail, bridaa rail, buckar-up bar, or longi 
tudinal bar.

Sympathetic Vibration
Tha motion of a mamuar or ttructura in r*«onanca with • 
tranimittad yibration.

Tailing
Watta product in oro claoiAoition.

Tension Bolt (See Related Term:
Wedg* Bolt Tentioner) 

Thraadod bolt uaad with tanaion mambar.

20

Support Btf

Ttnsion Memtwr
A c*noral ttrm for any of a numbor of dvvicn which »n- 
tat* th« «d(« of th« *cr«*m Mirfaca, and pull it taut ov«r 
the support fraana.

Tension P/*fe (Board)
Typa of tamion raombar that it located abov* O»» 
turfaca and cJoaa* tba gap batw»«n Uw edgo of Uta 
•urfacv and tho

40
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VIBRATING SCREENS Terms and Definitions

Tension Plate Slop

1INIION 
PlAfl 
ITO» '

A mull black or bar attached to 
tha inaida of tba sidaplata to limit 
upward mavamant ot a taniion 
pUt..

Tao»io« Plata

renn'on Skirtbojrd (See Preferred Term: 
Tension Plate)

'ensioning
[*ho «t/atching of tho ocrooning ouffaca within tho vibrating

resting Sieve
V cylindrical or traylika container with • Kreefung wirface 

lOttom of atandardtaod aperture*.

'hrow (See Preferred Term: Stroke) 

'hrus (Product)
."ho actual motvriat that poatot thru a •erooiiinc rurfaco. 

ncludinf contaiaiiiation.

fir us t fiinj (See Preferred Term: Filler Rlnj) 

°ota/ Moisture
"ha Mim ot inharant and aurioca raoiitiBro.

'ota/lr Enclosed (See Preferred Term: 
Oust Enclosure)

'ray Deck
j> Miilr ramovabla umtiaod larm of oock.

roufft (Repulping or Washing Trough)
. tnmoana, aolid dock pordon batwoon acraan aoeUom.

Tube Housing (See Preferred Term: 
Shaft Casing)

Two Bearing
Rafan to any vibratinc unit that amployi a unflo »haft 

with two boarinf a.

U-bolt (See Related Term: J-boH)
A fa*tanin( davico which an|»|Oi a support bar and holdi 

down tho •crooning •uriaco.

Unbalanced Pulley (Screen)
Tjrpo of tcroan on whkh tho •rroko it datormmod Mlaty by 

tha countarwoif he

Undersize
Material having particla tiaa Hnallor at loaat in ono di- 

monaion than a tpocinad aporturo.

Veil Plate (See Preferred Term: 
Blank Plate Section)

Vibrating (See Preferred Term: Vibrating Screen)

Vibrating Body
Coonploto vibrating ouaou othor than frUtioaary itoona.

Vibrating Enclosure
A typo ol duit ancloaura whor* booda. oavon. or paoa aro 

attacbad to tha vibrating fraaao aa aa iatagnl part.
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VIBRATING SCREENS Terms and Definitions:

wonting Frame
Compku itruetural portion at a vibntin( unit primarily 
compoaad o( tidaplaua and croaf maaborv DOM not in- 

cluda vibrator, ihAjt catinf, mounting or •luparaion paru. 

•nd non*«tnictural appurtananOM.

Wiper Strip (See Re/ated Term: 
Drip Angle or Strip)

A mambtr btlow tha liiiinim surfaoi in conuct with it 
•nd/ or Ion|ihi4in«l nipporti. to d*A*et liquid.

Vibrating Screen
A tcr**n with motion in • vvrticsl pUao which oporatM 

tmnllr «bo»« 600 rpn> >t l*n thm 1" itnk*.

Wire ffope Slabiiizer
W«ifht* that «r« atttchod to win ropo lufp^ntion otbla to 
pr*v«m their whippinf. Alw known •• inertia wtifht.

10

Vibrator (See Related Term: Exciter)
Tho rtrok. induonf mochaniioi o( u<r vibntinf •o.uip- 
mont. nHchanidl or •loetro*nyicn«tle. SooMtimM ineor- 

rottly uiod to dotifnote vibrmtiaf i

Vibrator Tube (See Preferred Term: 
Shaft Citing)

Warp Wire
WirM runnini parallal to tonph o( cloth, t

Wedge Soft Tensioner
A •lorud bolt and wodfa •mably u*ad with tMuion

Wire Rope Suspended (See Preferred Term: 
Suspended Screen)

Withflow
Rotation of t»a vibrator thaft rach tnat tha tap of shaft !• 

routine toward tha di*char|a and of tha machina.

20

Withflow

Wet Screening
Saparation of matariaj with tha addition of vahlclat nch 

•awatar.

Woven Wire Screen C/olh
A typa of icraaiunc wrfaoa, wovaa in tquara, ractancular c 

ilottad opaainft.
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VIBRATING SCREENS Terms and Definitions

APPENDIX "A" 

of Screening

Sine* "the job" in every CAM it to i«i Undents* in the Food to pen throufh the Scroonint Surface, tho doftnition in the text 

ti thii book i* • beilc 909, following th* concept of all Efficiency definition*; vi*.. work or nMult out divided by work or 

potential in.

However, many other dennttiont for. and concept* of. Screening Efficiency have been offered and are in varioiu UM. Some 

involve the concept of "dilhcult" particle* or "Near.Sue."

One other generally recognuod formula it for:

% of feed (or e mount) which it

Efficiency of Rmmovmi =
7« of feed (or amount) which actually pa Me* over

Returning to the definition u**d in thit te»t:

Efficiency it the percent of the Undenixa in the Feed, that actually pa*»et thru the Screening Surface, or

% of feed ( or amount) which actually pauet thru

Efficiency (of UnderviM Recovery) = •• ——,—,.-———-•---.. --.—— —. - - .- - .-—^^ 

% of feed (or amount) which is under**** (thouJd pan thru)

There ii a very convenient way to determine the Efficiency of a Screen Separation "in the field." Obtain timuluneou* vampte* 

»f the Feed and Oven product, run a site breakdown or sieve analylit of theee two •ampJet, and apply the following formula:

Where a = percent Undent** in Feed

b = percent Undertime in Oven Product

EXHIBIT "l^'^rentis and Definitions 
at the- Vibrating Screen 
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IN THE SUPREME COURT 

OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA

No. 2313 of 1982

EXHIBIT "15(1)"-Affidavit of Robin 
John Batterham dated, 25.5.83

IN THE MATTER of an Agreement between
LANGLEY "GEORGE HANCOCK. ERNEST
ARCHIBALD MAYNARD WRIGHT. WRIGHT
PROSPECTING PTY.
PROSPECTING PTY. LTD.

LTD. , HANCOCK 
two

companies 
LIMITED

and HAMERSLEY
other 

IRON PTY.

BETWEEN:

HAMERSLEY IRON PTY. LIMITED

AND

LANGLEY GEORGE HANCOCK 

ERNEST ARCHIBALD MAYNARD WRIGHT 

HANCOCK PROSPECTING PTY. LTD. 

WRIGHT PROSPECTING PTY. LTD. 

U.S.P. PTY. LTD.

THE NATIONAL MUTUAL LIFE ASSOCIATION 
OF AUSTRALASIA LIMITED

Plaintiff

First Defendant 

Second Defendant 

Third Defendant 

Fourth Defendant 

Fifth Defendant

Sixth Defendant

AFFIDAVIT

I, ROBIN JOHN BATTERHAM of 9 Moorna Court, Mt. Eliza in the State of 

Victoria, Research Scientist, make oath and say as follows:

1. (a) I hold the degrees of Bachelor of Chemical Engineering (1965) and 

Doctor of Philosphy in Chemical Engineering (1968) from the 

University of Melbourne. I am . a Chartered Engineer (United 

Kingdom), a Member of the Institution of Chemical Engineers (United 

Kingdom), a Member of the Iron and Steel Society of the American 

Institute of Mining, Metallurgical and Petroleum Engineers and a 

Fellow of the Australian Institute of Instrumentation and Control.

(b) After completing my doctorate I .spent two years with the Corporate 

Research Laboratories of Imperial Chemical Industries Limited in 

the United Kingdom on a post-doctoral fellowship awarded by the
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Commonwealth Scientific and, Industrial Research Organisation 
("the 

CSIRO"). I then took up duties with the CSIRO r spending a period 

on projects involving the Australian 
sugar industry before becoming 

involved, from 1973, in the work I am now doing in the mine
ral area.

(c) Since 1980 I have been Section Leader of the Chem
ical Engineering 

Section of the CSIRO's Mineral Engin
eering Division and in 1982 I 

was made a Senior Principal Research Officer. The Chemical 

Engineering Section concentrates on t
he optimisation and control of 

large-scale mineral processing in Australia and works in close 

collaboration with both producers and
 processors. Much of the work 

involves the development of mathemati
cal models and the validation 

10 

of their predictions against operating plants. Both development 

and validation of the models necessit
ate the detailed and accurate 

measurement of operating plants and 
a thorough knowledge of their 

practical working. The measurements are made in the field at the 

operational sites and have required lengthy visits by me to iron 

ore processing facilities, including those at Tom Price, Paraburdoo 

and Dampier, Whyalla, Port Latta/Savage River in Tasmania and 

Newcastle as well as to non-ferrous concentration and smelting 

plants at Cockle Creek and Mt. Isa. In the course of my duties in 
2 o 

the Mineral Engineering Division I have also visited numerous iron 

ore crushing, screening, concentrating and processing operatio
ns in 

Sweden, the Netherlands, France, Belgium, the United Kingdom, 

Canada and the United States of America. In addition I have 

visited research centres concerned with crushing, screening and 

processing in most of those countries.

(d) I am the author of approximately 50 t
echnical reports and a greater 

number of technical papers covering the various projects in which 

my Section has been involved. I have presented seminars at various 

university departments of .mineral processing or metallurgy 30 

including those at Imperial College (London), the University of 

British Columbia, the University of California, Pennsylvania State 

University, the University of Utah and various Australian 

universities. In 1982, I co-chaired an international confere
nce on 

Comminution in Hawaii.

1443 -F3?"15^1-) "-Affidavit of Robin
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(e) I was a consultant to Mitchell Cqtts/Minenco, the Joint Venturer

i

responsible for the design o
f the Tom Price concentrator

 and one of 

the projects referred to in
 sub-paragraph (c) above in

volved me in 

a detailed study of the screening and ore handling operations at 

all of the Plaintiff's oper
ational sites, including the running of 

screening tests over a long period on the sites an
d research into 

the effect of moisture on screening. I have inspected the Tom 

Price concentrator in detail on a number of occasions, my most 

recent visit being in March,
 1983.

2. I have been asked to advise the Plaintiff in relation to these 

proceedings and I have read,
 and ask leave to refer to, 

the Affidavit of 

Colin Roy Langridge sworn on 2nd September, 1982, the Affidavits of 

Niles Earl Grosvenor and Pe
ter Forbes Booth both sworn

 on 27th October, 

1982, the Affidavit of Alban Jude Lynch sworn on 22nd May, 1983, the 

Affidavit of Arthur Noel Pritchard sworn on 24th May, 1983 and the 

Affidavit of Douglas Frederick Tompsitt sworn on 24th May, 1983 all 

filed herein. I have also examined the exhibits to each of those 

Affidavits, including the Agreement which is "Exhibit CPJ. 1" and the 

photographs which are "Exhib
it DFT 1".

3. I say without hesitation that in my opinion Dr. Lynch is the leading 

authority in Australia on m
ineral processes. His expertise in this area 

is well recognised both int
ernationally and within the 

Australian mining 

and mineral processing industry. His reputation is based on his close 

familiarity with the operati
ons of Australian mineral pr

ocessors and his 

understanding of the significance and objectives of each stage in 

mineral dressing operations.
 Mr. Pritchard is also well 

known to me and 

is recognised throughout the Australian mining and mineral processing 

industry as having long experience in and a thorough and extensive 

practical knowledge of scree
ning processes and their app

lication.

A. I agree with the conclusions 
expressed by Dr. Lynch in paragraph 9 of 

his Affidavit and with the reasons he gives for those conclusions and, 

except that I have no direct
 knowledge of the industry 

before 1973, with 

paragraphs 5, 6, 7 and 8 of Mr. Pritchard's 
Affidavit. Like them I am 

: not aware of any iron ore processing plant w
here a wet process was in 

use in 1962 or is in use now solely as an adjunct to crushing and 

screening, without some furt
her process in view.

U44 •• JftpsCT1 ""(ii "-Affidavit of
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In the context of iron ore processing it is artificial to exclude
! I, . '

crushing and screening from other forms of beneficiation because they 

are integral parts of the process of progressive beneficiation of the 

ore on its journey from mine to smelter. A distinction may however be 

drawn by reference to the fact that crushing and screening are 

:beneficiation processes concerned wit
h size as opposed to beneficiation 

processes concerned with some other c
haracteristic such as the removal 

of impurities. If water is added a form of beneficiation resu
lts which 

is quite independent of upgrading on the basis of size. The chemical 

upgrading is also of a different order
. I adopt what Dr. Lynch says in 

paragraphs 6 and 7 of his Affidavit a
nd would simply add the following 

by way of amplification.

6. Particles of ore can be held together 
by van der Waals and electrostatic 

forces and capillary pressure. Van der Waals force is the natural 

attraction that exists between molecules at close proximity. 

Electrostatic force operates by virtue of the attraction between 

molecules with positive charges and molecules with negative charges. 

Clay molecules tend to hold and trans
mit such charges very efficiently. 

Capillary pressure exists where there is moisture in the ore. The 

moisture forms a bridge between small particles and, because of the 

surface tension it creates, binds them into larger agglomerate pieces. 

Molecules of clay tend to absorb moist
ure very readily. There is a good 

deal of the clayey material referred to by Mr. Langridge in the 

concentrator feed at Tom Price.

7. Van der Waals and electrostatic forces
 are effective in making particles 

stick only as long as stronger forces 
do not drive them apart. Water at 

high pressure will often drive such p
articles apart when mere agitation 

on a screen would not be enough to do 
so. In a process like that in the 

Tom Price washing and screening house the water not only drives apart 

relatively small particles held to la
rger particles but also relatively 

small particles held to each other by 
those two forces. Because bonding 

by capillary pressure depends on the presence of limited moisture, the 

capillary effect can also be destroye
d by flooding the bonded particles 

with enough water to break the surface, tension between the particles. 

Each of these three forces and their elimination are dependent on 

surface properties rather than the si
zes of the particles on which they 

operate.
&/
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3. Because heavy media concentration is , a wet process the very first
I \

wetting of the ore must', in, my opinion, be seen as the start of that 

process. In order for the ore to be treated in the drums, cyclones and 

WHIMS water must be added sufficiently prior to those
 units to allow the 

release of the fine impurities and fine recoverable particles which 

would otherwise harm the heavy separation medium and impede its later 

recovery for future use.

9. If a size separation of the ore between 30 and 80mm from the -30mm 

fraction were the only objective of the top primary 
screen, water would 

be unnecessary because the screen apertures for a cut
 at that size would 

not become choked by the smaller particles. They would simply fall 

through as undersize. "Exhibit NEC 1" shows that more than half the 

water used in the washing and screening plant is introduced prior to or 

on the top screen deck. The purpose and effect of doing so can only be 

to maximise the time during which all the ore is subjected to water so 

that a thorough break-down of water-active shales takes place and a 

separation and cleaning of the fine particles is effe
cted.

10

10. The photographs in "Exhibit DFT 1" referred to in paragraph 2 above, 

were taken by Mr. Tompsitt at my request and show the
 progressive effect 

of water on the concentrator feed.
20

SWORN by the said 
JOHN BATTERHAM 
in the State of 
this JLb ^ day

ROBIN

1983.

Before me:

Filed on behalf of the Plaintiff.
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EXHIBIT "15(2)"-Anmended paragraph 5 
to the Affidavit of Robin John 
Batterham dated 25.5.83

DR. R.J. BATTERHAM'S AFFIDAVIT

5. In the context of iron ore processing it is artificial to exclude 

crushing and screening from other forms of beneficiation because they 

are integral parts of the process of progressive beneficiation of the 

ore on its journey from mine to smelter. A distinction may however be 

drawn by reference to the fact that crushing and screening are 

beneficiation processes concerned with size as opposed to beneficiation 

processes concerned with some other characteristic such as the removal • 

of impurities. If water is added, an element of beneficiation results 

which is in addition to and causally distinct from the upgrading 

resulting from screening according to size alone. This will reflect in 10 

chemical analyses differing in the two cases. I adopt what Dr. Lynch 

says in paragraphs 6 and 7 of his Affidavit and would simply add the 

following by way of amplification.

"15(2) "-ATKnended paragraph 5
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EXHIBIT "16(1)" - Diagram showing simulation 
of scrubbing and screening of Ton Price 
Concentrator

SIMULATION OF HI SCRUBBING. SCREENING

14C c calculated
W weight
F % Fe

SAKPLE

Sample for Natural Screening 
Screening (100W, 58.2F)c

Sample for Wet Screening 
(100W, 58.3F)c

Dry Scree

+30 -30+6

I I
DRY DRY

I I
(OW, - F) (41. 6W

(41.6, 60.6]

\ / N /f

>n for 1 Min. Wet Screen for 1 Min.

; -6 +30 -30+6

\|/ xU V X

DRY DRY DRY

1
60.6F)c (58. 4W, 56. 4F) (5.0W, 68. 2F) (33. 2W,

C (38.2, 61.6)c

V
-6

DRY

I
60.6F)c (61.8W, 56.3F

sX
DRY SCREEN DRY SCREEN

-30+6 
(38.2W, 61.2F)

-6 

(3.4W, 54.3F)

-30+6 
(32.3W, 60.7F)

-6 

(.9W, 58.F)

EXHIBIT "16CD" - Diagram showing simulation 
1 / / o of scrubbing and screening of Tom Price 
1 * ̂  ° Concentrator



EXHIBIT "lfa(2)" - Diagram showing simulation 
of scrubbing and screening of Ten Price 
Concentrator 

SIMULATION OF HI SCRUBBING. SCREENING

14C #2 c calculated
W weight
F X Fe

Sample for Natural Screening 
Screening (100W, 57.9F)c

I
Dry Screen for 1 Min.

-30+6

I
DRY

I
DRY DRY

SANPLE

Sample for Wet Screening 
(100W, 58.1F)c

Wet Screen for 1 Min.

+30

I
DRY"

-30+6

\/
DRY

I

—w

I
DRY

(6.1W, 57.6F) (36.7W, 60.4F)c (57.2W, 56.3F) (4.5W, 60.5F) (31.3W, 62.2F)c (64.2W, 55.9F 

(42.8, 60.0)c (35.8, 62.0)c

DRY SCREEN DRY SCREEN

-30+6 
(33.8W, 60.9F)

-6 

(2.9W, 54.7F)

-30+6 
(30.3W, 62.3F) (LOW, 59.5F)
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EXHIBIT "16(3)" - Diagram showing simulation 
of scrubbing and screening of Ton Price 
Concentrator

SIMULATION CF HI SCRUBBING. SCREENING

50C

SAMPLE

4,

c

W
F

calculated
weight 
% Fe

SPLIT

Sanple for Natural Screening 

Screening (100W, 62.2F)c

Nix- 
Dry Screen for 1 Min.

•MO
I

.,-30+6

DRY DRY DRY

+30

DRY

Sanple for Wet Screening 
(100W, 62.7F)c

NX
Wet Screen for 1 Min.

sl/
-30+6

DRY
sl/
DRY

(7.8W, 64.5F) (81.4W, 62.IF)c (10.8W, 61.2F) (5.0W, 63.5F) (72.6W, 64.3F)c (22.4W, 57.4F
(89.2, 62.3)c (77.6, 64.2)c

DRY SCREEN DRY SCREEN

-30+6 
(73.0W, 62.7F)

-6

(8.4W, 56.8F)

-30+6 
(71.2W, 64.4F)

V
-6

(1.4W, 60.3F)
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EXHIBIT "17" - Copy Chapter 9 from "Mineral 
Processing"" by Pryor

CHAPTER 9

INDUSTRIAL SIZING AND SORTING 

Preliminary
Sizing, as performed on screens, grades material according to the minimum 

cross-section presented during the time of passage across the meshes of the screen cloth. The regularity of the industrial product is dimensional, and 
takes no account of differences between I he weights of the particles in a given 
grade. "Sorting", or as it is more usually called classification, discriminates 
between the behaviour of panicles in a fluid and grades them according to 
their surface, volume, and density. Since ores contain particles of varying
densities, this is not a sizing operation. The fluid mostly used is water, -, n though high-density salt solutions are employed for special purposes. Mate 
rial required in a dry state may be sorted by floating it in air currents of 
controlled strength. Screening is only used for comparatively coarse material. 
as the rate of treating large quantities of ore becomes slower when fine-meshed 
screens are used. Wet screening is practised commercially down to 65 mesh, 
but industrial dry screening is rarely carried below 20 mesh. Classification 
can be used from coarse-sand sizes down to well below 200 mesh. Fine
particles (say —20 mesh) must have fluid mobility if they are to be sorted, ^ n and these conditions cannot be contrived with a long-ranged dry feed sub 
jected to screening.

Ore may be screened for any of the following purposes:

(ti) To retain oversize in a given section or circuit, and thus prevent itfrom being fed to a machine not suitable for dealing with it. 
(A) To remove undersize from the feed to a crushing machine set to treatbigger lumps.
(r) To grade rock into specified sizes. 
(d) To present a correctly sized feed to a concentrating process.

Classification is used to:

(c) Separate ore into relatively coarse and fine fractions by exploiting
di(Terences in settling rales.

(/) Split a long-ranged feed into fractions settling equally. 
(g) Close grinding mill circuits so that no particles escape from theminto the concentrating section of (he plant until they have been

reduced to the desired sizes.
Remove or segregate slimes.
Regulate size-range fed to a process.
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Action on the Screen

The purpose in screening is to hold as oversize all particles too large in 
their minimum cross-section to pass through the apertures, and to let all 
smaller ones drop through as undcrsizc. The separated products are (hen 
sent to their next processing point by independent routes.. The behaviour of 
a particle upon the screen depends chiefly on the relationships listed in Table 
13. Consider first the ratio of its cross-section to that of the meshes (<7).
A relatively small particle has no difficulty in falling through, but the nearer -, Q 
it approaches "retaining mesh", the more difficulty it has in hitting an un 
occupied mesh centrally with a suitable presentation. Shape plays a part. 
the fairly equidimensionai particle having a better chance than the ncicular or 
tabular one. unless the screens have been chosen to assist such shapes.

TADLE 13
(a) Ratio between cross-section of particle and of mesh.
(h) Percentage of screen area open.
(r) Angle of incidence of feed.
(</) Efficiency of spread of feed over screen area.
(<•) Kinetic energy of particle approaching screen opening.
(/) Moisture of ore feed. 2 0
(?) Stickiness of particle and of aggregated particles.
(h) Pressure of particles riding above those next the screen cloth.
(/) "Blinding" of screen apertures.
(;') Corrosion of screen material.
(Jr) Electrostatic "bunching".
(A) Shape of particle.
(m) Percentage of "near-mesh" particles in the feed.
(«) Rate of feed, thickness of layer, tautncss of screen.
(a) Shape of screen apertures.
(/») Motion imparted to particle by screen vibration.

Square-meshed cloth does its best work when set horizontal, but the shak-
ing movement imparted to it must then have a forward transporting com- 3 0 
ponent. Oblong meshes are often used for feed which is moist or clayey, 
and for needle-like particles. If the feed tends to "blind" the cloth, the long 
axis of the rectangle is set in ihe direction of flow. Square mesh is usual 
with tabular material. The percentage of screen area open (/;) depends on 
weave, diameter of screen wires, and shape of aperture. For a given mesh 
various ratios of opening are available, (r) is concerned with the mode of 
arrival on the screen. Ideally, a particle would fnll with its minimum cross- 
section normal to the aperture and at negligible velocity, in practice, it 
competes with a crowd of other particles of random shape and si/c. Hilling 
along various trajectories. Hence item (</) is most important, since ihc wider
Ihe entering feed is spread, the easier will it be for a particle to find unobsiruc- . Q 
ted passage to the screening surface. Since this is so (r) should be low. 
A particle flying nearly horizontally toward the screen is most likely to hit 
the layer of feed with its broadest dimension and 10 slide down on top. with 
no early chance of burrowing its way down. (/) and (jr) vary with climate
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and working conditions and to some extent can be compensated by using 
slightly larger screens in the monsoon season, (h) can aid the work where 
the screen cloth has little or no vertical motion, but when the action is de 
signed to "dance" the Teed along, it exerts what is on (he whole an undesirable 
damping pressure. (/) arises partly from r.car-mcsh material and is worst 
in closed-circuit work (m) where the return particles tend to be close to 
"release-mesh" and so to be retained. Such material prevents the passage of 
true undcrsize and cuts down the capacity of the screen, so that it is usually 
found desirable to provide more generously for screening in closed circuit 
than in grading open-circuit ore. or to use a screen aperture greater than the 
set of the crusher. (;') introduces roughness along the wires, and greatly 
increases the pronencss to "blind" and to resist clearance of the blinded 
apertures. Corrosive pitting is lessened when the ore can be neutralised 
with lime, or if a resistant alloy is used for the screen wires. ( n) affects the 
resistance the upper particles must overcome in penetrating the feed bed, 
while the tautr"-^ of the cloth decides how vigorously and widely the shaking 
and tossing action of the agitating mechanism is transmitted to this bed. 
Finally (/») can be modified on some mechanical screens to allow any varia 
tion in the vibratory orbit of a free particle from counter-current to con 
current. With electrically vibrated screens the upward movement of the 
cloth, as it vibrates normal to the direction of flow, can be terminated by 
abrupt arrest, thus "unwinding" the cloth at each stroke. This action is 
not possible on mechanically shaken screens, which can, however, be assisted 
in keeping open by the slapping action of rubber cords stretched below, .

Types of Separating Surface

The gri77ly (Fig. 17) was described in Chapter 3. Robustly built screens 
(Fig. 70) are also available. The one shown can handle up to 1000 tons of 
large rock hourly with far less loss of head than would be possible on the 
static surface of a fixed pri7.zly. The machine must stand up to rough treat 
ment and the impact of heavy rock.

Punched screen is used for many purposes (Fig. TO. A variety of shapes 
is manufactured, circular openings being recommended for coarse work and 
slotted ones for fine.

Wovcn-wire cloth is widely used in the range between J* and 200 mesh. 
Various shapes of aperture, crimps and weaves are available (Fig. 72). Steel, 
Stainless steel, moncl metal, copper, and bronze arc the chief metals from 
which cloths are made. For delicate work at fine meshes, dry material is 
sometimes sieved through silk or nylon. For special purposes very fine 
square-meshed screens are made hy electro-forming instead of weaving. 
They are sold in 100' lengths three feet wide, with hole diameters in the range 
23^ down to 2Jfi. The screen surface is nickel, on a copper base. Con 
ventionally woven materials of construction include mild steel, brass, phos 
phor-bronze, copper, copper-nickel, nickel-chrome, austenitic stainless steel, 
galvanised and tinned mild steel. In milling, steel screen wire should not 
be used to treat acidic and corrosive ores, unless it is first protected by being
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Fig. 70. I'ihr.atinp Bar Grizzly (Nardhcrg Manufacturing Co.)
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Round holes Diagonal slots

c J
Slots Rounded ends

Fi/T. 71. Types of openings. Punched Screens
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given a suitable plastic coating. Where corrosion is no( serious, high carbon steel is suitable, being strong and hard wearing., Maximum capacity of screens with oblong apertures is obtained by using them with the long side of the mesh set across the flow.

Fig. 72. Types of Wovtn Screens 10

Z I

O.S 1.0 I.S 2.0 1.5 
SCREEN AKEA REQUIRED (Fc'/Ton/Hour)

73. Screen Capacity. (Denver Equipment Co.)
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In Table 14 the recommended wire diameters for screens with openings 
from I" to 4" are given, together with percentage open area. The screen 
area required for a given feed tonnage can be estimated by use of the graph 
in Fig. 73. The appropriate curve is selected and the screen area (sq. ft. per 
ton per hour) is read for the required linear opening (ordinatc)-or square- 
meshed screen-cloth. The area figure (abscissae) is then multiplied by the 
tons per hour to be screened. The curves arc representative where the feed 
contains less than 65 */„ of oversize and where about 50% of (he undciwc is 
about half the scrcen-si/c opening.

TABLE 14

STANDARD COARSE SCREEN SPECIFICATIONS
Recommended by the Division of Simplified Practices, U.S. 

Department of Commerce, for screening of mineral aggregates

Oprnirlf

4*3i"
2f2r 2r2"

ir!!; 
!!:
r
J : 
(:
f
rV 
A*

Wire Dlamrltrs

Medium 
Light

Wire 
Diamete 

Inch

•500 
•4375 
•4375 
•375 
•375 
•375 
•3125

•3125 
•250 
250 

•250 
•225 •225

•207 
•192 
•177 
•162

•148 
•135 
•120 
•105 
•080 
•054

*/„ 
Often 
Area

79-0 
79-0 
76-2 
77-4 
75-6 
734 
74-8

71-9 
73-4 
71-5 
69-4 
69-6 
66-6

65-3 
63-4 
60-7 
57-1

55-8 
54-1 
52-2 
496 
49-1 
48-7

Medium

Wire 
Diamete 

Inch

•625 
500 

•500 
•4375 
•4375 
•4375 
•375

•375 
•3125 
•3125 
•3125 
•250 •250

•225 
•207 
•192 
•177

•162 
•148 
•135 
•120 
OT2 
•072

^ Open
Area

74-8 
76-6 
73-5 
74-4 
724 
70-1 
709

67-8 
68-5 
66-5 
640 
67-0 
640

63-3 
61-4 
58-5 
54-5

5.1-2 
51 '4 
48-8 
45-6 
45-1 
40-2

Medium 
Heavy

Wire 
Diamete 

Inch

•750 
•625 
•625 
•500 
•500 
•500 
4375

•4375 
•375 
•375 
375 

•3125 
•3125

•250 
•250 
•225 •192

•177 
•162 
•148 
•135 
•120 
092

«/ /n
Open 
Area

70-9 
72-0 
68-5 
71.6 
69-4 
66-9 
67 3

640 
640 
61-6 
59-2 
61 0 
58-0

60-5 
56-3 
54-0 
52-2

50-7 
48 7 
460 
42-2 
37 2 
33-4

Heavy

Wire 
Diantrtrr 

Inch

1-000 
•750 
•750 

' -625 
•625 
•625 
500

•500
•4375 
•4375 
•4375 
•375 
•375

•3125 
•3125 
•250 
•207

192 
•177 
•162 
UK 

•135 
•105

«/ /• 
Open 
Area

MO 
67-8 
640 
66-4 
64-0 
61-2 
640

60-5 59-9
57-5 
S4-8 
55-7 
52-9

<4 3 
49-S 
510 
49-8

4M-.< 
46-1 
4«-4 
194
U'8
2-J-5

Heavy wire recommended for trommels.
Medium heavy Tor high speed vibrating and shaking screens.
Medium light and medium for other vibrating screens.
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In addition to the foregoing, rod-deck screens are used for coarse work. 
The rods arc sprung into place and can be changed individually. Wedge- 
wire screening is employed for some purposes. It is strong and can be made 
with small apertures. The blunt sides of the wedge strips which form the 
separating surface are upward, so that material passing falls clear without 
"blinding". Many other wire shapes are obtainable..

When a long range of sizes is being fed to a comparatively weak or light 
screen, a robust coarse screen should be mounted above it to form a double- 
decked system in which the heavier pieces do not reach the second deck. 
\ delicate screen can be supported by a coarser backing screen beneath. 
The apertures in puhched-plate screening may be round, square, rectangular, 
or oblong with rounded ends, the last-named being less prone to blind than 
holes completely circular. These screens are made of steel, steel alloy, brass, 
monel, copper, or bronze. If openings are disposed in an equilateral tri 
angular pattern, the maximum ratio of opening to total surface is obtained. 
The stouter the plate, the closer can be the openings and the longer the service 
life. Against this must be set the fact that the thicker the plate the greater 
the pronencss to blind, and the higher the initial cost. This Slinding with 
increased thickness is still more noticeable with woven wire.

The selected aperture depends on the working requirement, while con 
structional strength depends on the nature, size, and loading of the feed. 
The ratio of aperture to screen area is not, therefore, a function of the mesh 
in commercial screens. For instance, an 8-mesh screen woven from thin 
wire can have 24% more screening area than a 6-mcsh weave in thick wire. 
Hence, the opening required dominates specification as regards size of pro 
duct, but the total amount of screen capacity available at any point in the 
flow-sheet depends partly upon the thickness of weave of the selected mesh. 
Screens undergo such rough treatment that their working life may be mcas- 
able in hours in extreme cases. Flow of ore must be interrupted while a 
broken cloth is being replaced. This consideration affects the choice as 
regards robustness of wires.

Screening Machinery

Since separation must be made of all sorts of feeds, varying in condition 
from the completely dry to the sticky, clayey, or "porridgy", each ore pre 
sents its own screening problems. Capacity, efficiency, mesh size, and wear 
rate are relative to the specific ore and should dictate the choice of appliance. 
The flat grizzly is used to retain large oversize which might cause trouble if 
allowed to continue to the next point in the flow line. It is sturdy enough to 
act as an anvil if such oversize is to be sledged down by hand, or can operate 
in conjunction with any required breaking arrangement.

The inclined grizz.ly is sloped between 25° and 39° if it delivers its oversize 
to a crushing machine, the gradient being chosen to allow sliding control by 
means of hand or chain feeders. If the oversize is to run to the crusher free 
of control, a slope well in excess of 35" from the horizontal is usual. For 
dry quartz. 4S"1 should suffice, while sticky or moist rock might need 50* or
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"more. Grizzlys are simple and strong, but are wasteful of headroom. 
The general types of separating device are presented schematically thus:

Wet and Dry Screens

Fixed Moving

Flat Inclined Revolving Shaking Conveying

Vibrating

Mechanical Electrical

The roll grizzly consists of a scries of grooved rollers driven by sprocket 
and chain unidircctionally in a supporting frame, the speed increasing from 
entry end to discharge roll. The undersize drops between the grooves while 

oversize moves flatly along. With this arrangement loss of head is minimised, 

but power is needed for the roll drive.
Grizziys can be vibrated mechanically, electrically, or by the impact of 

falling rock. They may also be shaken, or alternnte bars may be moved by 
eccentrics. They can be used as sorting tables or to control the rate of feed. 
The mechanically vibrated bar grizzly illustrated in Fig. 70 is designed to 
separate ore at \\' bar spacing or more, and handles up to 1000 tons/hour.

Fig . 74. . Tromntfls in

The curved bars tend to tumble the feed, and the vibrating action, powered 
by a 7} h.p. motor, is effective on wet and sticky ore. The jar-bar feeder 

grizzly is illustrated in Chapter 3.
One of the oldest screening devices is the trommel, which can be used wet 

or dry. Its usual form is cylindrical, with the screening plates forming the 
side walls, and a downward slope from feed to discharge end. Trommels 
may be arranged in series (Tig. 74). with the coarsest discharge at the start.

10
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in order to remove heavy oversize at the earliest point and by means of the 
most robust screenplates. When "washing trommels" are used, the feed is 
picked up by internal lifters made of angle-iron, and is sprayed. The water 
runs out with the undcrsize and slime. A variation of the series of dimin- 
ishing-mesh trommels is the compound trommel with concentric screens, the 
coarsest inside, and separate discharge launders for the products. The dis 
advantage of this arrangement is that failure of a screen is hard to observe 
and difficult to deal with quickly. Other variations include the polygonally- 
sidcd trommel which gives positive lifting action to its contents and permits • 
complete flat screen to be replaced as a unit. To overcome the problem of 
providing a skewed bevel drive to sloping trommels, the conical trommel, 
net horizontally and flaring down from feed to discharge, has had some use. 
Trommels are chiefly used as sizers in gravel plants and stone-breaking work, 
and on tin and gold dredges where they remove boulders and clay from the 
gravels brought up by the buckets. In tin dredging a serious source of loss 
of cassitcrite is that due to embedding of the mineral particles in nodules of 
clay, either because the richest alluvial ore lies directly on clay bottom in the 
deposit, or through the jumbling of gravel and clay together during digging 
and discharge from the dredge buckets. "Disintegrating trommels" have 
been used, with cutting blades rotating inside (he revolving cylinder. These 
meet and -slice up clay lump, so that the trapped cassiterite is released and can 
run through as undersize. Trommels are simple, vibration-free, cheap, 
strong, and economical of head loss through a series. Against this must be 
set the fact that they "blind" easily, have poor capacity and cannot be re 
paired speedily or changed rapidly to a different mesh. Apart from the uses 
mentioned above, the vibrating screen has replaced' the trommel for most 
ore-dressing purposes.

Shaking screens are usually worked dry, and chiefly in the sorting of coal. 
A typical arrangement consists of an oblong box of which the screen forms the 
bottom. This may be hung by chains or links, or supported from beneath. 
In the latter case the Ferraris motion may be used. The Ferraris truss 
carries a loaded deck by means of flexible battens set at a calculated angle. 
When the deck is pressed forward the battens move through a rising arc, 
lifting the load and throwing it forward. On release, the deck falls backward 
to its stop-point, the effect being to toss the ore in the air, or at least to reduce 
its clinging contact with (he screen after the forward stroke has imparted to 
it kinetic energy in the direction of travel. This loosening aids in the strati 
fication of (he ore, and leaves the largest particles on top, where they press 
upon the smaller ones which are trying to work through the meshes of the 
screen. The upward (ossing motion can aid in unblinding (a little), while the 
jarring arrest as the deck falls back tends to loosen particles wedged in the 
meshes. The vibration of shaking screens is a disadvantage, and they are 
today but little used for hard-rock work.

Travelling-belt screens are typified by the Callow screen. In this, usually 
made duplex, the screen cloth is bound along the selvedge to rubber strip 
which forms a retaining lip on each side. Ore pulp is fed on, washed through 
by sprays, and removed as undersize, while oversize is discharged at the far 
end. They are little used today.
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Vibrating Screens
These screens dominate modern sizing practice. They handle dry to moist or sticky material as coarse as 10" in ring size, and as fine as 65 mesh. Jn special cases they can work on dry feed down to far finer sizes. For most mineral-dressing operations, screening stops at the point where ihe crushing section delivers ore to the fine-ore bins for wet milling (say between i" and i" size), (hough an important tonnage is handled by gravity concentrators after screening down to 20 mesh. Once wet milling has begun, sizing usually gives place to sorting in classifiers though wet screening is being In creasingly used on sands. '

Vibrating screens can work at low slopes and need but little headroom. Though loss of height as material drops through a machine is not an expensive item, it influences plant layout and the choice of appliances and should be minimised. Other important advantages of vibrating screens are accessi bility, easy visual control, crisp transmission of the input power, and (given good design) avoidance of transmission of vibration to the mill structure.The vibrating screen has one or more decks, usually plane and kept in sprung tension. The screen forms the floor of a box which is vibrated mech anically or electrically. The electrically vibrated screen (Fig. 75) uses an electro-magnetic device (Fig. 76). usually a solenoid arranged to set up a reciprocating motion. This solenoid is activated by alternating current, and a striking block or anvil may be incorporated in the design. The rising motion is communicated to the screen-cloth through a rod.. Lift can be made to terminate with a jarring blow adjusted so as to counteract "blinding" of the meshes. In other variations, the electrically induced vibration may be resisted by adjustable springs, thus- modifying the severity with which the screen is vibrated. A slight variation in the frequency of the A.C. supply has a magnified effect on the motion.
If the pushing and pulling of (he solenoid acts direct via transmitting rods upon the tensioned screen-cloth (and (his is the usual arrangement), the ore particles dance normally to the surface unless (as in conveying screens shaken in this manner) the movement is applied at an angle. There arc no rotating parts, and but little that calls for maintenance. Metallic dust occasionally gathers around the striking anvil and leads to sparking. It is removed by blowing with compressed air. The screens arc mostly used on —J" feed.The most widely used screens for coarser sizing are mechanically vibrated. The motion impressed upon a particle is not necessarily a simple straight-line one. Anything between this and a circular orbit spinning cither counter- current to the feed (giving the particle a tendency to climb back toward the feed end) or concurrent (accelerating its progress toward the discharge end) is in theory feasible. One advertised motion shows a counter-current ellipse at the feed end. a reciprocation normal to the screen at (he centre, and a con current ellipse toward the discharge. The oncoming feed is thus stated to be checked and searched during stratification, then sent down to an area of screen unusually free from blinding, and finally accelerated off the screen. These variations are produced by balancing the forces producing vibration, the movements of the tensioning springs, the. yield of the screen cloth, the
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Hg. 75. Tlie Hummer Screen

. 76. Crnis Section of Hummer I'lfi Vibrator (International Combustion)

1. Hand wheel for regulating intensity of vibration
2. Coil and magnet
J. Striking block, wearing plate and shims
4. Armature
5. Armature post and bracket
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(a)
GENTLE STRAIGHT LINE 
VIBRATION OF FEED END

(C)
MAXIMUM VIBRATION 
AT DISCHARGE END

FEED END (b)
LESS LOAD & GREATER 
MOVEMENT AT CENTRE

Fig. 77. Compound Particle Orbits on Screen 
(Mining Bulletin, King's College, Durham, No. 11)

inertia of the framing, and the weight of the passing load. A motion devel 
oped in connexion with the screening of coal is shown in Fig. 77.

There are two main methods of producing vibration. For feed coarser 
than a limiting size of the order of \\', eccentric mo'ion is preferred. Below 
this, and increasingly down toward a retaining mesh of fc". the unbalanced 
pulley is favoured.

Eccentric motion imparts a circular orbit. The typical arrangement con- 10

Fig. 78. Floating Eccentric Drive Unit (Nordberg Manufacturing Co.)
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sists of a floating drive unit of which one end is shown in Fig. 78. From left 
(o right arc (a) the drive unit. (/>) a concentric bearing which carries a side 
bar attached (o (he balance deck (r) a follower bearing connected to the 
screen deck, and (</) the main shaft. When the revolving shaft attains its 
operating speed the total throw of the eccentric (r) is divided between the 
screening and balancing deck in inverse proportion to their weights. Many 
variations in detail have been developed by the manufacturers, all being de 
signed to lesson the mutual strain between shaft and follower and to avoid 
transmission of vibration to the mill structure by feeding back such impulses 
in the form of useful work. Boxes can be tilted, sometimes while running, 
between horizontal and 30". 

Where an unbalanced weight is revolved, vibration results. This can be

10

Fig. 79. Russell Screen
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made to shake a screen box. In the simplest form an unbalanced rotating 
shaft is mounted across the screen box. In more developed systems the 
driving shaft is balanced and spins two sets of unbalanced flywheels. One 
set is keyed to the shaft while the other set can be locked in any desired rela 
tion to the keyed set, thus giving neutralisation or reinforcement of the out- 
of-balance force generated at each revolution. In a third form of develop 
ment there are two driving shafts, rotating in opposite directions at the same
rate, each carrying unbalanced weights. These weights then pull in the same 1" 
direction twice per revolution, and oppose each other twice. The screen box 
is mounted on springs, or in flexible rubber blocks. The Russell screen (Fig. 
79) incites a gyratory motion generated by an unbalanced weight.

In dry screening, dust protection of the moving parts is desirable. It 
should be a simple and speedy matter to change a cloth, to adjust its tension, 
and to ensure that feed is being evenly spread over the whole area.

The vibrating action can conduce to local flexing and premature fracture 
of the screen wires. The mode of attachment of the cloth to the holding 
frame or bars must be designed to minimise this effect, and also to permit 
rapid change of screen-cloth.

Mine ore is often moist or sticky. One method of reducing the blinding 
and clogging of the meshes by such feed is to heat the screen wires by gas or
electricity. Below about 20 mesh, the rate of efficient dry screening becomes 2 0 
increasingly uneconomic. Classification, which taken over when this hap 
pens, has some drawbacks when used on sands much coarser than those in the 
65-100 mesh range. Further, sorting action in a classifier does not give sin 
discrimination. There is constant pressure on the industry to extend the 
practicable range of wet screening.

iVct Screen iftff

If the ore can be simultaneously held in suspension and given screening 
action the adverse effects of specific surface friction are reduced. Several 
ways of doing this have been worked out. but the difficulty in keeping a pool 
of hydraulic water where it is wanted while at the same time allowing the 
undenrize to be screened away is considerable. Sprays can be directed on 
the passing layer of ore with turbulent strength, but the water thus used 
rapidly drains out, leaving the fairly fine ore in the form of a wet sand or silt
in which screening motion is almost nil, since the wet particles are clinging J u 
tightly to each other. Reciprocation of the screen surface under water in a 
pool has been tried, but is subject to the difficulty of "dashpot" damping of 
the vibration, and to the fact that a particle free to move in air has a fur 
greater effective thrust downward than one which is water borne and collid 
ing with many others.

An approach, which has been claimed as economic in some plants, uses a 
series of sprays (Fig. 80) to repulp the ore as it passes along the screen. If 
new water is used, this entails considerable dilution and an ample supply of 
fresh water, but this repulping water can be clarified and rccirculated. A 
refinement of this method for which good economy in use of water is claimed. 4 0
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Fig. 80. Screen with Spray.t (Dcistcr Concentrator Co.)

. 81. Horizontal Wet Screens (Allis-Chalmcrs)
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fie "poolwashing screen" (Fig. 81). The deck is interrupted at intervals 
transverse "pool" into which water is sprayed. The feed arriving from 

the previous section of screen-cloth is pulped in this pool, and the underside 
readily drains through the screen on (he next section. This wet screen is 
made with stepped scries of decks, inclined deck, or a pool-intcrruplcd flat 
deck.

A stationary screen, the Dutch Slate Mines "Sieve Bend"' has gone into 
considerable industrial use in the past few years. It handles satisfactory 
volumes in a small mill space and makes good separation down to 100 mesh 
or finer, with throughput as high as 50 tons per hour. The separating surface 10

Mil 101 rtut

rni MI

rttt inn
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Fig. 82. Sieve Bend Screen (Darr-Olircr)

is a stationary concave (Fig. 82) formed of wedge-wire bar screen set across 
the pulp flow. Modified shapes are marketed in which the concaves extend 
over tQ°, 120*. or 300' of arc. In the last of these feed enters vertically from
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beneath and is either delivered no an internal baffle or a flat nozzle, so as to 

sweep up and round the interior of the partial cylinder formed by the hori 

zontal wedge bars. These are spaced from 5(V to 150^ apart and have a 
standard length of 63". Construction material is stainless steel and main 

tenance is light since there arc no moving parts. Power cost is limited to 
ihe pumping needed to present the pulp at the required height and velocity. 

A novel wet-screening method has been developed by Hukki. 1 The exper 
imental arrangement (Fig. 83) consists of a cubic box which receives the feed 
at one side, a stirring arrangement deep in the box, and inclined vibrating 
screens through which the undcrsizc overflows above. Baffles in the box 
direct the flow, and sand oversize is removed below via an adjustable dis 
charge valve.

Efficient Operation

The simplest expression for efficiency of screening is the weight of under- 
size actually obtained as a percentage of (he weight of undersize actually 

in the feed. This expression is not of great practical value, however, since 

it ignores the effect on efficiency of particles of near-mesh size. Particles 
just too large to pass (he limiting mesh, or so large as only to pass with diffi 

culty, are far more prone to blind the available separating meshes than othen 
in the feed. Obviously, the efficiency of (he screen is related to the dwelling 
lime of transient material and to the openings available during its passage, 
hence this near-mesh material defeats a simple formulation. When the screen 

is closing a crushing circuit, the tendency is for a near-mesh circulating load 

lo build up. so that a progressive falling-off in screen efficiency and capacity 

is to be expected as this increases. The criterion of efficiency used by one 

manufacturer is stated as 100 minus (he percentage of true undenize in the 
rejected oversize, and this is a be(ter- practical figure. Efficiency varies 

between 60% and 80 */n, and increases with:

(a) the percentage of the screen open to passage of undersize;
(/>) the smoothness and freedom from pitting of the mesh wires;
(f) the suitability of (he shape of aperture to the average particle shape

under treatment; 
(</) the lime taken in transit.

Efficiency is adversely affected by:

(e) increasing the rate of feed;
(/) increase in percentage of near-mesh grains;
(*) thickness of bed which hinders presentation of particles;
(/i) lack of "liveliness" of the screen cloth in responding to the vibrating

impulses; 
(/') moisture in the feed (this can be serious).

Efficiency can be calculaicd by means of the two-product formula
I00c(/-f) 

R= ——————, (9.1)
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\ recovery, and/, c, and / arc percentage sizes of feed, concentrate ! (Taggart, Manual. 19-191. Eq. 133). 
'rhis formula, together with that for ratio of concentration

(9.2)

can also be used to show the relative amounts of sand discharge and overflow. K is the ratio of weight in feed to the weight of concentrate. In this case sand takes the place of the valuable product usually shown.
Square mesh exercises a restraining effect in two dimensions, whereas an oblong mesh gauges the passing particle in one principal dimension. It ihusincreases screen capacity at the expense of accuracy. The choice of mcsli ]_ g shape must take into account three interrelated criteria — precision of sizing. permissible tolerance of wrong sires, and effect on overall operating profit. Usually in mineral dressing, optimum liberation is finally regulated at the classifier overflow, and it suffices in the screen-controlled sections if material loo large for efficient comminution in the next grinding section is held back at any designated points. In this case, square-mesh accuracy is rarely of vital importance. Rectangular mesh is favoured for acicular particles, and for moist or clayey feed smaller than }'. Slabby particles arc best handled on square mesh. Material prone to blind the meshes should be treated on oblong screens set with (he long axis in the direction of flow. • If the screen product is to be delivered to mineral jigs the tighter size control possible with square meshed cloth may be found important.

Suitable lensioning of the cloth in its securing frame is needed. The vi- brating strokes should be distributed fairly evenly over the whole area, (a)to avoid overstress at a point, line or node and (A) to ensure adequate tossing 2 0 of the passing stream of ore.
Good tension of the screen cloth is desirable to give efficient transfer of the vibrating strokes from mechanism, via cloth, to load. Backlash and slackness of the assembly arc bad for efficiency. The combined effect of vibration speed and amplitude, together with slope of screen, must be such as will keep the material well stirred and running freely. If the amplitude is too great, stratification will be upset and near-mesh particles will not be ade quately "ridden" into the meshes. If it is too feeble, the apertures will blind. The moisture of (he incoming feed may vary seasonally, in which case several cloths of varied mesh can be kept ready, and changes made in aperture (o suit (he altered condition of the feed.
Capacity of a section monitored by screening is higher when overside isnot returned for retreatment but is sent to a different crushing system. This J u i* probably due to the lessening of re-circulated material not crisply dealt with by the crusher from which it has already escaped to the screen. In a large mill the cost of an extra crushing stage may be justified, but a small plant would return the oversize in closed circuit for another pass. This arrangement could be aided by the use of a screen rather larger than the set of the crusher so as to keep down the volume of near-mesh circulating load.
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The possibility would arise with spring-loaded crushers rather than those 
having a rigid set.

The area round a dry screen is usually dusty, and may require hooding and 
an extracting system. The main running cosl in screening is for replacement 
of cloth, subsidiary items being for power, labour, and loss of gravity head 
through the appliance. Where the screens are set to gauge the size of on 
important product it may he desirable to take special precaution against 
delivery of oversize owing to the unnoticed rupture of a screen. This may be 
done by duplicating the same mesh on a double-decked machine. If the 
upper cloth ruptures, ovcrsi/c will commence to come over from the lower 
one. and this change can be caused to actuate nn alarm.

10

fines

Fig. 83. The Hukki Screening Cell

Screens may be classified in terms of the path of n point on the vibrating 
surface. The five types listed in a Paper by Kucnhold" include full or mod-
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Tc/rcular throw (vertical or horizontal), and lineal reciprocation (vertical. 

tilted, or horizontal). In coarse sizing vertical circle motion is most widely 

used, either from an eccentric drive or an unbalanced shaft. The size of 

screen used is governed by duty, available space, headroom, and position in 

relation to other appliances.
There is no single formula for capacity, but a basic point is that capacity 

decreases as oversize fraction increases. This is tnot always appreciated. 

Capacity is more related to width than to length, but efficiency of separation 

improves with the repeated opportunities for passage as (he loading lessens 

toward the discharge end, and travelling particles become more free to move. 

Screens are usually suspended (preferably on flexible cable) or mounted on 

a base bolted to the supporting structure or on vibration dampers. The 

natural frequency of the supports should be at least I \ times that of the screen 

at running speed. Optimum slope is that at which the maximum amount of 

oversize is handled while removing the required percentage of true underside. 

To aid this, the bed thickness must allow stratification of fines down to the 

screen-cloth with adequate mobility. Feed should be delivered across the 

full width of the screen with sufficient gentleness to avoid wear. If the feed 

is dry, gravity chutes work efficiently, but should incorporate a stone-shelf 

to check the entering velocity. Slicky feed is best handled by mechanized 

feeders.
Where wet sizing is practised, the feed should be slurried at a liquid-solid 

ratio of 2 : I and flushed on gently but uniformly. Skirtings should not be 

attached to a screen unless the manufacturer can confirm that (his dead 

weight will not upset the balance and bearings. When installing, thought 

must be given to convenience of access for maintenance and replacements. 

and this should not be obstructed by badly planned fixtures such as chutes. 

hoodings. and skirts. Hoods should be mounted separately from the vi 

brating body, and in fine serening the suction used to remove dust should 

maintain a downward flow of air.

10

20

Principles Governing Classification

In commercial sizing on screens, the particles arc presented 10 a rigid 

system of gauging meshes which causes separation in terms of one or two 

dimensions of their cross-section. In classification no such physical restraint 

is at work. Instead the rate of fall of each particle through a fluid medium 

is exploited under controllable conditions so as to direct it into cither the 

"oversize" or "undersize" class. The terms "oversize" and "undcrsizc" 

thus used are not truly descriptive, since classification is a sorting operation, 

cnch particle reacting to the resultant effect of the gravitational force pulling 

it downward and the frictional and kinetic arresting forces generated during 

this fall.
If it is heavy enough a particle can fall to the discharge gate at the bottom 

of the classifying vessel. Ifof intermediate mass it is held in the teeter column. 

If light it is swept out with the overflowing fluid. The vertically acting force 

is hydraulic and is provided by the velocity of rising water. The strength of

30
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the force is determined by the speed at which this water passes upward through 

the horizontal cross-section of the classifier at a given point. This in turn is 

a function of the volume of rising water and the free area at the cross-section, 

part of which is occupied by grains of mineral in teeler. If a particle is to 

fall under these loading conditions it must overcome frictional drag and 

collision in the teeter /.one. Under these circumstances it is said to be sepa 

rated by Itindtrtd settling. If the classifying vessel also imposes horizontal 

flow on its contents, a falling particle is displaced from the vertical to a dis 

tance proportional to the lime it has taken in passing through the current. ]_Q 

A pulp of water and fine particles is the classifying fluid normally used in 

mineral processing, Fine, dry powders can be classified in vertical or hori 

zontal air currents.
Classification deals with a mass of small particles in movement varying 

from slight drift in parts of the mass to turbulence in other parts. An indi 

vidual particle is constrained by the packing density in its immediate neigh 

bourhood. If this is thought of in terms of the number of particles in a unit 

volume of pulp (termed by the author the specific population in order to tie 

up wjih the frictional factor of specific surface) it can be seen that a pulp has 

a critical concentration below which unimpeded motion of individual grains 

occurs and above which increasing intcrgranular interference is encountered.

The factors which influence movement of particles relative to the surround 

ing fluid may be summarised:

(a) The relative velocity of particles of the same S.G. and shape varies as

their si?es. a larger falling faster than a smaller one. 

(fr) With two particles of the same size and shape, but of different 2 0

densities, the heavier falls faster, 
(r). With two particles of the same S.G. and si/e (displacement), but of

different shapes, the fall is retarded by skin-friction relatively to their

surface areas. (Maximum falling rate is developed by a sphere,

minimum by a thin plate.) 
(rf) Resistance to fall depends on the velocity of the falling particle

(Newtonian, intermediate, or Stokesian) and varies directly as the

velocity when slow-falling through an intermediate zone of change

lill it varies as the square of the velocity when falling rate is higher, 

(e) Other things being equal, (he velocity of fall varies as the squares

of the particle diameters when these are small, as the square roots of

the diameters when larger. 
(/) Resistance to fall increases with the S.G. and viscosity of the fluid

medium through which fall occurs. 
(it) Anomalies in behaviour may arise through flocculation, or the pre- ., n

scncc on the particle of minute air-bubbles, 
(/i) The degree to which individual particles can develop their shape

and mass properties is conditioned by the specific population and

specific surface of I heir environmental pulp.

Though this matter is discussed more completely in the chapter dealing 

with concentration by gravity methods, it is helpful at this point to note 

certain ways in which gravitational forces act selectively in classification. 

When grinding has liberated a heavy particle and a similarly sized light
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f. hem (A) of the above list provides a simple means or separating 
If (he (wo particles are introduced into a vertical current of water. 

which flows upward Taster than the light particle would Tall through still 
wafer but slower than the Tailing rate of the heavy particle, (hen the one will 
drift upward with the current while (he other will Tall slowly downward. 
Here, if a Teed were sized on screens and then presented lo some such system.
efficient concentration would result. Removal pT the variable oT si:e would 1 fj 
develop a maximum difference in behaviour due to density. IT the order 
were reversed, it might be possible to cause small heavy panicles to Tall at 
the same rate as big light ones, and then to separate them on a screen oT 
intermediate mesh, or by .other methods if they were too small to screen. In 
this case a classifying difference would be removed in order to develop maxi 
mum response to a skinf difference.

Since classification depends partly on Trictional retardation, it cannot be 
applied effectively to coarse material. It lakes over from screening some 
where below 20 mesh, and is used on Tree-Tailing or "hindered-scttling" 
particles down to sizes of a lew microns, the range being extended further 
when required by the application oT centrifugal force.

The mixture of fine particles with water acts as a heavy liquid. Its density - ~ 
depends on (a) the specific gravity of the ore from which (he fine particles 
have come and (b) the solid-liquid ratio or percentage by weight oT solids 
in (his fluid mixture. When a particle of relatively coarse size Tails through 
this fluid, it converts its potential energy to kinetic, its motive power being 
(he difference between its weight and (hat of an equal volume of classifying 
fluid. Hence, the higher the ratio of solid to liquid the smaller becomes 
the gravitational effect. In one form of classifier (the Tree-settling mechan 
ical type) fluid density is an Important controlling factor in maintaining the 
desired separation oT undersize from oversize.

The kinetic energy of (he particle, as it is generated, is used not only to 
overcome viscous resistance in the fluid bul also (if the particle attains 
sufficient speed) to start vortexes and to displace other particles during
collision or Trictional contact It has been convenient lo consider a single 30 
particle dropping through the fluid, but myriads are moving in all direc 
tions in I he classifier, and their individual collisions and reactions are Tar 
loo complex Tor mathematical resolution. Fortunately, the resultant oT all 
these collisions and rubbings is a generalised effect sufficiently controllable 
to be oT (he greatest possible value in the fine grinding of ore. There is no 
precise cut-off point in classification such as can be obtained in careful 
screening, but at a given separation point the bulk of the particles will respond 
in the desired manner. At (he point where (he separating cui is being made. 
some panicles will be diverted by drifting vortexes which throw them into 
(he wrong stream, but in milling the scheme of concentration is kept sufficient 
ly elastic to allow for this.

It was noted (hat large particles Tall with some strength while small ones
fall gently. Two types of classifying treatment are available for exploiting 4 Q 
this difTerence. and when sorting an ore the one chosen is that which will 
select the most appropriate product Tor further treatment. For film sizing 
or "stream action** (discussed under gravity treatment in sluices and on
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shaking tables) the greater the difference between the sizes of two equal-
settling particles, the better will be their separation. Hence, if a sufficiently
coarse break or liberation grind to give Newtonian settling is called for,
classifiers which give maximum size differentiation in their sorting work are
used. These arc hindcrcd-settling classifiers. When the break point of
the ore must be taken at a mesh so fine as to bring the particles toward or
into the realm of Stokcsian settlement the crowding of the particles through
a dense tcctcr bed, characteristic of the operation of hindered settlers, is too 10violent to be practicable. A change is then made to a system which permits
free settling through a fairly quiet fluid pool, in which the specific population
is much lower. This form of separation is used in mechanical classifiers
and thickeners. Hindered settlement is used with separating "fluids"
carrying from 40% to 70% solids, while free-settling conditions operate
with between 3% and J5% of solids in the separating medium. Hydraulic
classification is applied to the sizing of homogeneous fine gravels and sands.
to settle a relatively fast-settling coarse fraction from a slower one. Class-
fiers (including thickeners, which exploit a more slow-moving variation of
(he same principles) are used for a wide variety of purposes, including sizing.
sorting, dcsliming of foul effluents, dcwatering muddy pulps, adjusting the _ nsolid-liquid ratio of a pulp, and development of greater response of ground
ore to concentrating processes.

Spllzka-sten and Settling Cones

Many special developments of the general principles of classification 
exist, but it is possible 10 separate these into groups, despite some obvious 
overlaps.

Classifiers

"Non-mechanical" "Mechanical" Hydro- 
(tcrm qualified in text) cyclones

"Surface-sorting" "Hydraulic" or using a rising
30 water-current

Spitzkasten Cones Boxes Thickeners
powered mechanisms arc applied to specially developed sub-types 

of the so-called "non-mechanical" classifiers, this term is not strictly accurate. 
Fn common technical usage, "mechanical classificrs"-are inclined troughs in 
which part of the pulp settles and is continuously withdrawn by raking. 
spiral, or other suitable gear, while all other types are classed as non-mechan 
ical, whether motoriscd or not.
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* groups non-mechanical classifiers into

". . . two main types, namely. Surface Classifiers, wherein the 
is effected at the water surface, by the water which brings the material 
to the classifier; and Hydraulic Classifiers, wherein it is accomplished in 
a restricted passage by fresh or added water introduced below. Surfnce 
classifiers arc employed for finer material, the discriminating velocity 
being that which wells upward across the relatively extended surface at 
the level of overflow; hydraulic classifiers are used for coarse material. 
say above 80 mesh, the restricted passage permitting the requisite rising- 
velocity to be obtained with no great amount of added water."

The elementary form is the spitzkasten (Fig. 84). a pyramidal box. A 
stream of pulp flows in at one side, drops part of its solid charge with some 
water to an aperture at the pointed end. and discharges the remainder via 
an overflow lip. The entering pulp transforms part of its horizontally di 
rected kinetic energy into downward-acting eddies and vortexes. Particles 
caught up during these shifting and whirling movements acquire centrifugal

10

Fig. 84. 77/r Si>H:ka.iten

acceleration, which may throw them out of the vortex in any direction from 
vertical to horizontal, and this force acts without discrimination on large 
and small, heavy and light particles. On the whole, the heaviest and coar 
sest sands gravitate downward to the bottom discharge while- the lighter 
material is crowded back to the top overflow. In its crude form, the spitz 
kasten does not make a particularly satisfactory separation, but it illustrates 
the fundamental principles at work, and is therefore worth examination. 

Firm. As with all classifiers, only two products are delivered. Every 
thing entering must either depart above or below. The greater the propor 
tion of solid withdrawn below, the greater will be the amount of fine material 
included in it. With feed and discharge rates steady and equal the total 
number of particles, and their size distribution, is definite. All that can be 
done in classification is to vary the ratio between the quantity of conrscr 
sand leaving below (via the spigot discharge) and the relatively fine overflow. 
If the spigot were closed, all the pulp would eventually overflow without 
classification, and this overflow would contain the maximum possible per 
centage of coarse particles. The greater the fraction removed as relatively 
coarse oversize the finer must be the average size of both overflow and undcr-
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How, and vice versa. Separation does not mean that only coarse particles 
will underflow and only fine ones overflow. This pitfall sometimes confuses 
the learner, who imagines that if the coarsest particles are being removed 
from one point the result must be to give a much finer product at the other 
withdrawing place. What happens is that classifier adjustment simply varies 
the splitting conditions. Overflow and underflow are respectively fine and 
coarse relative to this splitting.

Second. Since the volumetric capacity of the spitzkasten is constant, the 
settling rate available to a particle varies as the volume of.feed. Other things 
remaining unchanged (including the ratio of solid to liquid in (he feed), the 
greater the fed volume, the less will be the dwelling time of each particle, 
hence the coarser the overflow fraction since it has less time in which to settle.

Third. If the rate of feed is constant, but the solid-liquid ratio varies, the 
specific gravity of the pulp varies with the increase or decrease in content of 
solids. Since the rate of settlement varies inversely as the solid fraction, the 
more watery the feed, the finer will be the average size of overflowing particles.

Fourth. It is customary to consider that classifiers separate particles by 
virtue of a combined vertical and horizontal movement. To this end, the 
maximum cross-section is usually provided in the horizontal plane of over 
flow, and in the surface area immediately adjacent to the overflow lip all 
particles are deemed to move horizontally. Hence, the argument continues, 
if in this area the particle is swimming or drifting in the overflowing current, 
it is carried out of the classifying system. If its physical relation to the 
system at this point causes it to sink, it is retained and may sink to the under 
flow zone Tor discharge in the coarse fraction. Teetering particles are dis 
cussed later in this chapter. Hence, the capacity of a classifier is related to 
its horizontal area in the plane of overflow, and the concept of "surface 
classification" or "surface-sorting" is closely bound up with pulp behaviour 
in (his plane. In theory, it should be possible to control the density of the 
pulp at this surface, and also the horizontal speed toward the overflow which 
influences the drifting rate of a particle. Operation based on these consid 
erations, together with those of mass and surface friction, should lead to an 
accurate sorting system. In practice, only rough sorting takes place in the 
spitzkasten. The entering particle undergoes random acceleration, in a 
confused mixture of interfering vortexes. It passes from one solid-liquid 
ratio to another in various parts of the box, with varying freedom of packing. 
Finally it is delivered to the sorting surface with an unpredictable kinetic 
energy directed at any angle by the vortex from which it is separating at the 
moment.

Fifth. The shape of the spitzkasten provides quiet zones down the corners, 
and beds of sand pack into them. Some particles work their way over these 
beds to the overflow without undergoing sorting action. Toward the con 
tinuous underflow, periodical collapse of the packing chokes the discharge 
orifice, causing surging and abrupt change in the downward flow of pulp.

Appreciation of the foregoing considerations will aid in understanding 
(he physical limitations of classification in (he more elaborate appliances 
discussed later. The first improvement in simple spitzkasten work is to use 
a series of boxes, increasing in volumetric capacity, so that the coarsest sands
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xffiovcd first and the finest last (Fig. 85). To avoid settlement of ma-

>^1 on the sides, these are made steep. With the larger boxes this would

/'fcad to fii'ph pressure on the underflow and the production of loo watery a

discharge (here. This is avoided by using the "gooseneck" discharge pipe

shown, with suitable provision for clearing it should "tramp oversize" from

a preceding spitr.kasten settle in the pipe and choke it. At one time spitz-

kastcn scries, cither in box or trough form, were widely used ahead of gravity

separation, but they are not much seen today. Baffles must not be used with

spit?kastcn as they would interfere with surface selectivity.
To overcome the surging effect produced by the periodical sliding down 

of settled sands from the corners of the box. cones arc used. Feed is central 

and overflow peripheral into a launder. If provided with a diaphragm to 

prevent very fine material from dropping through with the coarser sands, 

the appliance is called a diaphragm cone, and still further regulation of the 

solid-liquid ratio at the bottom discharge may be provided by a float system
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which varies the aperture in accordance with changes in the feed (Fig. 86). 
Very little classification is done in those cones once sand has settled to a 
fairly compact mass. The selective action occurs in the fluid layers of swir 
ling pulp above this bedding. Since feed is introduced centrally and the 
pulp is then swept through a rising path toward the peripheral overflow, the 
coarsest and heaviest particles (end to drop straight through or to settle out 
from this eddying stream, while those smaller than a certain mesh are lifted 
to the overflow lip. The solid-liquid ratio of Ihc underflow depends on the 
closeness of packing of the settled sands.

Under favourable conditions, the cone compares .inefficiently in perfor 
mance with the Tar more costly mechanical classifier, save that it is unable 
to restore Ihc loss of head of the coarse sands dropping through it. and can 
not therefore close a milling circuit without the addition of a pump of some 
kind. It can be used for dcsliming or dcwatcring. Simple devices based 
on thespilzkasten find little application in modern plants, but have a limited 
field of use in <mall operations.

Nests of boxes, with cither pyramidal or V-shapcd settlement zones, were 
developed for thickening dilute suspension of fine sand, and for reclaiming 
mill water. They offer a large quiet 7.onc with a gentle motion over the 
surface-classifying area. They afford a gentler application of the sorting 
principles at work in the spitzkastcn. in the same way that the settling cone 
does in comparison with the cone classifier. Their place today has been 
taken by thickeners of the type described in the next section.

The Thickener

Thus far the conditions which affect particles settling, quickly from random 
vortexes and under crowded conditions have been considered. In Ihe thick 
ener, settlement is free and the particles arc given hours to gravitate downward. 
The classifiers hitherto considered were either trying to split a long-ranged 
feed into coarse and fine fractions in a short time, to trap out coarse sands, 
or to remove slimes from a fast-settling pulp. When the particles have been 
very finely ground a prolonged dsvclling time under quiet conditions is needed 
for their settlement. The thickener is constructed with sufficient volumetric 
capacity to give this lime. It can be used:

(a) to reclaim water from a muddy effluent by allowing the silt to settle; 
(h) to decant fouled water or chemical solutions; 
(r) to change from one chemical wash-solution to another; 
(rf) to remove a dissolved mineral product from a pulp; 
(c) to thicken (i.e. increase the solid-liquid ratio of) a pulp: 
'/) to reclaim some mill water before discarding the solids from a 

	(ailing^ pulp.

The essential features of a thickener arc shown in Fig. 87. In a typical 
operation, mill pulp carrying finely ground solids in suspension is fed in 
centrally, through a "trash screen" which holds back any debris that has 
accidentally entered. The entering pulp displaces part of its volume as a
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Fig. 87. Cutaway Vi?w nf Hording? Spiral Rakr Tliirk fnrr
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. 88. Hording? Tnick?ner (International Combustion)
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peripheral overflow of moderately clean water. During the very gentle 
radial drift of this overflowing water from centre to sides the solids full 
'lowly downward, perhaps individually, or more usually with some degree of 
flocculation into aggregates of particles. Vlatcrial sufficiently coarse falls 
rapidly io Ihc rakmg /one below, while the rest of the solid fraction settles 
and leaves a /one of clear water toward ihc upper periphery, followed hy one 
similar in consistency to the feed (less its Conner particles). This is succeeded 
by a transition stage ihrouph which the pulp steadily increases m solid-liquid 
ratio as it settles downward until it reneges ihc compression /one where the 
panicles, or more probably the floccnlcs. arc hem* sqiicc/cd together by the 
weight of fluid above. Tluouph this compression rone the rakes (in Figs. 87 
and S8 ihc spiral gathering arms) of the thickener arc very slowly revolving, 
gathering and sweeping ihc settled slurry or slime toward the central dis 
charge well. The rake arms may be revolving once in from two to eight 
nunvitcs. and as they move, (heir superstructure cuts through the billowing 
flocculcs. opening channels through which clear water can be squeezed up 
ward.

In thickening, flocculation of the pulp is usually an important factor. 
The subject is considered later. At this point it suffices to remember that 
ihc more dilute the entering pulp, ihc slower it is to form floes and hence the 
longer its settlement time. Thus, when a thickener is showing signs of being 
overloaded (by discharging insufficiently clear water at its launder) the (rouble 
may be due. paradoxically, lo insufficient solids m the feed. This is because 
flocculation depends partly on the opportunity given to particles to collide, 
which is proportional to their concentration.

The thickener may be a very large round tank, or a cylindrical excavation 
lined with concrete. It must be capable of containing the continuously 
entering feed-pulp for the number of hours required for efficient settlement 
and compression down to the required scJid-liquid ratio in the well at :hc 
centre of the discharge zone. The bottom of the lank usually has a gentle 
slope inward to this well. The rakes which gently press the slurry and gather 
U io ihc centre may be driven from a shaft, or be lowed by an electric motor 
running round ihc periphery on a monorail.

In operation the feed rate and feed-pulp condition must be such that there 
is ample time for a protective clear /one to form and io be maintained to 
ward the launder, while the settling fraction has adequate time to consolidate. 
The rate of discharge from ihc well is regulated by means of a diaphragm 
pump which is run at a rale allowing some two feet of fully thickened slurry 
to be maintained in the compression rone. This layer holds back the in 
sufficiently compressed pulp and ensures that only a completely settled slurry 
is withdrawn. If she /one is allowed io become too thick, there is danger of 
burying ihc rakes or of overloading ihcm and injuring or distorting the mech 
anism. Alarm and trip mechanisms arc fined io indicate the advent of such 
overloads. The overflow can \^ monitored by an r/rrtnc rye so that warning 
is given if iis turbidity rises unduly. Since the slurry being pumped from the 
underflow is dense, it is carried through pipes of small diameter to the pump, 
thus maintaining it in motion sufficiently vigorous to reduce any tendency to 
settle out and choke the withdrawal system. Flushing points are also pro-
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*icd through which water or compressed air can be injected in the event of 
c.inking. Instead of pumping, some large installations use bottom valves to 
run slurry off. The piping discharge is then of ordinary diameters. The 
thickened discharge is commonly led to a continuous filter winch must period 
ically be shut down for servicing. During such a period, which may last 

several hours, the thickener continues to receive feed and must store its slurry. 
Provision is made for raising the rake mechanism to prevent overstrain under 
such conditions. Since this is a safety precaution, the rakes must be pcntly 
lowered as soon as normal running has been restored and the loading !i;n 
been reduced. 10

Choking around the well of the thickener is a serious matter that may lend 
to the shutting down of the whole mill. Solid objects fall in. either through 
sabotage, a kink in human nature, or through failure of workmen on the 
thickener to tie loose tools to a safety belt. It is therefore a wise precaution 
to have a run-off tank available into which the contents of the thickener can be 
sluiced in emergency. If the thickener is "stalled", speedy repair is essential. 
as there is rarely standby capacity to which feed can be diverted.

Where space is cramped, or where the risk of freezing entails protection, 

tray thickeners having from two to six compartments are often used. The 

pulp is divided into equal streams, and each is fed centrally to a compartment. 

In one type each compartment rakes the settling slurry to a common well- 

discharge. In another type the slurries can be kept separate. The water 2 Q 

overflow rises naturally from the lower trays to join that from the top peri 
pheral launder, or, if desired, these overflows can be kept separate.

Failure of the settled slurry to come away from the well may be due to » 
soliu object obstructing the outlet, a choke in the piping system or a defect in 
the diaphragm pump, such as a stuck valve or a ruptured membrane. Thick 

eners receiving a Dotation concentrate sometimes build a thick scum of floating 
froth on their surface. To minimise this, the feed should run in gently, since 
splashing i* likely to entrain air-bubbles.

Little power and attendance arc normally required, but when a thickener 

breaks down it can very seriously upset the running of the plant, since il 
usually constitutes a "bottle-neck" in the flow-line. To simplify maintenance 

and avoid a lengthy shut-down thickeners are sometimes built with .in
approach tunnel below, ending in a pump room. Alternatively, underflow may 3 Q 

be pumped up through a central column Inrpc enough to permit a man to 
enter.

Among recent developments in thickener design'' arc a two-stage raking 
zone. The peripheral area has a relatively shallow gradient, while coarser 

material which tends to settle more centrally falls to a steeper central portion. 
The inner rakes which sweep this *one are attached to posts below the trusses. 
These posts cut through the deposit and open channels through which water 
can squeeze upward. The trusses thcrmelvcs arc not subjected to ihc strain of 
shearing through (his material. Another design is a flat-bottomed thickener 
wuh peripheral discharge.

Where continuous thickening is coupled with periodic filtration so that 
storage capacity inside the thickener is required, automation has been suc 
cessfully used to raise or lower the rakes in accordance with chances in torque
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signalled to a motor which lifts or lowers (he raking mechanism. For sub 
zero working of csposrH plant, electric hcatinc of driving gear and pump 
room can he used. For a thickener which is used to clarify a thin, hut finely 

divided and slow-settling feed, hydraulic disturbance where (he feed enters 
can lie avoided by delivery through vertical screening which divides (he flow 
into a number of thin streams and checks these by baffling.

Thickening Theory

In !9l6Cocand Clevcngcr* produced a formula for calculating the thickener 
area required in handling a known rale of loading. Their observations were 

bnscd on the zone sequence seen during the settlement of pulp — clarification 
of the uppermost layer and increasing pulp density down to the final stage of 
compression,* the critical point) below which no further settlement occurred. 

Thus at any hori/on in the transition zone there was a change in pulp density 
which affected (he subsequent settling rate and the specific population at that 
horizon. Their calculation of the required thickener area was formulated in 

respect of a transitional rather than a final or saturated concentration, and 

within that limitation was dependable. It is

I 33 (F-D)
A - - —————— (9.3) 

R5

where A is the area (ft. '/ton) of dry solids pcr 24 hours 
F is wi. of liquid/wi. of solid in feed 
D is wi. of liqind/wi. of solid in discharge 
R is the settling rate and 
f> the specific gravity of the pulp.

In 1952 a new approach was made by Kynctv in which the original basic 

assumption (that the settling velocity of a particle is a function of the local 
concentration of surroundme solids) is retained. Overloading, m the sense 
that solids arrive faster in the fcctl than in (he fully compressed rone, change* 
ihc density v;ilucs (hrouv'h the compression rone and thus reduce the rate of 
delivery to the discharge ^onc. The thickener area required by Kynch's 
formula is

(9 4)

where t,, is the tune in day. Cn 'lie concentration of feed as tons of solid per 

H 1 of pulp, and H n (he height in feel.
Hoth formulae bring out the fnct that (ignoring any effects of flocculation 

or need for clarification to completely clean water) sedimentation is governed 
by pool area rather than pool depth. One clement in thickening is. however.
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,*rlooked by both formulae, as is pointed out by Fitch." As pulp density 
increases the particles tend to be locked into a plastic structure the yield value 
of which rises as the percentage of solids increases. Ahovc this fairly narrow 
zone particles still have some freedom of movement but the zone itself, called by 
Fitch the "steady state thickening" : '-rue. controls ihc volume of arriving 
solids which can get through it. An elusive compression factor is at work, con 
nected with the shearing of the plastic structure of this /one by ihc revolving 
rakes of the thickener. These, in addition to moving settled material to ihc 
discharge point, cut channels through which clear water c.in be seen to well 
up as it is squeezed out by the heavier settled pulp. This zone is called "the 
zone of rake action" and the final solid'liquid ratio possible in thickening 
takes this into accouni in testing for desipn of a thickener for a given pulp by 
using slow stirring of the bottom layer of a sedimentation column in order to 
provide a channel for this final squeeze-out of water.

As the result of laboratory tests Cross* concludes "that the use of a deep, 
slotted feed well will increase the capacity of a thickener and that the principles 
originally put forward by Messrs. Coe and Clocngcr arc no longer tenahle. 
The re-designing of raking mechanisms is called for in order to both cope wuh 
the increased tonnage and impart greater movement to the compacting sedi 
ment."

A mathematical model of the thickening process has been developed by 
Gaudin and Fuerstcnau.'"

10

20

Hydriulic Classifiers

These appliances are also called "spitzlulten" and upward-current classifiers. 
In its simplest form (Fig. 89) the hydraulic classifier resembles the spitzkasten. 
with the essential difference that, in addition to horizontal sorting at its masi- 
mum cross-section where the lighter particles overflow the discharge iip.

Fig. 89. The Hydraulic Claxuher (after Truscott)
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ihcre is now added a column of water rising at a controlled rate. A single 

narticlc falls through a still column of svater at a speed resulting from the 

eravitaiional pull downward as moderated by consumption of energy in 

overcoming shear or turbulent resistance set up by <"• -notion.

Consider three particles which have accelerated to their maximum steady 

rate of fall through such a column, and which differ in terminal velocity. 

If the water is now caused (o flow upward, a rising velocity can be chosen 

which neutralises the downward rate of the rr.edium of these particles so that 

it hovers. The slowest one now rises slowly while the fastest one drifts slowly 

downward. This is the principle applied in hydraulic classification. The

sorting column is usually of even vertical cross-section so that there is no •'•^ 

variation m the rising velocity. When the cross-section of the sorting 

column vanes from a mnximum at the uppci discharge end to a minimum at 

the lower, it is possible to arrange the flow rate so that similarly energised 

particles hover on reaching a point where their falling velocities are balanced. 

Actually, the water does not flow smoothly, so such particles will dance or 

"teeter" in the column. Thus, two types of construction are possible. In 

the "free-settling" hydraulic classifier a particle heavy enough to fall goes right 

through to the bottom discharge. In a "hindered-settling" classifier it may 

fall to a certain distance and there teeter at the entrance to a more restricted 

column through which water is rising faster.

In the classifier many millions of particles are simultaneously being sorted. 

All are jostling against one another to some extent, and at any cross-section of 

the sorting column the liquid is rushing through the interstices between the 

tossing and tumbling grains. Thus, the kinetic energy of the falling particle

n being dissipated by friction and collision, and the liquid cross-section is 20 

constantly varying, giving rise to spinning motions which may equally well 

| mpel a particle upward or downward. Only particles decidedly heavy can 

force their downward way through such a scouring crowd. A heavy particle 

can be "rafted" clear across and out of the system, by some accident of momen 

tary turbulence. It is easier for a particle to become arrested and entangled 

in the teeter hcd than for it to get out again. In consequence such a bed 

(trows as the hmdered-scttling classifier works, till the point is reached where 

the sides are comparatively packed by slowly circling grains moving in vertical 

ellipses or occasionally sliding down to the discharge. Meanwhile, the 

centre is occupied by a more mobile teeter column dilated by the rising water. 

This is indicated m Fig. 89 by the clear central portion of the classifier, 

which m operation would be occupied by a teetering column of sand giving 

way (shaded portion) to packed sand at the sides. Here the bulk of the 

sorting of new feed is done. The central column is a pseudo-fluid of density 

corresponding to its solid-liquid ratio, which works against the attempt

of a heavy particle to fall through. If the feed can travel downward 3 0 

at this pulp density and against the hydraulic rise through the teeter, the 

jostling it encounters may retard, but will not stop, its descent.

Hydraulic classification may be used as a sizing method, if applied to 

particles <> r the <amc specific gravity. In this case the bigger and heavier ones 

fall through, given suitable adjustment of the restraining forces, and the 

liphter ones are carried up and out. Such work can be done with les»

OTgiTj^T. -
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..mon. but far more cheaply, than on the delicate fine screens which would otherwise be needed. With sufficiently fine particles, classification cnn he pe formed in columns of air instead of in liquid.
In mineral processing the main purpose of classification is 10 son ,1 feed into two classes, settling and rising. If this feed contains heavy and light mineral, small heavy particles will have the same falling characteristics us larger light ones. They can therefore be dropped together and ihen separated on a screen of an appropriate intermediate mesh.
Many shapes and varieties of hydraulic classifier have been developed. Tru<cott 4 observes m his text-book:

10 "Hindered-scttling classifiers are those wherein . . water rises throughthe sorting tube or orifice into a chamber so dimensioned ilml the m.iicnnl collected there is brought into a quicksand suspension or 'teetering movement. The (hori7ontal) area of the teetering chamber should not be greater than about four times (hat of the sortmp passage or some ol ihe material will lie quiescent; nor much less, because (hen ihc con ditions of the ordinary free-settling classifier would he approached With these conditions fulfilled and where particles of varying density .ind si/e are present, another specific advantage of htndcred-scitling is rcaii/ed. namely the small dense particles fall with much larger less-dense particles than under condition of free fall; with quart* and galena, for instance, the diameter ratio of equal-falling particles under hmdered-settlmg condition is about 6:1—as though the specific gravity of ihc medium in which fall look place were about 15—instead of 4:1 which obtains infree-falling conditions. Of such an increased difference m particle- ^" diameter, advantage may be taken in the processes of <eDaranon.

The teeter column thus heightens the separating effect based on exploitation of difference* m mass and S.G. It also has a scrubbing action which :iids m cleaning ihe discharged product that runs the gauntlet. This scouring arrests fine particles which otherwise might be carried, attached to larger 
particles. 10 the lower discharge. The hy'draulic column must be steady, and 
is therefore fed from a constant-pressure source of water. Some water is withdrawn with the solids leaving at the bottom discharge, and the rest is discharged as the overflow, together with the water m the original feed. Classifiers can be arranged in series, to give progressively finer underflow products. They may receive feed from a deslimmg cone, or send out a finaloverflow product for quieter sorting m such a cone. The coarser the desired 2 Q underflow, the more strong must be the rising current.

The lecter bed is intermediate in settling character. It tends to build up so 
as to alter ihc character of the products discharged through it. To minimise lhi< defect. X cla»j of hydraulic appliances having ihc jzcncr.il disiinpunliing name of "hydrosircrs" has been developed in which ihts icctcr bed is 
controlled as to composition As ihe bed builds up. ihe weight of its com 
ponent quicksand also increases. This can be measured hy providing a waicr 
connection in the form of a hydrostatic head which <hows changes m ihc 
nack pressure exerted upon ihe entering hydraulic water (the "added w.iicr 
of Fig. S9). Appropriate control mechanism can be actuated by pressure 1
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changes as in the Stokes hydrosizcr (Fig. 90) in which the bottom discharge 

aperture is opened or restricted in response to changes in the load of teetering 

<ands. This classifier is one of several made m multi-spigot form, to deliver a 
^rics of graded products.

Another form of hydrosi/cr lakes Ihe shape of .1 miniature thickener, 

'is rakes rotate fast enough to loosen up ihc settling sands and upward cur- 

rcnts may he imposed upon the contents of the circular lank. By suitable 

u<c of ihcsc combined forces very fine material is caused to overflow, while 

denser particles drop and are raked to a central well-discharge. 1 0

Mechanical OnsMfiers

In the so-called "mechanical" classifier Ihe pulp is fed into a rectangular 

lank under conditions which allow (he heavier and coarser solids to gravitate 

'nirly freely downward, while the lightest particles (low in a weir discharge.

The "mechanical" part of the classifier is usually a drag bell, a set of rakes. 

<'r a spiral screw. Its functions arc to stir the pool of pulp and remove 

settling solids. In Fig. 91 a cross-section through the type of tank usual with 

•i Dorr (rake). Akms (spiral) or drac-belt classifier is shown, without its

mechanism. The pulp ovcrflowinc from the grinding mill carries 70%-80/i 2C 

<olids. and flows to the classifier through a short launder, or possibly after 

elevation through a centrifugal pump. En route or in the tank more water 

( s added, so as to thin the pulp to an operating density at which overflow of 

finer sands nnd settlement of coarser ones arc most effectively produced. In 

ihc launder the pulp stream is split mto Iwo or more channels which distribute 

ihe feed fairly equably across ihc pool, approximately iwo-ihirds of the 

distance from the weir m direction of its "V" end.
iRnorc for ihc moment the stirring cfTcct produced in this pool by the 

raking gear. The pulp, diluted 10 say .10/, solids, falls from a slight height 

into the shallow end of a wcdeed-shapcd body of fluid. The height of the 

feed launder above the pool determines the kinetic energy with which this

plunge is made. Rate of settlement through the pulp results from the mtcr- •* ^ 

plav of complc* forces. These may include tln.\oifopy. adhesion and co 

hesion, which receive further discussion in Chapter 15. These forces influ 

ence shear m the body of ihc pulp under staled operating conditions (mainly 

concerned with temperature, .iprnfic surface and turbulence). For con 

venience of operating control this complex is treated as a simple S.G. effect 

for which the classifier pool is held at a specified operating density. This 

determines the resistance to settlement which is ofTcrcd at successive horuons 

'«' ihe particle as it seeks 10 gravitate downward. There are two channels of 

escape from the pool. A panicle having sufficient mass to force a passage 

10 ihe bottom, or raked zone, falls and is quietly withdrawn by the mechanical 

withdrawing device (not shown m Fig. 91) A particle which has insufficient

mass !o descend can drift with ihe current from the feed launder to the over- 4 0 

How weir through ihc transporting /one Qqual-seltlmg particles will report 

together A small heavy particle will settle wuh ,1 larger one of lower 

densitv
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Fig. 90. SfCtion ihroufh Stokts Hydrosizer shnwmf Rrlay Volte
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If all particles in the classifier were equal in size, a clean separation into 

Heavy (sinkinc) mineral and light (overflowing) mineral would t»e possible. In 

'set. the mechanical classifier tends to retain the heavier mineral in the ore 

Jnd return it. via (he raking mechanism to (he feed end of (he mill with which 

" is close-circuited even when the operator desires il to be sent on. The 

particles comprising the solid fraction of the feed cover a wide range of sizes.

Fig. 91. Cross-section through Classifier Tank

and arc in various stages of liberation. Consequently some are swift to 

drop, some slow, while others build up m the sorting zone. This zone is not 

homogeneous but thickens from the most watery layer at the top of the 

pool, hy increasingly dense strata, to the densest part of the pool immediately 

above (he raking /.one. These strata arc stirred by the rakes or spirals as 

ihcy move in the pool of the classifier. Below the rakes lies an undisturbed 

stratum which packs the clearance space down to the steel bottom of the 

tank.
It follows from this sorting of ihe pulp into Jones thai each layer continu 

ously receives new panicles from above, and either (a) lets them fall through. 

">) rctccts them bnck to the layer above it. or (r) retains them. So long as a 

layer only sorts the entering particles according to (a) or (b) it retains its 

'^tcgral composition and performs consistent and predictable work. When, 

as is inevitable, it captures more particles, it increases its density and any 

further entering particles must be correspondingly more dense in order to 

fall through. To some extent this continuous rise of pool density is offset 

by the stirring action of the rakes, by the downward drift of the sinking par- 

dclcs. and by the slow horizontal displacement of the rest toward the weir 

discharge. Thc<e movement* alone are not able, in (he ordinary classifier, 

10 maintain a cons'um distribution of Mrata densities in the sorting and 

transporting /ones, though they can he helped considerably by skilled 

opcrntion.
The bed below the rakes often traps the heaviest particles fed to the classi 

fier. If these constitute a valuable product such as free gold, an undesirable 

concentration of material will result. In some grinding circuits small 

concentrating devices are set between mill discharge and classifier to "tro/p 

out ' <uch heavy values.
The rate of movement of rakes or spirals can be varied to produce the

10
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required turbulence in the pool. With a mechanical classifier set to yield a 
fine overflow this might he as low as 9 rake-strokes per minute when making 
a separation at —200 mesh, varying up to 32 or so Tor 28 mesh, rapid-settling 
sands. The rakes have the further major function to perform of clearing the 
settled sands up-slopc to the null feed launder, and they must therefore be nm 
at a speed which deals adequately with the load falling to them. A section 
through the Dorr rake classifier is shown in Fig. 92. The rnkcs (I) are set

Fig. 92. Cross-section. Dorr Rake C!a\sifirr

in an inclined tank and are actuated via an eccentric motion (8) and two sets 
of link motion. 9 to 13. and 3 to 6. These links cause the rakes to moves 
through an elliptical orbit, almost flai on its long axis which corresponds 
with the slope of the classifier tank. The rakes start their climb at '.he lowest 
setting, and gather settled sand. At the rising end of the stroke they lift 
sharply. They then return, drop, and repeat the cycle. These classifiers 
are described as simplex when the trough has one compartment, duplex and 
quadruplet when there arc two and four divisions separately raked. Pro 
vision (not shown) exists for raising the rakes,. Spiral classifiers (Fig. 93) 2C

Ft*. 93. Tht .4kins Classifier

do not normally set up a turbulent stirring action in the classifying pool. 
but cross-pieces can be bolted to the spiral shoes to produce this. The hel't
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•s run at a speed varyinn wuh its maximum diameter, the shaft usually turning 
at between 3 and 6 r p.m. for a large spiral, and up to 20 r.p.m. for a smill ^ 
one. . . . 

As settled sands emerge from the "V end of the pool, they bring with 
them some trapped or "drag-onf shme which should properly have overflowed 
at ihe wc.r Washmp sprays are often used to return this material to the 
pool They offer a <impic means of adjusting the pool density by prov.ding a 
rep.on where extra water can IK mixed in. but arc not very efficient asdol.mers. 
With the rake cla«ificr .he emerging sands usually lake an undulating con 
tour and if the sprays arc allowed to play over a length of rising sand the 
sl.mc is trapped in the depressions, ploughed under at the next dragging 
up-stroke. and thus smuggled through. To be effective the sprays must be 
directed forc.blv on to sands close to the point of emergence, and other 
methods must be used for making final additions of water to the pool as the 
<prays must run al full pressure. In this respect 'he spiral classifier is at an 
advantage. It carr.es its sands upward on the rising side of the helix. ,o that 
spravs can be used at any pomi and there is a good channel for running their 
washed product stra.Rhi down to the pool. The churning of newly emerged 
sand by sprays causes n <o slip back and interferes with the elevating funct.on 
of the rakes. Sufficient height must be gamed for the sands to run by gravity 
back to the feed SCOOP of .he mill, after -hey fall from the classifier into the 
return launder. The continuous and more gentle action of a spiral makes 
Possible a steeper slope in the classifier tank, settings of from 3 toi 4 per 
linear foot being common as against 2' to 3'. w,th an occasion,I 3* or 
relocating rakes. Removal of slimes reduces the tendency to slip, but a 
certain amount of deliberate inefficiency is liked by ™™ ™i"™*''" h° 
consider that the slime has a valuable lubricating effect m the ^ <™™>n 
of the ball mill, and that wuho.it u the mill could no. handle so large i, cir 
culating load. In the "Overtrain" classifier a drag belt mov« between 
Mationary longitudinal walls (called shrouds) so as to carry material trapped 
between successive movm* sections in bottomless compartments. From 
these compartments supernatant slimes overflow through side openings and 
hack to the pool between shrouds and s.dcs of classifier.

In the even, of power failure, or shut-down, care must be taken that the 
rak.ng gear does no, hecome buried as the sand «»**«»"'*«* <°™' 
Rcc.procai.ng rnkcs can be rn.sed m some models, and spirals can be swung 
clear If a classifier ,s restarted with bur.ed rak«. the mechan.sm m.y be 
mjured. Rakes and helixes wear, and are renewable.

If tramp oversee or steel from the mill overflows to the classifier ,^rroy 
lrv.« so as to project from .he bedded zone. This causes rough «t^.nd 
undue wear of the xand-mov.np mechanism. Sp.ral edges can be notched or 
civen welded projccl.ons to Jig such matenal UP and get ,t back to the

171 The separating po.m can be UP to 28 mesh, or anywhere between, thi, and 
,„„„„ 200 mesh Several factors are used .n scttmg the machine to de£er a 
and around the required mesh. Since a pnrt.cle must nse from the body of 
.he pool m order to overflow, the upward current m the ;'c ' nit^'h?J*'''' 
one determinant. This wc.r. which ,s adjustable for hc.ghl. is a. the dee, end
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of the pool. The^ipward (hydraulic) current can be varied by the introduc 
tion of a baffle (sec Fig. 91). The deeper this is set. the deeper the transporting 
current is forced before an upturn in the flow stream of pulp can take place 
The distance between baffle and weir determines the cross-section nf the rising 
column, and therefore. Ihe risinc speed nf Ihc transporting current For * 
coarse-grained overflow the baffle may beset as dose as M" from (he weir, and 
for finer separations .is far hack as 24". It may he removed altogether for very 
fine work.

The finer the rtlrasr "»«A. the longer must be (he settling time piven to the 
entering feed and the gentler the stirring. The volume of pulp available Tor 
sorting purposes is therefore an important factor It PS affected by the slope 
of the tank bottom, the height of the weir, and Ihc width of the classifier 
Usually the slope is made as steep as is possible without risking slip-back of 
raked sands, in order to obtain maximum elevation. This aids their drainage 
and allows the u.se of a steeper fall to the feed box of the ball mill from rake 
discharge into the return feed launder.

Consider a classifier set with a slope of 3" in the fool, and with vertical walls. 
The enclosed pulp has a wedge-shaped volume and a triangular longitudinal 
section. When the »cir overflow is raised, the progressive increase in the 
volume of the pulp is proportional to change in lonpiiudinal area (Table I?)

T»nir 13

Wnr Hrtght

8 Units

9
10
1 1
12
13

Longitudinal 
Section Art-o

128

162
200
242
288
338

'/m Incrraie

Umtv On previous
figure unitv

26 26
361 23
89 21

125 19
164 17)

The effect il to give each particle entering the pool a corresponding overall 
in settling time.

The weir height affects the capacity in the pool. It also influences the 
total area of horizontal cross-section in the plane of overflow. When the 
weir is high, it damps the surging motion set up by Ihc plunging movement 
of the reciprocating rakes of the Dorr-type classifier The greater the ton 
nage the classifier is handling, the bigger should be the pool, and hence the 
higher the weir setting.

Lowering the weir helps when a denser overflow is needed. Care must be 
taken, particularly when fine pulp is being sorted, not to reduce the capacity 
of the pool too severely or cyclic surging may become excessive. This would 
allow sands to escape from the closed circuit before they had been reduced to 
the proper overflow-mesh, and lead 10 irouNc >n the concentrating section of 
the plant. Consider the classifying /ones shown m Pig. 91 When no baffle 
is used, the transporting zone merges layer by layer mio the sorting 701*.

10

20

30
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Think of the pool as it would be under conditions of smooth and steady flow,
with no stirring action from rakes to break up (he stratification. It would
*oon arrange itself in a scries of thin layers, sorted from the vertical cross-
<ectinn of the feed and becoming more individualised as they flowed toward
(he weir. The surface layer would have a density approaching that of water
and the bottom layer that of a hiph solid-liquid ratio. Further, the grain size
of cnch mineral would be hiphcst at the feed end and lowest at the weir end,
Nxause of the combined effect of gravity and rate of drift upon the particles
moving in or through the layer. (This discussion temporarily ignores two 10
factors—the upthrust of the layers at the weir end and the accumulation of
newly arriving particles at !hc bottom of the pool.)

An individual particle moving in such a layer can drop through, if its 
pavitanonal force is sufficient to overcome its frictional retardation, during 
ihe period of its travel from feed to weir. It can rise into a less dense layer 
through eddying or if it is squeezed up and out by heavier particles. Each 
of the lower layers is continuously receiving such particles as they drop down 
ward, and receives a, greater load than it can part with by rejection upward, or 
downward, of a corresponding weight of solids. Thus the near-release par-
t'cles accumulate, and the sorting zone becomes too dense to work properly. 2 0 
The generalized effect is (hat a rise in the overall density of the pool occurs, 
accompanied by an increase in the pseudo-viscosity so that new feed find* it 
increasingly difficult to fall through. This can be seen in operation particu- 
'a'ly m a circuit set for fine grinding such as is frequently closed by a bowl 
classifier. The level of (he pulp m (he main tank rises and falls in a cyclic 
r hyihm, corresponding to a gradual rise in the overall specific gravity of the 
I*0^ 1 - This is periodically relieved by a surge of heavy pulp over the weir and 
a drop in (he overall S.G. The word "overall" includes normal running 
density and the heightened one of the high-density surge period, since there 
"fed be no change in that of (he overflowing pulp during the period of build 
up. This would be particularly the case if little or no use of a baffle was made, 
n (he lightly loaded surface layers of the pulp would be disproportionately
represented j n the samples used to check the specific gravity. For this 30 
surging to occur, more solids must arrive in the pool (nan are departing. 
During the rise, the rakes become more lightly loaded although no change has 
been made in the rate of new feed to the mill. If at this stage vigorous action is 
lakcn to dilute the body of the pool (say. by directing a jet of water into it), 
'he rakes load up to normal, or beyond, and proper recirculation is restored.

This phenomenon only becomes serious when the mill has insufficient 
classifier pool capacily for its input of ore. These layers can to some extent 
^c mixed by raking, or by setting up turbulence in other ways, e.g. by allowing 
the feed to plunge into the pool from a slight height. When water is added 
lo reduce the density of the pool it should be mixed in, not simply used as a 
spray wash on the raked-up sands. Unless it is mixed in, it may run as a lightly
loaded layer above the sorting zone, simply washing out some fine material 4 Q 
by its streaming action. The use of the baffle forces all surface water down 
'"to the body of the pool and aids such mixing. Provided the diluting water 
'< properly mi«cd in—partly in the feed launder and partly in the body of the 
pool toward the weir end. the density of (he overflowing pulp becomes the
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vital operating control. If this mixing is not assured, the value of the control is weakened.
There is a certain ratio of solid to liquid, called the critical density or the critical dilution, above which the size of particle overflowed dcpinds upon the pulp density in the upper part of the pool. If the pulp is diluted below inn critical density, the particles no longer respond sipnificantly to this form nf 

control. The critical density varies with the ore. temperature, and ihc 
flocculating effect of chemicals such as lime which are frequently added in the grinding circuit for reasons explained in the chapicrs dealing with flotation
Broadly, the percentage of solids at which change is to be expected is some- 1 ^ where between 3 % and 5 %. The most important factor in this critical density is pseudo-viscosity or specific particle surface. A piven ore has a critical density proportional to the square of the particle mesh for a given solid-liquid ratio since this governs the total area of surface in a given volume of pulp. If (he feed contains clay or other primary slime, the critical density is lower. because the pseudo-viscosity is higher.

Provided the solids which should be returned to the mill for further grinding are able to fall through lo the raking zone, the speed at which (he rakes are run depend on:

(a) the degree of turbulence desired in the pool to break up the layersas they try to form: 
(h) the amount of raking needed to withdraw settled material.

Some confusion exists in the minds of learners with regard to this. It is 2 Q sometimes argued that classifier capacity can be increased hy increasing tl'« rake speed and hence the rate of withdrawal. Any increase thus obtained would be temporary. The material raked up returns to the mill, where '' displaces an equal volume of crop load. All of this comes straight back to the classifier, so the only effect of faster raking could be to increase the classifier feed by the same amount. It is unlikely that this would in fact happen. The rakes can only remove the sand falling to the raking zone, and this is partlv regulated by the soning rate in the pool. In practice, the new feed to the mill is so regulated as to keep the rakes well, but not excessively, loaded. Since the circulating load usually exceeds the tonnage of new feed, any change in the raking speed affects the dwelling lime of material in the grinding zone ofthe mill. This is controlled to an optimum time, and changes in rake speed ^ Q are therefore only made as the result of tests. This also applies to changes in th« weir height and position of the baffle, if one is used. Such changes should only be made after studying screen analyses made in the laboratory.All Dorr classifiers can be fitted with a shallow bowl (Fig. 94) m which gathering rakes revolve slowly—2 r.p.m. being usual—so as to move settled material gently toward the centre. The feed from the mill is introduced centrally, and spreads radially, thus giving a greater surface area from which the particles can drop from the outward streaming pulp. The bottom of the bowl is a shallow cone dropping 2} in./ft. The return sands are drawn to a slot, through which (hey drop to the raking zone of the standard Dorr classifier below. Owing to the loss of head in this arrangement, it is not 40
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normally possible to close a circuit containing a classifier bowl unless a 
low-hcad ccntrifuttnl pump is used to elevate the mill discharge ahead of the 
dasher. A modification, the "bowl desiltor" has been described by H. W. 
Hit/rot.'

Fin. 94. Dorr 8o*t Classifier

In nnothcr proprietary make (Fig. 95) when fineness of grinding necessi 
tates the use of more surface settling area than can be provided in the ordinary 
mechanical classifier, a bowl somewhat like a miniature thickener is used. 
"Tim. the hydroclassifier. works on lines similar to those of the Dorr bowl.

Fig. 95. D<-»ir- Hnwl Classifier

Such a machine can al<o be used independently of mechanical classification. 
Hydraulic water rn.iy be introduced where the hydroclassifier is acting as • 
deslimer.
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Except when the mechanical classifier is overloaded and is improperly 
surging part of its undigested load over to the concentrator in an unfinished 
condition, this class of machine makes no middling. The feed is split with 
moderate efficiency into two fractions. These are either fine plus moderately 
fine, or coarse plus moderately coarse. They cannot be fine and coarse, since 
the use of controls to separate a fine product at the weir means that the 
bulk of the entering feed must have been ground fairly fine. The higher the 
specific gravity of the ore treated, the higher must be the pool density for a 
given discharge mesh. 10

Other classifiers include the Dorr multi/one. the hydro-oscillator, and il* 
Hardinge (Chapter 12).

Centrifuenl Classifiers

The rate of fall of a particle vanes as its effective mass. If centrifugal 
force is applied, the effective mass is increased and. provided nothing hap 
pens to offset this effect, settling rate is higher. As particles arc ground smaller 
they reach a size where the surface drag against the surrounding fluid almosi 
neutralises the gravitational pull, with the result that the particle may need 
hours, or even days, to fall a few inches through still water. This slowing 
down of settling rate reduces the tonnage that can he handled and increases 
the quantity of machinery and plant required. A lOfi particle of sihca
settles through water at speed varying round 6 mm./mm. which, for many 2Q 
purposes, would be too slow. By superimposing centrifugal force the 
gravitational pull can be tremendously increased.

The Hydro-Cyclone

During the past few years cyclones have replaced mechanical classifiers in 
many grinding plants. The liquid-solid cyclone (this name, and the prefix 
"hydro" usually being omitted) was introduced by Oricssen in 1939. and !hc 
references"-'" indicate only a fraction of the literature already published 
concerning its principles, applications, and performance, when a pulp '» 
fed tangentially into a cyclone (Fig. 96) a vortex is generated about the 
longitudinal axis. The accompanying centrifugal acceleration increases the 
settling rates of the particles, the coarser of which reach the cone's wall. 
Here they enter a zone of reduced pressure and How downward to the ape*- 
through which they are discharged. The percentage of feed leaving as coarse 
product depends on the aperture of the inlet and vortex finder provided the 
underflow does not exceed some 30% of the feed. At the centre of the 
cyclone is a zone of low pressure and low centrifugal force which surrounds 
an air-filled vortex. Pan of the pulp, carrying ihc finer particles, moves 
inward toward this vortex and reaches the gathering 7one surrounding the 
air pocket. Here it is picked up by Ihe tube called the vortex finder, and 
removed through a central overflow orifice. The vortex finder is so adjusted as 
to project into the cylindrical section of the cyclone, and short-circuiting "'
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arriving pulp is ihus minimised. The main controlling factors in 
cyclone operation arc:

Inlet Dinmctcr. 
2. Feed Pressure. 
J Teed Rate. 
4. Solid. Liquid Rntio.
-V Position of Vortex Finder. 
f>. Dinmctcr of Vortex Finder. 
7 Diameter of Apex.
* S G of Solids m Feed.

run —

UNOf.on.OW 
. 96. Cyclone Wo-nenclattirf

Dahlslrom has produced an empirical equa'ion.

10

(9.5)
/>..„ ——

O, n • 50"; particle diameter (,O 
/> - cyclone inlet diameter (inches) 
r cyclone overflow diameter finches) 

Q •*• Imperial p.ils./min. of feed. 

P. A P arc S G. of solid and liquid in gm./cc.

The 50"^ particle diameter is further defined as the equilibrium particle six* 
•it which centrifugal and centripetal forces in the cyclone are so balanced that 20
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hilf the solids are discharged as the coarse fraction (apex discharge or under 

flow) and the rest \-ia the central overflow.

Q in this equation is a function of inlet dinmcter. overflow diameter. 

pressure drop in transit and a constant K which vanes with ihc included .ingle 

of the apex.
Tarjan's equation" for the size of particle winch revolves m equilibrium at 

the circumference of the cyclone cylinder is

d--

where h is the height of the cylinder in cm., c is given m cm. and 0 '"

l/s. son Fahlstrom observes that the hydro-cyclone has two sets of

characteristics. First arc the ones fixed by construction — diameter, are^ of

feed entry, length of drum and vortex finder, and cone angle. Second arc the . ~

operating variables which include pulp concentration, feed pressure, diameter

of overflow pipe and of vortex finder. The effect of the classifying action

can be defined in terms of weight of yield and of percentage of solids m t»c

underflow. Separating size is given by his equation

5-*k., (I— gu)''" 
O.7) 

and maximum sharpness of separation by

x. -I— v, (10— 16-7 vu ) <<?.?)

where 5 is the size of separation, g,, the weight yield nt underflow. k p anil n 

constants characteristics of feed sire, rj max. ihc sharpness of separation .ind 

Vj. vu pulp density and parts by volume of solids m the feed i and ape* dis- 

charge u. Precision of separation 1*7 max.) is highest when v, and v,, art 

related to the diameter of the cyclone in respect of 5. Overflow sue distri 

bution is a simple function of the dia.ncter of the npcx orifice. Distribution 

of solids between underflow and overflow is a function of ihc ratio between 

the areas of vortex finder and apex orifice, and cither of these may he ivuxlu- 

l»<ed for the purpose of regulation, other conditions hemp Meld steady.

The advantages which have led 10 the widespread adoption of cyclones >n 

Rand practice arc. according to Krcbs:

1. Sharper classification.
2. Saving of floor space.
3. Less power consumption.
4. Less maintenance.
5. Ability 10 shut down the mill immediately under full load.

6. Ability lo bring the circuit rapidly mio balance.

7. Elimination of cyclic surging.

In addition, operators of flotation plants claim operating benefits due to <he 

higher percentage of solids m ihc overflow, and reduced dwelling time m 'he 

closed circuit. This latter consideration will be better understood when the 

effect of oxygen on newly sheared surfaces has been considered.
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The cyclone is increasingly used for classification in the finer grinding ranges, 
between 150/1 and 5/c. although coarser separations are possible. Separating efficiency is measurable as the percentage of misplaced product in either the overflow or underflow. Confusion cnn arise in nsscssmg operating efficiency " 'he apex discharge is not under proper control. Wiih a sprayed discharge 
'he issuing solids should not exceed some 70*; by weight of the total amount 
leaving at (|lc apex. | t j, sometimes set lo give a thick underflow carrying a 
h'Kher percentage of solids. This means that the cyclone is overloaded and 
'hat some oversi7cd maicrial is unable to report with the apex discharge.

10

Fig. 97. Miilti Cyclone (Liquid-Solid Separations)

•nd consequently is overflowed with the finer fraction. The correct adjust 
ment can be made by varying the diameter of the apex discharge. This can be 
automated by pneumatic or hydraulic adjustment of ihe apex, signals being miiiatcd in (he vortex chamber or feed zone.

The cyclone doc* not act as an effective substitute for the thickener in dealing with material below about 5/x in size. It can. however, concentrate 
ihe feed to a thickener or. alternatively, remove the bulk of the solids in the underflow. The overflow then carries a relatively small percentage of Ihe finest solids, and can be led to any convenient settling area for further thick- 20
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eninp.. The tonnage of solids deposited in the re-thickening of ihe cyclone 

overflow would he too small to present serious handling difficulties.

An assembly of cyclones fed from a central distributing point is illustrated 

in Fig. 97. A testing unit for laboratory use is shown m Kig 98. nnd a Inrgc 

cyclone in Fig. V).

Fig. 98. Pyrrx Hydrocyclone (Liquid-Solid Separations)
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classification of much finer material is needed, nwchtnicjl spinning 
of the scpnraiing vessel can he used as in the Dynocone (Fig. 100). This 
consists of (he conical revolving shell in which a screw conveyor rotates at a 
<l'?hdy higher speed. The solids settling to the inner wall of ihe cyclone are

Fig. 99. Rnhhrr-Lined H\rirncyebnt (Liquid-Solid Separations)
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discharged by ntcans of the screw, while the finer fraction over flows at the 
other end.

Fig. 100. Section through Dynofone Cfntnfugal 
(International Combustion)

Air Sizing and Dust Contrc.'

When a particle is in movement in a liquid, part of its kinetic energy i« 
expended in overcoming ihc viscosity, or molecular adhesion, of ihat liquid 
If it moves through the liquid quickly enough to generate vortices, a substantial 
transfer of kinetic energy must occur in order to give these vortices sufficient 
power to thrust their way outward from the particle and maintain a lemporarv 
existence. When a particle moves through a gentle current of air viscous 
resistance is negligible. The only effective resistance encountered by the 
moving particle is the prcssure<(Tcct due to collision with pas molecules, 
which is a function (a) of the cross-section of ihc particle and (/>) of its <peed 
of motion relative to the air. Where the number of particles in a pivcn 
volume is low. collision between these particles is neglicible and they are 
"free-settling". As the crowding increases, collision multiplies and a change 
in settlement behaviour occurs. The interested reader will find mathematical 
treatment of (he subject in Taggart" and DallavaMc.'" Air is used for edi 
fication in dry grinding, and air currents arc also so manipulated as to collect 
dust and aid in its deposition in suitable containers. In ihe first of ihc<e 
two cases, a split is made between larger and smaller particles as part of "re 
preparation. In the second, all possible dust is removed from the air -n order 
to mitigate an industrial nuisance.

When air is the 'elective fluid in a sorting operation, reliance is placed on 
the use of an equable current of air. moving with as little unplanned turhu'cnc* 
as possible. If the air stream is vertical, the particle is cither carried "P or 
down as an elutriation. If it is horizontal, particles entering at one point 
fall out of the stream in accordance with their mass (or the iimc (hey take to 
fall through the stream) (Fig. 101).

10

20
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The largest of the three spheres starting from rest at the point marked by •n arrow falls fastest, It is therefore exposed for the shortest period to (he displacing effect of the hon/ontal air stream. The smallest drifts the furthest under the s.ime conditions.
Thr sheltering. and the frictional drag upon air and particles touching the containing wnlls of 3 vertical vessel, is sufficiently pronounced to require special precautions. Build-up of particles on these containing walls may °ccur. and machines used in air sizing and dust control sometimes contain devices for preventing this from becoming serious. Friction in a dry atmos phere cause* electrostatic forces to be generated upon the panicles, and aids(nor .idhcsion i<> one another and to the walls of the vessel. Apart from , - 

fleets of this kind, ihe physical characteristics which determine how * given panicle will behave in an air stream are its size, shape, density, and liability lo collide with other particles (dispersion or concentration). "Hie effects produced by (he air stream depend on its velocity, .liumidily. viscosity (a PTssure effect), and the way in which it is constrained to move by the con taining walls of the appliance in which it operates. The settling velocity of a Panicle in still ,ur is quoted hy Tagpart for irregular grains of S.G. 2-5 as 3140 ft.'min. for 500CV particles: 470 ft./min. for 500/t; 50 ft./min. for 24/4 and 0-5 ft./mm. for 0 OOJ2^ or J-2m/..If ihe velocity of the transporting stream of air is suitably controlled, relatively coarse particles are dropped while finer ones arc carried onward.Raffles nnd deflectcrs may he placed in the stream to sort out the coarse 20 
panicles in accordance with their inertia. In (he cyclone a centrifugal sorting action is set up. the dust finding its way to (he sides and then falling down while a vortex of comparatively dust-free air rises at (he centre. The air

Fig. 101 Rflalnr Foil thrniiph a I1t>ri;ontal Air Stream
is usually moved hy a fan. working cither to push a clean column of air for- wird or to draw dusty air through the system. To avoid wear of the blades. Tan-power should he applied to clean air. or. alternatively, after the coarse particles have hccn trapped. A modified form of air classifier—the "gravi- lational-incrtial"—for removing minu.i 100 mesh material from crushed limestone h:is been developed. :n (Fig. 102.)Despite the application of centrifugal force, (he finest particles of dust cannot be trapped in a cyclone. Such dust might be a menace to the health "f the workers. Various methods are used to minimise this risk. Cyclones can be used to remove dust coarser than 5/i. Parts of the mill operations
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•vhich set up contamination should be enclosed and kept under a 
vacuum, so that dustv air docs not leak out.

Electronic dust precipitation is used industrially in deal with particles 
too fine to settle by gravity. When n wire of small diameter receives .1 lnc h 
charge of electricity a corona of pas molecules forms around it and ihc<c

Aggregate
,—— Prifnary air

Air entrained f'nes lo
Sued cyclon* ^ i •••

Secondary
air

Eddy current

'^•Coarse product 

fif. 102. The Crfl\itatinnal Inrrlial Cl

molecules collide and ionise. The ionised molecules can then be attracted 
toward a near-by grounded conductor. As ;hcy migr.iic 'hey charge any 
passing dust particles they may collide with, and influence them to travel 
toward the grounded electrode. Dust can also be precipitated by passing >' 
through a duct in which supersonic waves are vihrannf> al a sufficient miensitv 
to cause the particles to flocculate into rapidly set (Imp clots.

10

Closed Circtiil Concentration

If two particle* of the same shape and si7e. but of difTercnt specific gravities. 
are fed into a mechanical classifier, the heavier one may sink and be returned 
for further grinding while the lighter one overflows at ihc weir. Under such 
circumstances the mechanical classifier becomes a concentrating machine. 
This possibility was noted above when classifiers were referred to as sort"1 ? 
devices, not sizers. It is often undesirable that particles should remain in

20
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'he closed circuit in this way. A metallic sulphide, once properly liberated. ' 

can be caught in the concentrating section of the plant more efficiently when 

'i ] s still somewhat coarse than after it has been ground to an impalpable 

<lime A particle of free gold is usually malleable and merely changes its 

"•hapc as the result of further passages through the mill. When necessary, 

effects or ih,«, kind arc partially countered by the introduction into the closed 

circuit of a moderately efficient concentrating device appropriate to the

*ori<ing conditions This is used to remove as much as possible of the de-

''rcvl value in the form of a rough concentrate, in order to minimise its over-

eriiulinc or accumulation in the closed circuit. Such appliances are collo- 1 0

quiallv lermcd "scalpers". Jigs, flotation cells, hydraulic classifiers, and

corduroy strakcs arc among the devices used for this purpose.

Classifiers v. Cyclones

The closed circuit in wet grinding is rarely controlled by screening. The 

choice lies principally between mechanical classifiers and cyclones, though 

flow.sheets using gravity processes of concentration may have hydraulic 

classifiers for reasons which are discussed in Chapter 14. The growth in use 

of ihc cyclone lias been rapid during the past few years, and data for adequate 

comparison with the older appliances arc still inadequate. The mechanical 

classifier has the advantages over its rivals of tolerating and smoothing out 

^urges. of returning its oversize to the mill launder without need for an extra

machine, of being robust, long wearing, and easy to control. The screen 2Q 

fails because it cannot handle fine sand efficiently, and is therefore unsuitable 

for liberation of most of the low.grade and fine-grained ores which are treated 

today. Use of (he cyclone owes its phenomenal growth to several facts, 

first, hy its use of centrifugal force it can speed up settlement rate and there 

fore cither handle larger tonnages with light equipment in a small space, or 

make a separation at finer meshes than can the classifier. Next, running 

costs are comparable but capital cost And installation arc far cheaper. 

Third, by returning its ovcrsi/c direct to the feed trunnion, it does away

*uh the need for a scoop and feed box. Next, a point which specially

affects flotation, it only keeps a small tonnage in circulation and hence

reduces oxidising effects in the grinding circuit. Last, the limitation

:n fine crmding when the circuit is closed bv a bowl classifier is that

only a moderate circulating load is possible, the limit being dictated by the

free-settling speed of the near-release particles. Using the accelerated

VMilemcnt due to centrifugal force the cyclone makes possible a large circu- •* 0

'atinpload. Repeated passape through the secondary mill, as with the primary

f'nc. lessens over-grinding.

Classifier Efficiency

This is checked by making screen analyses of properly collected samples of 

<o) material entering the classifier. (r>) coarse discharge, (c) fine discharge.
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These siring analyses, plotted as "direct" graphs, should show a marked p
at the desired mesh of maximum separation, while the relation of the undcr-
size and oversize to this peak mesh is a guide to iiehnvinur in the circuit
under the conditions ruling when the sample is taken If operating chances
are called for, they mu<t be made one at a time, empirically. It mu«i he
remembered when judging cfTlcicncy that each change made anywhere m the
closed circuit affects the whole circuit. Classifier efficiency cannot safely be
considered in isolation from the conditions in (he grinding mill and'or ^Q
concentrator.

The control used by (he shiftsman during the hour-by-hour running of ihe 
wet-grinding closed circuit corrects the density of the overflowing pulp 
Provided this pulp is truly representative of the conditions in the top few 
inches of the classifier pool and is not upset by the presence ol an overrunning 
stream of diluting water, its two sorting components—pulp density and 
hydraulic transporting energy—exercise effective control over the rncsh 
sizes in the overflow. The accurate control of pulp density is therefore 3 
major factor in operating efficiency. Haultain21 observes (hat most hou '
classifiers are worked with a cyclic surge of between 15 rnir. and JO rntf( - ^0 
duration, during which the pulp in the rake compartment rises anvwhcre up to 
9" above the normal working level, while corresponding variation* in the 
sorting action takes place.
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CHAPTtR 8

INDUSTRIAL SCREENING

Introduction

Industrial sizing of materials is extensively used, and the types ol 
equipment are many and varied. Screening is generally carried out on 
relatively coarse material, as the efficiency decreases rapidly with fineness. 
Fine screens arc very frapile and expensive and tend to become blocked 
rather easily vmh retained particles ("blind"). Scieemng is generally limned 
to material above about 250 ^m in size, liner suing normally being 
undertaken by classification (Chapter 0). although the boundary between
the two methods will in practice depend on many factors, such as the type of ^ 0 

ore. the plant throughput, etc.
There is, of course, a wide range of purposes for screening. The main 

purposes in the minerals industry arc:

(a) to prevent the entry of undersi/c into crushing machines, so 
increasing their capacity and efficiency;

(b) to prevent oversize material from passing to the next stage in closed- 
circuit fine crushing and grinding operations;

(c) to prepare a closely sized feed to certain gravity concentration 
processes;

(d) to produce a closely sized end product. Tins is important m 20 

quarrying, where the final product size is an important part of die 

specification.

Performance of Screens

In its simplest form, the screen is a surface having a multiplicity of 
apertures of given dimensions. Material of mixed size presented to that

1X8
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surface will eiiher pass through or be retained, according to whether I he 

parucle.s ure smaller or larger than the governing dimensions of the 

aperture. The efficiency of screening is determined by the degree of 

peifection of separation of ihe material into si/c fractions above or below 

the governing dimensions of the aperture.
There has hcen no universally accepted method of defining screen 

performance and a number of widely used met hods arc employed. The most 

common .screen pciformuncc criteria arc tho^c which state an efficiency 

based on the recovery ol material at a given size, or on the moss of misplaced 

material m each product. This immediately leads to a range of possibilities, 

such as undcisi/e m ihe ovcrscrccn product, oversize in the through-screen 

product, or a combination of the two.
An efficiency iro.ii.iuon can be calculated from a mass balance across a 

screen as follows:
Consider .1 screen (Fig. 8.1) on 10 which there is a feed of F l h " '; C t h "' 

overflows from the screen, and U t h "' is the rale of underflow.

Let /be ihe fraction of material above the cut point size in the feed; c be 

the fraction nf material above the cut pom) si/e in the overflow: and u be the 

fraction of material above Ihe cut point .size in the underflow./, c, and u can 

be determined by sieving a representative sample of each of ihe fractions on 

a laboratory screen of the same aperture size as the industrial screen and 

assuming ilm 10 rx: IOO'/,. efficient.

f toootWr

\
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20

-^ — C

Fu.. M.I. MJX\ tulaiKC on a xrccn.
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The mass balance on the screen is

The mass balance of the oversize malcrial is 

,md the mass balance of the undersizc malcrial is

Hence

F c-u 

and
g_ c-y

The recovery of oversize material into the screen overflow 10

_££,^/.lJl! (S.i)

and the corresponding recovery of undcrsize material in the screen 
underflow

U(\~u)
" F(\-f)

(l-u) (c-f)
(I-/) (c-u)

(8.2)

These two relationships, (8.1) and (8.2), measure Ihc effectiveness of the 
screen in separating the coarse material from the underflow and the fine 
material from the overflow.

A combined effectiveness, or overall efficiency £ is then obtained by 2Q 

multiplying the two equations together:

(I-/)
(8 3)
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If Ihcrc .ire no broken or deformed apertures, the amount of coarse 
material in Ihc underflow is usually very low and a simplification of 
equation (8.3) tan be obtained by assuming that it is, in fact, zero (i.e. u»0). 
in which case the formula for fines recovery and that for (he overall 
efficiency both reduce to

E - l(Yr/r """
This formula is widely used and implies that recovery of the coarse material 
in (he overflow is IOO";,. 1 "

Formulae such as the one derived arc acceptable for assessing the 
efficiency of a screen under different conditions, operating on (he Mime feed. i Q

They do not. however, give an absolute value of the efficiency, as no 
allowance is made for (he difficulty of (he separation. A feed composed 
mainly of particles of a size near to (hat of (he screen aperture —"near mesh" 
material-- presents a more difficult separation than a feed composed 
mainly of very coarse and very fine particles with a screen aperture 
inlcrmcdialc between them. For this reason, some efficiency criteria are 
based only on Ihc near size material in the feed."'

In order to express screen and classifier performance on a unified basis, 
the Australian Standard. AS 1634-74, dealing with test result presentation, 
was introduced.01

It is closely modelled on the international standard of recommended 20 
methods for (he presentation of (he results of the performance of gravity 
classifiers, which is covered in Chapter 11.

The part it inn cunv for the separation is drawn by plotting the partition 
coefficient, defined a.s the percentage feed of each fraction reporting to the 
oversize product, against the geometric mean size on a logarithmic scale. 
(For particles m the range, say. minus 1 25 plus 6j urn. the geometric mean 
s"c is ,/(l25x63).) Figure 8.2 shows ideal and real partition curves.

The separation si/c is obtained nl 50% probability, i.e. Ihc sue at which a 
particle has equal chance of reporting to the undcrsizc or oversize product.

The efficiency of separation is assessed from the steepness of the curve.
The sharpness of the separation is based on the 25. 50. and 75"^ partition 3 Q 
coefficients and is defined as Ihc ratio of sixes corresponding to 75 and 50 n/n 
•md 50 and 25% probabilities, respectively. As Adorjan observes. 1 '" this is 
:m unfortunate choice, since perfect separation gives a partition error of
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!0

PH.. X.2. Pufiiliiin curve.

unity. A more meaningful measure would have been the fractional probable 

error of separution. i.e. the differences between si/cs corresponding 10 75 

and 50/i or 50 and 25% probabilities, expressed as a percentage of 

separation size. This would also allow comparison of screen or classifier 

performance al different si/cs of separation, bui would gi\c nil partition 

error fur a perfect separation.

Factors Affecting Screen Pcrjornvtncr

Screen effectiveness must always be coupled wiili capacity as it is often 

possible by the use of alow feed-rate and a very long screening lime to effect 

an almost complete separation. In practice economics dictates that 

relatively high feed-rales should be used, which reduces particle dwell time 

on the screen and often produces a thick bed of material through which the 

fines must travel to the screen surface. The net ciTcct is reduced efficiency. 

High capacity and high efficiency are opposing requirements for any given 

separation, and a compromise is necessary lo achieve the optimum result. 

At a given capacity, the effectiveness depends on ihe nature of the screening 

operation, i.e. on the overall chance of a particle passing through the screen 

once it has reached it.

10
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The overall probabiluy of passage of one particle is a product of the 
number of nmes lhal a p;irncle strikes ihc screen and ihe probability of its 
passage through the screen during a single contact. 1 "

As well as feed rale, an imporianl factor dictating ihc number of strikes 
that a particle makes on the screen is the rate of vibration of ihc screen. 
.Screens are vibrated in order to increase Ihcir cfricienc). as blinding is 
reduced and segregation of the feed material is induced, which allows the 
lines lo work through the layer of feed to the screen surface. Too high a 
vibration rate may. however, reduce the efficiency, as the particles may 
bounce from Ihc screen wires and be thrown so far from the surface that 
there arc very few strikes. Higher vibration rates can. in general, be used 
with higher feed-rales, as the deeper bed of material has a "cushioning" 
effect which inhibits particle bounce.

There are many factors affecting the chance of an individual passage 
through the screen once the particle has reached it. The angle of approach 
and particle orientation lo (he screen arc important: the closer to the 
perpendicular is the angle of approach, ihc higher the chance of passage. If 
the panicle shape is non-spherical, then some orientations will present a 
small cross-section for passage and some a la-gc cross-section; mica, for 
instance, screens extremely badly, its flat, plaic-hkc crystals lending to 
"ride" over the screen apertures.

Ihe chance of passing through (he aperture is proportional to the 
percentage ofu/ii'ii un-a in Ihe screen material, which is defined as the ratio 
of the net area of (he apertures to the whole area of the screening surface. 
The smaller the area occupied by (he screen material, the greater the chance 
of a pardclc reaching an J|xriurc.

Open area decreases with the fineness CM the aperture of screens with 
wires of the same diameter and in order lo increase the open area of a fine 
screen, very thin wires must be Uicd. which makes the screen fragile. This is 
the main reason for classifiers taking over from screens at fine aperture 
sues. Due to the greater open area of coarse screens, the capacity is greater 
than that of line screens and. in general, the maximum permissible rate of 
feeding is roughly proportional 10 the diameter of ihe apertures.

I'rob.ibly ihe nuisi important factor determining screen |H'rformancc is 
(he nature of ihe feed material. The efficiency is markedly reduced by (he 
presence uf (i.irtieles close 10 the aperture size; these particles lend to 
"blind" (he apertures, reducing ihe available open area and often report
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into ihc oversize fraction. This IN often a prublcnt wuh screens run m closed 

circuit with crushers, where .1 build up of "near mesh" m.iienal occurs 

which progressively reduces efficiency. Screens .ire ofu-n used in ihcsc cases 

which have apertures slightly greater than the set of the crusher, thus 

allowing this material to pass out into the screen undersi/e.

Tafgari' 51 gives some probabilities of passage relalcil to the particle si/e, 

which are shown in Table 8.1. The figures relate the pioh.ible chance per 

thousand of unrestricted passage through a square aperture of a spherical 

particle and gives the probable number of apertures in series in the path of 

the particle necessary to ensuic us passage through the screen. It can be seen 

that as the particle si/c approaches that of the aperture, the chance of 

passage falls off very rapidly.
The amount of moisture present in the feed has a marked effect on 

screening efficiency, as does the presence of clays and other sticky materials 

which should be removed early in Ihc treatment route (Chapter 2). Damp 

feeds screen very poorly as they lend to agglomerate and blind the screen 

apertures. Screening must always be performed on perfectly dry, or wet, 

malcnaJ, but never on damp material. If screening efficiency is the only 

criterion, then wet screening is always superior, finer iizes may be

IAHLE 8.1. PXMUAIULHY o r*s*M.i
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processed, adherent lines are washed off large particles, and Ihc screen is 
clciincd hy the How of pulp. There is no dust problem. There K. however, the 
COM ul dcwalcrmg .md drying Ihc products, and in many instances this is so 
high thai dry screening, with il.x deficiencies, is preferred.

Screen Type*

There ure many different types of industrial screens'*', which may be 
classified u* either stationary or moving screens.

Screens

Tin- iin;:ly. Very coarse material is usually screened on a grizzly, which, , » 

m us simplest form, consists of u series of heavy parallel bars set in a frame. 
Some grizzlies employ chains instead of bars and some arc shaken or 
vibrated mechanically to help the sizing and to aid in Ihc removal of the 
ovcfM/e (Fig. 8.J). The most common use of grizzlies in mineral processing 
is for sizing the feed to primary crushers. If Ihc primary crusher has a 10-cm 
product, then the feed is passed over a grizzly with a 10-cm spacing between 
the bars, in order to "scalp", or remove, the undcrsizc.

The bars of a grizzly ure inclined usually at an angle of between 20-50', 
ihc greater the incline, the greater is the throughput, but the lower is the
efficiency. Feed flows down the grizzly in the direction of the bars to assist 2 C 
How and to reduce clogging. Clogging is a major problem, especially on the 
cross-members which hold ihc bars together. The bars are usually tapered 
m cross-section lo minimise clogging once particles have entered between 
them.

The sue of particle screened on grizzlies can be as large as 300 mm. or as 
small as 20 mm. The capacity, which can be up to 1000 t h~ l , is pro 
portional 10 ihc area.
_j>'u m- hi-ntl*. Static sueens. such as the Dutch Slate Mines (DSM) sieve 
bend, and us later version, the Dorr Rapiline. have gained wide acceptance 
"i the minerals industry for very fine wet screening purposes.

The sieve bend (Fig. 3.4) has a curved screen composed of honzonlaJ 3C 

wedge bars. Feed slurry enters the upper surface of the screen tangentially 
and flows down the surface in a direction perpendicular to the openings
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FIG. R.J. Vibrating gni/ly.

between the wedge ban. As the stream of slurry passes each opening a thin 
layer is peeled off and directed to the underside of ihc screen. According to 
Fonlcin.' 7 ' particles roughly twice ihc thickness of trm layer arc dragged 
along with ihc undersizc fraction; particles larger than this si/c pass across 
the openings as their greatest part projects into ihc liquid llowing over ihc 
slot. The thickness of the layer peeled off is primarily a function of (he space 
between ihc bars, and investigation has shown that ihc thickness of tlm 
layer is in the order of 2S"/.. of the slot width.'"' In general, therefore a 
separation is produced at a si/.e roughly equivalent to half ihc bar spacing 
4nd so very little plugging of the apertures should lake place. Separation 
can be undertaken down lo 50 ^m and screen capacities jre up ii> 
180 m j h"' for every square metre of screen area and single units are built 
to handle 450 m j h' 1 .

One oflhc problems associated with the DSM sieve bend is thai

10
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fttn

comporimtm

Fir.. 8.4 Sieve bend.

separation occurs on the face of the screen, the thin layer of pulp, having 

passed through the apertures, tends to continue down the back (convex 

side) of the cloth, being held 011 by a 'Vail effect". The Dorr Rapifine 

incorporates a periodic rapping to the screen to dislodge adhering particles. 

while the B.irtles CTS screen 1'" has a scries of crimps on the bnck of the 
clolh to divert pulp clinging to the back of the cloth. A later version uses a 
bonded plastic strip for this purpose. The unit has a primary stage, followed 

by a scavenging stupe (Fig. 8.5). which has been found lo produce a cleaner 
product The capacity, at a separation si?e of 150/jm. is about

26 n\-' h " ' for I -m width of screen.
Sieve bends have found an important application in cloicd-circuit 

grindinc of heavy mineral ores. Qvcrgrindiiig of the heavy minerals, w hich 

can occur when conventional classification is used, can be greatly reduced 

by the combination of dassifiers and sieve bends."" 1
I he HiAki screen (Fig. 8.(>) employs a combination of classification and

10
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Cnmpt*

Ovtrtitt

Ftc. 8..V Bank* CTS

screening and has been used in grinding circuits." " It consists of an open 
stationary vessel with a cylindrical lop section and a conical base. The top 
section includes a cylindrical screen. Feed enters centrally at (he top and is 
distributed inside the cylindrical screen by means of a low-speed rotating 
mechanism. Wash water is introduced into the conical section. The 
undcrsize pusses through the cylindrical screen, which consists of wcilgc 
bars, into a collecting launder, whilst the oversize fraction is discharged 
through the apex.

Movtny Screens

) screens. One of the oldest screening devices is thciruui/iii-/ (Fig. 
8.7), which i* a slightly inclined, rotating cylindrical screen, which can be 
used wet or dry.

10
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IK.. X.6. llukki

Material is fed in at one end of the drum, undcrsizc material passing 
through the screen apertures and the oversize material coming off ut the 
opposite end.

Trommels, such as ihc one shown, can he made lo deliver several sized 
products. The main problem is that the lino screen wears quickly, as the 
whole of the feed must be fed on to it.

Tiommcls ma> be ariangcd in series, with the coarsest discharging its 
undersi7.e mto consecutively liner trommels. This method, however, 
requires a great deal of lloor space.

The problem »l undue wear on I IK- line-screen trommel is overcome in 
ihe {innpimiiil irninim-l which has a scries of concentric cylinders, with the 
coarsest screen at the centre, such that the coarsest fraction is removed first. 
It suffers from the disadvantage that failure of the inner screens is difficult to

10
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Ki. X.7. Trommel iciccn

observe and they arc difficult to replace when worn. It therefore has very 

limited use.
Trommels can handle material from 55 mm down to 6 mm. and even 

smaller sizes can be handled under wet screening conditions. They are 

widely used in the grading of sand and ballast and arc still seen m a few ore- 

washing plants.
Although trommels arc cheap, vibration-free, and rohuM. they have poor 

capacities since only part of the screen surface is in UNC at any one time and 

they "blind" very easily. They arc tending to be replaced by one or other of 

the range of shaking or vibrating screens.

Shaking icrmi.s. Shaking screens have a reciprocating movement 10 

mechanically induced in (he horizontal direction and are mounted cither 

horizontally or with a gentle slope. They operate in the range of 60-800 

strokes per minute, and lind their greatest use as grading sercens for 

relatively large sized feeds, down to about 12 mm. They arc widely used do 

in coal preparation, but find little use on abrnsivc metalliferous ores.

Reciprocating icrrrns. Reciprocating screens employ a horizontal 

gyratory motion to the feed end of a rectangular screen by menus i» -»n 

unbalanced rotating shaft, rotating at about 1000 rev mm" 1 Tlir 

horizontal circular motion at the feed end gradually diminishes th'ouph ilic

length of the machine to an elliptical movement, and finally to -in 20 

approximate straight line reciprocating motion at the discharge end if if 

8.8).
The circular motion at the feed end immediately spreads (he m:ili'f |J 

across the full width of the screen surface, even though it is fed from a MMB" 

point. This horizontal circular motion also stratifies ihe material. cai'> in !1 

the fines to sink down against the screen mesh. As the material travel* .il''r f
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FK.. XX. Plan »icw of rcciprot-iiing %cie«n.

ihc screen surface it enters the area of gradually diminishing screening 
motion ul ihc discharge end. This reduced action aids the screening out of 
the "near mesh" paiticles. The screen is slightly inclined, and some 
commcrci.il screens have bull trays below ihc screen, resilient balls confined 
m Ihcse irays are deflected against bevel strips by the machine motion and 
bounce continuously .ip;unst the undersur of the screen mesh, thus 
'educing blinding

TheM: screens arc used for line separation, mainly dry. of light materials in 
ihe range 10 mm to 250 ;im. and sometimes down to 40 /im.

Gyratory screens. This type of screen, which imparts gyratory motion 
throughout the whole screen cloth, is becoming widely used for fine- 
screening applications, wet or dry. down to 40 >im. l "Thc basic components 
consist of a nest of sieves .supported on a table which is mounted on springs 
»n a base; suspended from benealh the table is a motor with double-shaft 
'Mcnsions. which drives eccentric weights and in doing so effects horizontal 
y>rjtory motion (Fig 8.'>)• Vertical motion is imparted by the bottom 
»»'ithls. which swing the mobile mass about its centre of gravity, producing
•» circular tipping motion to the screen, the top weights producing the 
h'Hi/ontal gyratory motion. 

A*, m Ik- reciprocating screen, ball trays may be filled below a screen
•"*inNy ',, reduce blinding.

K^uro K.H) iiunvs gyratory screens sizing zinc oxide in a Bdgian plant.
1 ih'atimi .xriTiix Vibrating screens are the most important screening 

"'K-h.ncs for mineral processing applications. 1 "' 1 " They handle material

10
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FKJ. 89 Gyratory vcrccn

up lo 25 cm in size down to 250 pm. Their main application is in crushing 

circuits where they arc required to handle material ranging, in general, from 

25 cm to 5 mm in size.
Vibration is induced vertically cither by the rotation of a mechanical 

reciprocating device applied to the caiing or by electrical devices operating 

directly on the screen.
They can work at low slopes and need little headroom. In multiple-deck 

systems the feed is introduced lo the top coarse screen, Ihc undersizc falling 

through to the finer screens, thus producing a range of si?.ed fractions (Fig 

8.11).
Clecincally vibrated screens, such as the Hummer (Fi^. K.I2). operate 

with a high-frequency motion of very small ihmw, created by a moving 

magnet activated by alternaling current. The electromagnetic vibrator is 

mounted above and connected directly to the screening surface.

10
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KK, X 10. Gyratory screens in operation

Electric screens arc often used to dewaier finely crushed ores, such as 
washing-plant classifier sands products (Chapter 2). For dry screening, they 
are limited to materials below about 12 mm in size.

The most widely used screens for coarser si/ing arc mechanically 
fibraicd. There arc two main methods of producing vibration. Eccentric 
motion is oflcn preferred for feeds coarser tlun about 4 cm. while below this 
size, unbalanced pulleys are used.

Hcccniric motion is imparted by a shaft, supported by a side-arm 
assembly, producing a circular throw. Figure 8.13 shows a typical assembly 
of one end of the shaft of a double-deck screen. The diagram shows the steel 
sl ';ift (I); lu-avy-duiy self-aligning roller hearings (2) with inner races 
pressed on the .shaft, and ouier races mounted in the cast steel housings (3); 
labyrinth seals (4) giving protection for the bearings by preventing grit from 
reaching them; counter-balanced fly-wheel (5), which, together with the
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IK. X 12. Hummer screen

In. X|J Ofi>N» \cilicin of ictcnirH. >lufl _iv.cmhl)
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Tic. til Double-deck vihraiinf.

side-arm assembly, balances the screening body; side plates of the screening 

body (6); seamless steel-tube housing (7) with cast-steel tube heads assuring 

positive bearing alignment and accurate spacing between the side plates, 

packing strips (8) engaging the hook edges of the" screen sections which arc 

brought to tension by bolls passing through the side plate; cross-bracing 

panels (9) bolted permanently to the side plates to give rigidity to the screen.

Coarse-screening machines of the type shown in Fig. HI 1 .ire known ns 

"full-floating screens", since the moving parts of ihc screen float entirely on 

rubber mountings, allowing absolute freedom 10 develop maximum 

screening action. This freedom allows the screen to adjust itself to varying 

load conditions so that the whole action is concentrated on ihe efficient 

separation of the material.
Vibration in the liner screening ranges is often produced by unbalanced 

weight* or flywheels attached lo the drive shaft. A typical uml is \hown in 

Fig. 8.14. It consists of a heavy, machined, steel shaft running in double- 

row, ball-bearing, plununcr blocks bolted direct to the screen mam frame.

10
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FK. 8.14. Unt>al4nccri-*ci|thi >ibraimg unit.

To ihc middle of the shaft are keyed two ccccmnc weights winch, when 

rotating at correct speed, produce n smooth positive vibration, operating 

with equal intensity over the whole screen mesh.

In the system shown in Fig. 8.15 the shaft is balanced, but the flywheels at 

each end of the shaft arc unbalanced. The shaft and bearings arc entirely 

enclosed in a protective tube which is clamped in steel castings welded 10 

the side of ihc screen box. The amplitude of throw can be adjusted by 

adding or removing weight elements bolted lo ihc flywheels in&idc the rims. 

The vibrator cartridge unit is attached rigidly 10 the screen box and the 

entire assembly is mounted on involute springs of high strength and low 10

FK, X IS. Unhalarvced-fljrwtKvl unit
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,.i^^f^x
*$^$&^

IK. x 16 UnluUncv-U-llywIiccI «ibrjiin| vcrcxn.

siifTnc.ss (Fig. 8.16) The vibrator generates an elliptical motion, slanting 
forward, at the feed end: a circular motion at the centre; and an elliptical 
motion, slanting backwards at the discharge end (Fig. 8.17). Forward 
motion at the feed end serves to move oversize material rapidly out of the 
feed zone to keep the bed as thin as possible. This action facilitates passage 
of lines which should be completely removed in the first one-third .of the

ELLIPSE 

OVERSIZE

NfAR SI/U 

IK.. X 17 Million of nhr.umu screen
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screen length. As the oversize bed thins down, near the centre of the screen, 

(lie motion gradually changes lo the circular pattern to ->low down the rate 

of Iruvcl of the solid. At the discharge end. the overwe and remaining near- 

size materials arc subjected to the increasingly retarding effect uf the 

backward elliptical motion. Thi.s allows the ncar-si/e material more tune to 

rind openings m the screen cloth.
In most screens, energy is w;isted in changing the direction of motion. In 

the rcxonancr screen (Fr>. 8.18) ll\c screen frame is arranged so that it is 

freely vibrating between rubber buffers connected 10 a heavy weighted 

balancing frame, having a natural resonance frequency which is the bamc us 

lhat of the vibrating screen. Movement is imparted to the screen by an 

eccentric drive and the rubber buffers restrict the movement of the screen 

and store up energy, which is reimpartcd to the live frame. Any movement 

gjven to the screen is (ransmillcd to the balancing frame which stands on 

rubber pads. The motion sets up resonance vibrations, which, instead of

10

Kit;, x IX KcAonar>cc v;rccn.
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being wasted, .ire iran.snuttcd back to the screening frame, making energy losses minimal. In addition to storing energy, i he sharp return motion of the deck pnxiuccd by the buffers impart* a lively action to (he deck and promotes good screening.
There arc two mnm requirements which must be satisfied for efficient screening of fine material.-.. The first is the conveyance of particles to mesh apertures and their presentation in as many attitudes as possible. The second is to ensure that particles pass mesh apertures without blinding. In practice these arc conflicting requirements, the former needing vibration frequencies around 20-50 Hz. while for prevention of blinding, frequencies°f 10-30 kjl/ arc necessary" 41 Several dual-frequency vibrating screens 1' have been introduced which are claimed to produce higher efficiencies and throughputs." A ~' 7| The screens arc vibrated by two motors, one mounted•»< the feed end and running at low speed and high amplitude, with the other a < ihc discharge end running at high speed and low amplitude.The Mogensen sizcr operates on the principle that there is a definite and quantifiable probability that a particle will pass through an aperture larger than the maximum diameter of that particle."*' In contrast to the conventional concept of screening, the material is allowed to fall freely 'lirough a system of oscillating nnd sloping screens all of which have a mesh•'/e larger lhan the biggest particle to be treated (Fig. 8.19). The capacity is iuch thai a particular screening duty can be met with a machine occupying•i fraction of the lloor space required by a conventional screen and blinding * ( <nd wear is greatly reduced.

The rotating prafxihiliiy screen (Fig. 8.20). has been developed for "'raciing fines from damp raw coal of which, in recent years, there has been J penernl increase due mainly to the increased use of water sprays to meet o stringent underground dust regulations. This has caused considerable m separating fines by conventional means. Standard vibrating 'feens wuh woven wire-mesh apertures of 6 mm and below rapidly blind «uc to the build-up of damp fines, and developments in screen design, deck ""iMruction. and screening aids have had only limited success in '""coming tins problem.
rhc rotating probability screen, developed by the NCD's Mining 3( r%<Mrch and Development llstablishment. avoids the use of line-apertureancj overcomes the problem of deck blinding, consists of a horizontal, circular screen deck mounted on a vertical
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to. S.I9. Principle <>f Mogcnx-n si/cr

Kir.. X20 Roiaiing proh.ihilii> vcrcen.
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rotating shaft provided with a variable-speed drive. The screening surface is comprised entirely of small-diameter stainless steel rods radiating from a central hub. A uniform circular distribution of Ihc feed material to the screen deck is achieved by a rotating feed table with a stationary spirjil plough mounted above it.
The finer particles pass between the rotating rods while the coarser material is discharged around Ihc periphery of the deck by centrifugal action. Botli products are collected on a second rotating table, where they arc kept separate by a cylindrical division nnd discharged by ploughs. The overall design of the screen is such that the material progresses either in frctffall or by positive displacement over a smooth horizontal surface. The •, p principle of its operation is based on the greater probability of the finer particles passing through the relatively large apertures between the rotating rods.
An important feature of the screen is that the effective screening size depends on the rotational speed which can be regulated either manually or automntically.
The mam application is in situations where the ability to handle difficult, high-moisture material is of more practical importance than accurate size 

separation. Such is the case with dry fines extraction in coal treatment. The coarse fraction is usually treated by gravity separation to remove relatively heavy incombustible minerals and shales, while the line fraction is eventually blended with the treated fraction to give a product of the
required ash content. The screen provides a means of continuously 2 C controlling the amount of fines extracted according to the ash content of Ihc raw coal, so that (he treated and untreated constituents of blended coal can be made available in the required proportions. The capacity of a 2.4-m deck-diameter screen is around 100 t h~' when handling minus 19-mm raw coal, and separating at about 4 mm.

Screening Surjace*

The type of screening surface chosen for a particular duty will depend on ihe aperture required and ihc nature of the work.
For very heavy-duty work, with Ihc jinz/Jy. parallel iron or steel bars or rails arc set at a fixed distance apart.
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Punched plaic is used for many purposes. Heavy-duty "scilpmp." screens 
oficn use plate v.'tth circular or square holes. F'unchcd plate wiih slotted 
openings is sometimes used for fine work.

Rod-deck screens arc often used for heavy-duty work in ihc r.inpc 
? 2^ mm. especially in removing iindcrsi/c from hc.ivy tonnage crusher 
feeds m closed and open circuit. The tempered steel rods arc sprung into 
place ;md .ire held firmly by moulded rubber spacers The smallcr-si/cd 
rods can be replaced individually by hand, while rods prcatcr than 8 mm in 
diameter can he replaced by Ihc aid of a tool supplied by ihc manufacturer

Wedge wire screens arc employed in many fine screening machines, such 
as sieve bends. Such screens are strong and have relatively large open areas. 
The wcdrc profile (Fig. 8.21) minimises particle blinding.

Wovcn-wirc cloths, usually constructed from steel, stainless steel, copper, 
or bron7c. ?re by far the most widely used screening surfaces, especially in 
the range encountered in crushing circuits. Various shapes of aperture nnd 
types of weave are available, although square mesh is usually u«r<1 for fairly 
coarse screening and rectangular for fine screening. Rectangular screen 
apertures have a greater open area than square-mesh scrrcns of the same 
wire diameter. The wire diameter chosen depends on the nature of ihc work

10

20

Kiel. X.2I. 'Vcrtcc wire screen
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V'f'tMini

..., ,mm
f u. * ?'. Wo\cn-wirc rlrxh of dilTrfcnl ^pfr| u'C< hut «imil.ir npcn jrcn.

jnr| ihc capacity required. Fine screens can have ihc s;imc or greater open 
areas limn conrsc screens, hnl ihc wires used must he ihmncr nnd hence 
more frjiuilc (pip. * 22).

Increasing ihc wire lliickncss increases ilicir sirenpth. hui decreases open 
arcn nnd hcncr cnp;icity.

Rcctnnpnl.ir npcriurc screen cloths should he uscil with the long side of 
ihc mesh sci ncross (he flow for mnximnm cnpncilv. They nrc often used on 
mniennl thni icnd.s lo "flake" into lonp ihm frnpmcnts.

Various non-mclnllic screen stirf.icc.s. which prrnlly incrcnsc screen life 
due lo reduced wc;ir. nrc now used. Polyurclhanc rubber offers ctccpiional 
rcsisinncc lo ahrusion nnd impnci, while effectively reducing noise, and is 
liphlcr in weight than wire cloth."" 1 If offers more open area than other

10
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non-metallic screens and is manufactured wiih tapered holes, wider ai tlic 

boltom than the lop. to reduce blinding. Remson LuL Tasmania, replaced 

the stainless steel wedge wire screens of ihcir primary grinding circuit with 

polyurcthanc wed^c-bar screen panels and found thai ihe eUieiency was 

significantly better, and the screen life about live urnes creaicr lhan 
before." 01 '
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IN THE SUPREME COURT

OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA

EXHIBIT "19" Affidavit of Desnond Evered 
Wright dated 30.5.1983

NO. 2313 of 1982

IN THE MATTER of an Agreement between
LANGLEY GEORGE HANCOCK ERNEST
ARCHIBALD MAYNARD WRIGHT. WRIGHT
PROSPECTING PTY.
PROSPECTING PTY. LTD.

LTD.. HANCOCK 
two

companies 
LIMITED

and HAMERSLEY
other 

IRON PTY.

BETWEEN:

HAMERSLEY IRON PTY. LIMITED

AND

LANGLEY GEORGE HANCOCK 

ERNEST ARCHIBALD MAYNARD WRIGHT 

HANCOCK PROSPECTING PTY. LTD. 

WRIGHT PROSPECTING PTY. LTD. 

L.S.P. PTY. LTD.

THE NATIONAL MUTUAL LIFE ASSOCIATION 
OF AUSTRALASIA LIMITED

Plaintiff

First Defendant 

Second Defendant 

Third Defendant 

Fourth Defendant 

Fifth Defendant

Sixth Defendant

10

AFFIDAVIT

I, DESMOND EVERED WRIGHT of 26 Collier Street, Applecross in the State of 
Western Australia, Mining Engineer, make oath and say as follows:

1. (a) I hold the degrees of Bachelor of Science (Mining)(1942) and 
Bachelor of Science (Mining Geology)(1947) from the Royal School of 
Mines, London, and I am an Associate of the Royal School of Mines. 
I was a Member of the Institute of Mining and Metallurgy, London 
between 1938 and 1962, when I moved to Australia, and I was a 
Member of the Society of Mining Engineers of the American Institute 
of Mining Engineering until my retirement from full-time work in 
1980.

30
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(b) For three years from 1947 to 1950 I was Section Foreman at the 
Cerro de Pasco copper, lead and zinc mine at Morococha in Peru, 
overseeing and directing underground mining operations.

(c) From 1951 to 1954 I was employed as a Mining Engineer at Bethlehem 
Chile's iron ore mine at El Tofo in Chile's Coquimbo Province, 
supervising all aspects of mining and exploration. In 1954 I 
Joined the Iron Mines Company of Venezuela and worked at that 
company's El Pao iron ore mine in Bolivar State, Venezuela as Chief 
Mining Engineer. In this capacity, I was responsible for mine 10 
planning and operations. In 1960 I moved to San Juan, Peru to take 
the position of Operating Assistant to the General Manager at 
Marcona Mining Company's iron ore mine. All these mines were open 
cut operations and all had crushing and screening facilities 
comparable to those used in the Pilbara and were concerned with the 
production and shipping of sized ore. Whilst I was employed with 
the Marcona Mining Company, a wet concentration facility was 
installed at San Juan Mine for beneficiating fine ore. 20

(d) From 1962 to 1963 I was Manager, Development with the Mt. 
Goldsworthy Mining Associates Joint Venture, in which capacity I 
was responsible for exploration, ore body assessment and 
feasibility studies. In 1964 I joined the Mt. Newnan Joint Venture 
and worked for them until 1980. From 1964 to 1966 I was jointly 
responsible for the carrying out of feasibility studies for the 
construction of the Mt. Newman project, including the mine,
railroad, port and township. Between 1966 and 1968 I was Chief 30 
Mining Engineer, in which capacity I was in charge of the 
development of the mine and associated plant. In 1968 I was made 
Manager, Development and in that role I was responsible for 
exploration, product quality control, shipping, customer 
relationships and planning. It was essential to have a thorough 
technical understanding of the function and interdependence of the 
various components of the project, as well as of the uses and 
capabilities of mineral dressing processes generally. One part of 
my responsibilities was to oversee the development of metallurgical 4C 
flow sheets for the Mt. Newman concentrator. I retired from Mt. 
Newman in 1980. In my thirty years in the iron ore industry I have 
visited numerous iron ore mines in Canada, the 'Jnl'^iJ States and
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South Africa as well as in South America and Australia.

I have been asked to advise the Plaintiff in relation to these 

proceedings and I have read and ask leave to refer to the Affidavit of 

Colin Roy Langridge sworn on 2nd September, 1982 the Affidavits of Miles 

Earl Grosvenor and Peter Forbes Booth both sworn on 27th October, 1982, 

the Affidavit of Alban Jude Lynch sworn on 22nd May, 1983, the Affidavit 

of Arthur Noel Pritchard sworn on 24th May, 1983, the Affidavit of 

Douglas Frederick Tompsitt sworn on 24th May, 1983 and the Affidavit of 

Robin John Batterham sworn on 25th May, 1983 all filed herein. I have ^o 

also examined the exhibits to each of those Affidavits, including the 

Agreement which is "Exhibit CRL 1". I inspected the Plaintiff's 

facilities at Tern Price in March, 1583.

I agree with the opinions expressed by Dr. Lynch in paragraphs 9 and 10 

of his Affidavit and with the reasons he gives for them. I also agree 

with paragraphs 5, 6, 7 and 8 of Mr. Pritchard's Affidavit and 

paragraphs 5, 8 and 9 of Dr. Batterham's Affidavit. In my experience in 

the iron ore industry, water has never been added to a screening process 

unless it was designed to achieve a different result from what could be 

achieved by screening alone. As Mr. Pritchard states, water is a 20 

complicating and (especially in Australia) an expensive component and, 

in my experience, has not been used solely as an adjunct to crushing and 

screening without some further process in view.

SWORN by the said DESMOND ) 

EVERED WRIGHT at /V'«/6tH-/) -^ 

in the State of /V&?£ti~ 

this ^9* day of M<uf )
1983.

K

Filed on behalf of the Plaintiff.

A Justice of the Peace
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Introduction
The Ml. Ncwman Benehciauon Ptani 
Project was officially opened on June 26 
1979-comciding with the celebrations 
marking |0 years ofoperation of the Mi 
WhaJeback open-cut iron on mine.

The Plant was designed to produce 5 2M 
tonnes of ore. avenging 63 6% Ft. from 
6. SM tonnes of bencficiable waste 
material averaging 55* ft.

Built at a (ouJ coil of SA85M. the Project 
includes On Handling Plant No }. the 
Concentrator. Power Station Extension, 
major extension to the wurr supply, 
construction of 46 houses, and ancillary 
facilities

Constnicted three months ahead of 
schedule. 11 represents a new em of 
technology in the Pilbara Region of 
Western Australia
Tb* Joint Venture
Ml Newman Mining Co Pry Limited, 
a wholly owned subsidiary of Broken Hill 
Proprietary Co. Limited, manages the 
Mi. Newman Iron Ore Project, which is 
an enterprise in which Australian interests 
have • 60* holding 
Members of the Ml Newman Joint 
Venture are:
AMAX Iron Or* Corporation, 
a subsidiary of AMAX Inc (22%) 
Ptibara Iron Limited, a subsidiary of 
C.S.R. Limited (30%) 
Dvnpier Miniitf Co. Limited. 
a subsidiary of The Broken Hill 
Proprietary Co Limited (30*) 
Seftnist Iron Or* Untiled, a subsidiary 
of Selection Trust Limned. (3%) 
MJtsui-C. Itoto Iron Pry. Limned. (10%)

Ml. Newman. which started mining 
operations in January. 1969. holds 
contracts for the supply of high-grade iron 
ore to major steel mills in Australia and 
overseas The Mi Whaleback mine at 
Ncwman is the largest single iron ore 
mine in the worid

Secondary
The original feasibility study for mining 
the Mi WhaJeback ore body showed that 
it had vast industrial potential. The 
guidelines for the venture were 
established in the "Iron Ore (Mount 
Newman) Agreement Act. 1964-67 .'• 
which scu out the responsibilities of the 
Western Australian Government and of 
the Joint Venture in developing the vast 
operation

One of the Joint Venture's commitment! 
was that it should submit to the 
Government, before the end of Ore Year 
10 (March. 1979) detailed proposals for a 
planl for the secondary processing of iron 
ore This plant was to process 0 5 million 
tons of ore by the beginning of Ore Year 
13 (April. 1911 land expand 
progressively to be able to treat 2 OM tons 
of ore during Ore Year 17. with an initial 
expenditure of not leu than SAI6M

During 1976 and early 1977. serious 
consideration was given to embatting on 
this development ahead of the statutory 
requirement Testing of the ore to be usex) 
in secondary processing was earned out 
and a detailed survey was made of the 
amount of benehciable material available 
and its location.

To maintain grade targets when mining on 
Ml WhaJeback. large tonnages of medium 
and low.grade ores, which are a mixture 
of high-grade hematite and shale, are 
produced in the general count of mining 
but cannot be utilised as pan of the 
overall blend This mixture, which occurs 
in mining of the contact between 
high-grade ore and adjacent waste 
material, is called contact ore and 
provides the feed to the Benenciation 
Planl Processing of this material will 
increase the proven reserves of Mi 
WhaJeback by about 145 million tonnes 
of high grade ore.

Design and Cootu-ortto*
Design of the Plant started in January. 
1977 By August. 1977. the general 
arrangement drawings had been prepared 
for approval During this tune, lev wort 
and the Anal metallurgical flow diagrams 
were completed and approved.

The Western Australian Government 
approved the Secondary Processing 
submission and the Project received the 
"Go Ahead" in November. 1977 
Construction began immediately In one 
of the fassa and sa/est construction 
programmes yet undertaken by Mi 
Newman. the Plant was completed ahead 
of schedule and was working in May 
1979

10
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TheBeneficiation Process
Early in the contact on-ieiting 
programme, it was evident thai excellent 
liberation of the valuable iron ore from 
wane matenaJ was possible over the 
complete panicle size range up to 
100mm All ore fractions exhibited 
minimal near gravity material between 
the high-density hematite (specific gravity 
above 4 0) and tow-density ferruginous, 
shales (specific gravity below 2.6) Thus 
u was possible to upgrade the hematite by 
utilising the difference in specific 
gravities of the two components through a 
heavy medium Of gravity separation 
process.
The average gr*de of beneftciable contact 
OR fed to (he plant contains 
approximately 53* Fe.

The - lOOmm feed to the Concentrator is 
screened into three fractions for process 
separation: - 100 *6mm to the Drum 
Plant. -6mm «• Imm lo the Cyclone K"* 
and -I nun to the Reichen Cone* Planl. 
With the - 100mm +6mm fraction. 
Enckjon cone studies showed that a static 
bath Wt.MCO drum separator would be 
appropriate. Separation is achieved at a 
single specific gravity over the enure 
- 100mm +6mm panicle sue range. 
Some 500 tonnes per hour (average) of 
65* Fe is produced in the Drum Plant.

Fot the -6 * 1mm fraction, heavy 
medium separation in a dynamic 
separaiory vtss«l-lh« DSM cyclone-it 
used. Approximately 225 tonne* per hour 
I average) product of 62* Fe is produced 
in the Cyclone Plaai.

Separation 
of ores in 
Conceniraior

Various processing methods were 
considered during the ten wort of the 
very fine ore fraction (-lmm> The 
Reichen Cone, an Australian invention. 
was selected as the most appropnate 
means of producing high-grade fines 
Approximately 1 SO tonnes pet how 
(average) of 62* Fe is produced in the 
Cones Plant.

The medium used in the Concentrator 
consists of spherical ferro-suicon. milled 
ferro-silicon and magnetite 
Approximately 1 SOO tonnes per year »
used

50

60

I. IM Tonnes
Av Grade 25<* Fe
10 Waste Dump

0 5M Tonnes 
Av. Grade 33<* Fe 
-0.063mm size 
lo Tailings Dam

The Annual flow of ore through the planl. Based upon the
above figures, the overall iron recovery for the plant is

88.3% Fe.
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Plant Operation

The Benefication Plant is manned on t 
four-shift continuous roster system giving 
?-1-hour coverage 7 days a week 
A toreman. .elding hand, control room 
operator and four plant attendants cover 
ihe whole plant and ire assisted by the 
automatic control and monitoring system. 
At the Primary Crusher, in attendant 
iontrols the lipping of trucks and 
monitors ihe type of ore for acceptance oy 
ihe plant Another attendant inspects all 
equipment between the crushers and the 
Concentrator building. Wuhm trie 
buikjing. one attendant oversea the 
operation of both Drum Planu. and 
inuther the operation of ine Cyclone and 
Cone* plants. The leading hand n 
tx>bile. and coven the waste staciting. 
\limes disposal, and product loadout 
s)>tems

Plant Control
In the Control Room, the operator 
monitors ill process control loops and 
alarms through two video consoles ind 
ihe push-button sequence win panel 
Sitteen closed -circuit television camera 
cover important areas where attendants 
may not be present The Control Room 
operator often directs ihe activities of 
attendants m the plant The detailed alarm 
information he receives allows dim to 
vend attendants straight to a problem 
rather than just the general area, which 
improves eiftctency and reduces time 
spent :n fault finding.

Plant attendants take manual product 
samples, readings, ind rruke visual 
observations about their area This 
information can indicate changes in the 
operating conditions of the plant whKh 
may not be detected by the control 
system, but may be interpreted by the 
Control Room operator A metallurgist

recommends changes in set control pomti 
of the process which are effected by the 
Control Room operator All such changes 
ire logged. M> that the plant metallurgist 
and control engineer can refine the 
process system further.

in general, changes are not made to minor 
set points unkss really necessary :hus 
maximitmg the benents ol the automatic 
control system

Plant Maintenamc*
Wherever possible, minor maintenance 
j| the plant is scheduled into sectional 
shutdowns of one or two-hour duration, 
while (he remainder of the plant continues 
:o operate. Surge bins throughout the 
plant facilitate this operation. Regular 
weekly half-day shutdowns allow those 
items which cannot be maintained Ounng 
operation to be covered. These periods 
are used by Production personnel for 
recharging the ferro-silicon and magnetite 
bins, process adjustments, ind c lean-up 
m areas which cannot be covered during 
production time.

10
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Plant Automation

Tne control of (he Beneftciation Plant was 
conceived as a fully automated system. 
WHO one central conlrol moot m ~nxh in 
operator could direct the operations of aJI 
plant areas.
The system achieves • high degree of 
reliability by eliminatin| operator (iron 
induced by the complexity of activities 
required dunng sun-up and shutdown. 
and minimising operating costs in terms 
of energy usage, medium lost, and 
maintenance.

Automatic Conlrol
In the main control building, ihe control 
room operator can start and Slop each 
.ndividual plant area, and also monitor 
and change plant process control 
variables, such ai conveyor tonnage rates 
and heavy media dentines, through a 
colour television display monitor and 
keyboard. Access to information on all 
aspecu of plant operations is provided by 
a computer terminal on :he operator s 
console
All plan! equipment directly associated 
with the process and providing plant 
services is monitored by the datalogging

computer located in a room adjoining the 
control area.
To provide for maintenance requirements, 
local 'Start/Sit-p" stations are provided on 
all equipment Phese are used only wnen 
the plant is shutdown, although Stop 
push buttons are active at all times.

Sequence Control and Dau Lofting 
Sequence control, which is the 
consecutive start-up and shutdown of 
process equipment in the correct c>nxr is 
performed by a system of eight General 
Electric programmable (OJK controller! 
IP L.Cs) distributed throughout trie ptant. 
These umu also prov>de interlocking 
between each of the plant areas, :oge:her 
with communication of all equipment 
alarm and status of information to ox 
central data loafing computer 
-aHoneyweliH7!6 This computer 
system provides alarm printouts and 
status display information 10 ihe control 
room operator Data is obtained via the 
P L.C jntts and is updated every three 
seconds. Shift logs, giving plant 
production tonnages and plant area 
running nrney jre automatically

Die Control Room Operator Monitor* 
product flow (nrouf/i tHt BtntftcwttoH 
flora

generated at the end of every shift Daily 
and monthly summary logs are produced 
Similarly Analytical programmes provide 
Jua on plant performance or alter the set 
points for various process control loops.

Procnt Control and Inslnunemaitwi 
Conlrol of process variables is achieved 
through a Honeywell TDC2000 analogue 
proceuor system located in the dau logging 
equipment room The system is 
micro-processor based and is monitored 
by the operator through a colour television 
display, with set points altered through a 
desk mounted keyboard 
Process monitoring instruments installed 
throughout ihe plant include belt 
•weighers. Jensity gauges, and bin and 
sump level transmitters All 
pneumaucaily-operaied vajves and chute 
gates are fitted with limn switches Row 
and pressure switches are utilised 10 
monitor process water and slurry flows 
throughout.

10
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Ore Handling Plant

Primary 
Crusher No. 3

The Allu Oialrnerj 60-89 gyratory 
crusher is housed in a reinforced m.iu 
concrete structure built into rock. Some 
* 2*0 cubic metres of concrete was used in 
iu construction. The c inn levered crane 
access aJlowj room for 200 tonne truckj 
to up into the hopper. which hai cnctor 
acceu for cleaning

A fully hydraulic maintenance platform 
for hydroset removal gains access to tne 
surge bin at (round level Large cut-olf 
(aid above the rwo Syncron FR980 
vibrating feeders reujn the ore (to* 
dunn| majntenance penoda

Ventilation, dull collection, and oil 
cooling equipment n mounted on a 
service} platform over the tunnel for easy 
maintenance acceu. The oil cooler also 
serves tn« Secondary Cminer No. } The 
motor and switch rooms are pressurized 
and UV observer's cabin is fully 
nr-conditioned.

Wafer from tne sump and slurry discharge 
is pumped into slurry ponds.

Secondary 
Crusher No. 3

The 200mm feed to tJ>e Secondary 
Crusher paues througn a single deck 
- 100mm bypau screen before entenng 
the Allis ChaJmerj l7-»4hydrocone 
crusher

The building nai been designed for Ute 
installation of a second crushing system at 
a later stage Ux will be made of tne 
existing overhead crane, lubrication room 
and dust collection system. 10
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Dry Screening 
Plant
* '

This plant was pan of a firm screening 
system before being incorporated uilo the 
Beneftciaiiofl Plant proctu. The
- 100mm on is noted in ifte JOO-ionnc 
capaciry turf e bin. and it distributed to 
inc Allii Chalmen double-deck Kircnt 
by the Syntnm FR9SO vibfTtory fee«len. 
The n*o products. -6mm and - lOOnm
*6mm. are fed 10 Hie W« Scncnmi 
Plant and Drum Plam respectively 
Neuckonic detectoa control turjc bin 
level*, and txxn products are »ei(ned as 
lAey leave the plant.

Vvet Screening 
Plant

The -6mm ore passes alonf an lutomatic 
shuttle conveyor before bem| evenly 
distributed over the three 330-ionne 
capacity surfe bins Bell feeucn move 
the ore through a muin| chute and sieve 
bend where some of the - I mm material 
is separated. The Allu Oialmen 
single-deck screen carries out further 
suing The - I mm material is pumped 10 
(he Cones Plant, while (he -6mm » Imm 
product is conveyed 10 the Cyclone Plant. 
Ultrasonic level detectors control fine levels.

10
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Concentrator
Drum Plant

Two Modules-'A' utd'B' Plants. 
The - 100mm »6mm feed 1$ uorad in 
rwo surge bmj eKh of 300 tonnes 
capacity. After screening, wluch removes 
the degraded fine material, -.he on it 
mued wiih medium in a irvolvm| drum. 
The product ind waste material put onto 
Kreeni for medium recovery ihen (ed 
onto (he product and waste conveyors.

10

Cones Plant

The - 1 mm feed from (be Wet Screening 
Plant is pumped into (he primary feed 
lump and desluning cyclones. The ore 
gravitates through (nc Reicnen Cones and 
the product and waste matenal is ifain 
desluned before being dewa(ered on 
Kreens and fed onto the conveyors.

20

Cyclone Plant

From the Wet Screening Plant, ihe 
-6mm •>• Irrun rrutenal is fed into a 300- 
(onne capacity turge bin. The on » b«lt 
fed 10 a distnbutor and feed prepmtion 
screen before gravitating to the DSM 
rxavy medium cyclones. The product jnd 
waste maienai pass onto icrrens for 
medium recovery before being fed onto 
conveyors.

30
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Principle of Operation
E:uin Plant

The ore is fed into the (lowly routing 
drum which contain! a static bath of 
high-density ferro-silicon/magneuie 
medium. The h|ht shaly waste floats out 
from the drum discharge port, while the 
heavy ux>n ore panicle* link and an 
earned up in trie liften on the side at (tit 
drum and dropped into a launder, which 
ii flushed out using medium.

10

Cones Plant

The ultn-Ane feed is fed into [he top of 
the distributor and spreads out over the 
conical surface. As the laminar flow 
gravitates down the cone. ;he heavy 
particles fall to the bottom of the flow 
Small slots ai the edges of the conical 
section allow the heavy particle* of on to 
fall through.while the light waste material 
passes over

20

Cydone Plant

The mixture of ore and high-density 
ferroulicon/magneutc medium is fed 
lantenuaJly under pressure mio ih« 
cyclone. Forces induced m (he eye loot 
(nviute the heavy iron on panic la to 
the ouuide of the JOT am. «nen they 
move downward and out of ihe product 
spigot. Light shaly particles remain in (he 
centre portion of the stream and we 
forced upward through (he cyclone and 
out of (he waste overflow

30

centre portion of the stream and an 
forced upward through (he cyclone and 
out of (he waste overflow



Other Facilities.
Thickener

Waste water c nlaming slimes from the 
process gravitates from the Concentrator 
10 the Thickener. Solids sink to the 
bottom and are raked towards the centre, 
from where they are pumped to a tailings 
dam. The clear water overflows to the 
clarified water tank for reuse. 
Approximately 3 000 kl circulate every 
hour.

Dewatering Plant

The material is uniformly distributed over 
the bunkers by a tripper. Product from the 
Cyclone Plant contains approximately 
12% moisture and is stored in a 
dewatering plant for eight hours to reduce 
the water content to 6%. The water is 
recycled into the Drum Plant.

Sample Station

As the product from the Concentrator 
enters the two 500 tonne capacity surge 
bins, it is sampled by a cutter. The sample 
is crushed, dried, and screened before 
being taken to the Assay Laboratory for 
metallurgical analysis.

10
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Plant Construction
Administration
The Benefication Plant was designed by 
Ml. Newman engineers in conjunction 
with Mnchell Cotu Consortium and other 
consultants. Bechtel Pacific Corporation 
Limited admimstetcd Ihe purchasing and 
construction of the Project and Mt. 
Ncsvman personnel provided overall 
control and fully commissioned the plant 
in association with equipment suppliers 
and consultants

Industrial
Of Ihe 1,237.91 (direct nunlimir, worked 
lo Ihe end of Mai.-h. W79. only 5-240 were 
lost due to nulii

Safety
TI'C Project rrijoycd a renurVable sale I y 
record, wnh jn average All ln|itiy fre- 
quency Rate of 3H I. Commendations 
were received fronnhe Industrial F :ounda- 
lion for Accident Prevention with two 
awards for periods in excess of I(K)UIH) 
hours wiihoul a lost time accident

Construction Schedule
Construction started in November. 1977, 
and Ihe Beneficiation Plant was rrady Tor 
use hy the end nl March. 1979 
Commissioning started in the Dry Ore 
Handling area in November, I97K. and

Statistics
liilal man hours to April MHh. IV 7V. 
were I. !6*>.I»K) Peak injii[n)wiri on s 
(November. l'J7K)was6ll iiH-llidni|E
•1"^ direct labour
• Hital sterl (ri<- hiding machinery) 

78UI tonnes
• lotalc:inhworks I'JO.O'M mhi«- i
• Concrete 1 1 .1 /O cubic incurs
• Cable I aiUIri IK.4>W im-ires
• Conduil 4t).x;Sineli«

Piping 
Cable

HM-lrrs 
. inelrrs
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THIS booklet is published as your guide 
to the Mt Newman Joint Venture's iron 
ore, mining, beneficiation, railing, proces 
sing and shiploading operations. Informa 
tion contained was correct at June 1st. 
1980.

COVER: Blasting new bench on the East 
Pit of Mt Whaleback.
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Mt Newman Joint Venture 1

Ml Newman Mining Co. Ply. Limited manages the Mt Newman Iron Ore Project on behalf of the 
Members of the Mt Newman Joint Venture, an enterprise in which Australian interests have a 60 
percent holding. The company is a wholly-owned subsidiary of The Broken Hill Proprietary Co. 
Limited.

Mt Newman. which holds contracts for the supply of high gradi iron ore to major steel mills in 
Australia and overseas, started mining operations in January, 1969. Its Mt Whaleback mine at 
Newman, in the Pilbara Region of Western Australia, is the largest single, open-pit iron ore mine in the 
world.

Ore from Mt Whaleback and another orebody within Mt Newman's Mineral Lease Area is hauled -L U 
to Port Hedland, on the North West seaboard, over a 426km privately-operated railroad. At Port 
Hedland, it is processed, stockpiled and reclaimed for shipping.

At June I, 1980, Mt Newman had shipped a total of 269 million tonnes of iron ore to Australia's 
BHP steelworks and Japanese, Asian and European steel mills. Although the project was planned in 
1967 to handle annual shipments for five million tonnes, production has expanded over the years*—

First year 6.6 million tonnes
Second year 13.2 million tonnes
Third year 19.6 million tonnes
Fourth year 23.6 million tonnes _ _
Fifth year 28.4 million tonnes *• U
Sixth year 31.3 million tonnes
Seventh year 28.0 million tonnes
Eighth year 29.3 million tonnes
Ninth year 29.1 million tonnes
Tenth year 32.3 million tonnes
Eleventh year 28.13 million tonnes 

•Ml Newman's operating year is to March 31.

HISTORY______________
The first white men known to have visited the area were explorer Ernest Giles and his second-in- _ 

command Alex Ross who named the surrounding Ophthalmia Range during an expedition in 1876. ~> 0 
Giles was suffering from an eye infection known as Sandy Blight, or Ophthalmia, when the range was 
first sighted!

The area takes its name from Mt Newman, a peak 1033m above sea level which dominates the 
eastern end of the range. The landmark was named in 1896 by a mapping expedition party whose 30 
year-old leader, Aubrey Woodward Newman, had died of typhoid fever a few months earlier.

A cattle station was established in the district by John Bates in 1901 but it was not until 1957 that the 
potential of a nameless, humpbacked hill 21 km south of Mt Newman was discovered. The honour 
went to a Western Australian prospector, A.S. "Stan" Hilditch, who was searching for manganese 
when he noted outcropping iron ore on the western end of this hill, now named Mt Whaleback

Samples, which he sent to his Sydney partner, engineer C.H. Warman, assayed at 68.8 per cent iron. An 
In 1960, when ihe Commonwealth Government removed its 30-year-old embargo on the export of ^* u 
iron ore, Hilditch and Warman immediately staked claims to Mt Whaleback and surrounding areas in 
the eastern Pilbara and were granted temporary reserves in 1961-2.

During a world quest for new mineral prospects in 1963, a team of executives from AMAX Inc., of 
the United States, heard of Mt Whaleback's potential from Warman. After a preliminary 
examination, AMAX formed Mt Newman Iron Ore Company Limited to develop the Mt Whaleback 
deposit. After incorporation on July 10, 1963, the new company signed an option agreement with 
Warman and Hilditch. In the following year, AMAX invited CSR Limited to participate in future 
testing and ultimate development of the reserves. On September 14, 1964, CSR acquired 45 per cent of
the shareholding in Ml Newman Iron Ore Company Limited and, on June 10, 1965. increased its 50 
interest to 50 per cent. The company was reconstructed in April, 1967, when all the present 
participants became cquul shareholders.
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In August, 1964, Mt Newman Iron Ore negotiated an agreement with (he Western Australian Government on the development of the reserves. Early mapping and drilling showed Mt Whaleback contained at least 220 million tonnes of high grade hematite (64 per cent iron content). In November the Commonwealth Government approved the export of 213 million tonnes of Mt Newman iron ore.In January, 196 J.Japanese steel mills signed a letter of intent to purchase ore. AMAX and its U.S. consultants estimated the construction cost of a five million tonnes per year project at US SI 60 million and long-term contracts were signed with eight Japanese steel companies for the supply of over 100 million tonnes. In November, 1965. a new estimate of construction costs indicated an increase of US S40 million on the original estimate which would have made the project uneconomic on scheduled shipment rain.
During September, 1966, AMAX, CSR and The Broken Hill Proprietary Co. Limited agreed in in principle on conditions under which a Joint Venture could be undertaken. BMP agreed to become a major purchaser of Mt Newman ore and it was agreed that annual shipments to Japan should be increased. In January, 1967, Mt Newman Mining Co. Pty. Limited was formed by 8HP as a wholly- owned subsidiary to manage the project on behalf of the Joint Venturers.Five per cent of the project was sold to Scltrust Iron Ore Limited, a subsidiary of the London mining and investment house Selection Trust Limited. Later, two major Japanese trading companies, Mitsui and Co. Limited and C. Itohand Co. Limited, took a 10 per cent interest in the project through Mitsui- C.Iton Iron Pty. Limited in which Mitsui has a 70 per cent interest and C. Itoh 30 per cent. This formed a Joint Venture comprising:

AMAX Iron Ore Corporation, a subsidiary of AMAX Inc., which holds a 25 percent interest. 2 0Pilbara Iron Limited, a subsidiary of CSR Limited, 30 per cent.
Dampier Mining Co. Limited, a subsidiary of The Broken Hill Proprietary Co. Limited. 30 percent.
Scltrust Iron Ore Limited, a subsidiary of Selection Trust Limited, 5 per cent.Mitsui-Cltoh Iron Pty. Limited, 10 per cent.

The Joint Venture Agreement came into force in April, 1967, and Bechtel Pacific Corporation was appointed construction administrator. In one of the most intensive engineering and construction feats in Australian history, the participants established an open-pit mine on Mt Whaleback, ore-crushing, train loading and industrial support facilities and a new town, Newman. The two-year drive alsoproduced one of the world's longest privately-operated railroads on the 426 kilometre route between o o the mine and Port Hedland on the Indian Ocean. At Port Hedland, the same herculean effort created a J u 140-hectare train unloading, tertiary crushing, stockpiling, reclaiming and shiploading complex at Nelson Point with industrial support facilities and a new oceanside suburb at Cooke Point.

NEW PLANT_____________________________
On September 23, 1976, a second ore-handling plant was commissioned at Port Hedland, lifting annual production and shipping capacity to more than 40 million tonnes and total investment in the project to $735 million. Incorporating advanced ore-handling techniques, the plant provides a basis for expansion beyond 40 MtPY.
Early in 1978. work started on the construction of an iron ore beneficiation plant at the mine and . ~ this project was completed early in 1979. The plant, its auxiliaries and associated infrastructure cost 4 U about $85 million, lifting total investments in the project to almost S850 million. Designed to process approximately seven million tonnes of contact or low grade ore annually to produce approximately five million tonnes of high grade product, it increases Mt Newman's recoverable high grade ore reserves by about 140 million tonnes and extends the life of the deposits by several years.When the Western Australian Government approved the Mt Newman Iron Ore Project in 1964, the participants agreed to undertake secondary processing of iron ore from the mineral lease at the rate of 0.5 million tonnes per year by 31 March. 1981, increasing to 2.0 MtPY by 31 March, 1985. The beneficiation plant, a secondary processing installation with vastly greater capacity, was commissioned two years ahead of the date set by this agreement. r oWork will begin this year on up-grading the No. I Screening and Crushing Building at Port Hedland. Most of this work will involve cutting down the congestion in the building, while making clean-up and dust-control improvements. The No. 2 Ore Handling Plant will be fitted with two extra screens during this time, to compensate for some of the lost production facility resulting from the work on the No. I plant. Stackers 3 and 4 systems at the Port will also be up-graded during this period, to enable each to handle 5 100 tonnes an hour as against their existing capabilities of 4000 tonnes an hour.Ml Newman is looking to the future with confidence. It has a potential for expansion beyond 40 million tonnes per year based on a solid foundation of substantial high grade iron ore reseves, capable and super'-need people and an infrastructure supporting the largest single open-pit iron ore mine in the world.

6C
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n An aariai vitvv at the town at Ntwman wim Mt Whaliback iron or* mint in th« background. Six kilomatrei MII ol th* mint and ut against th« backdrop of lh« 

Ophthalmia Ranjt. Ntwman it • modarn town of 5,500 paopla.



Shovel driver Eddie Mackie operating one of the giant P & H Shovels on Mt Whaleback, loading 
waste into a 200 - tonne haulpack.
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Mining operations

Mt Newman's iron ore mining operations are centred on Ml Whaleback, a 5.5 km-long hill rising 
185 metres above spinifex-covered plains south of the Ophthalmia Range. Development of the mine 
started at the eastern end of Mt Whaleback in January, 1967, and more than 2.5 million tonnes of overburden and low-grade material were removed before production mining began. Much of this 
material was used to develop a wide ore-haulage road down the southern flank of the hill to a two-stage crusher system.

When production mining started in January 1969, three benches had been developed - one at 731 
metre] above sea level, one at 747 metres and the third at 762 metres. At June I, 1980, work was in progress on 14 benches between 565 and 780 metres above sea level.

The mine has a production capacity of more than 40 million tonnes of iron ore and about 60 million 1C tonnes of waste material a year. Daily material movement is between 240000 and 220000 tonnes from which between 90000 and 140000 tonnes of crushed ore is produced for railing to Port Hedland.
Ore grade drilling and sampling on the 15 m high benches establish the production areas before primary drilling crews move in to drill rows of blastholes up to 38 cm in diameter with Bucyrus-Erie 

60R drills. Powder crews charge the drillholes from ANFO supply trucks with a mixture of 
ammonium nitrate and gas oil (distillate) and ANZOMEX boosters. The charges are initiated with detonating fuse.

Blast shattered ore is scooped by eight crawler-mounted electric-powered shovels of 7.6 mj capacity,
eight 9.2 m'electric shovels, two 17 mj electric shovels and two 18.5 m1 electric shovels able to scoop - _ more than 50 tonnes of material at a single bite. The shovels feed the ore into a fleet of diesel-electnc ^ ^ W ABCO Haulpak rear dump trucks which haul it to the crushing plant. The fleet comprises fifty-three 
109 tonne trucks and twenty-two 189 tonne trucks.

Auxiliary mine equipment includes five Caterpillar 992C, one 992B, one 988 B and two Dart D600 
front-end loaders. Five Caterpillar D9H and fourteen D9G tracked bull-dozers and eight Caterpillar 
824B and two 824C tyred bulldozers clean up the benches around the working shovels and maintain dumping areas.

Thirteen 68-tonne Haulpak trucks have been adapted for use as water-sprinkler units. These trucks, 
each of 45000 litres capacity, spray water over the benches and along the haulroads to minimise dust. 
A haulroad reticulation system is being developed to improve dust suppression. 3 COverburden and low-grade ore is dumped on stockpiles on the perimeters of the mine.

IRON ORE CRUSHING_____________________
The original two-stage (primary and secondary) iron ore crushing plant at Newman has been in operation since January, 1969. A second two-stage, plant, incorporating improved design features resulting from experience gained operating the first one, was commissioned on October 1, 1971. The 

two crushing systems are capable of handling up to 160000 tonnes of iron ore daily.
Production staff, in a tower control room situated between the two primary crushers at the foot ofMt Whaleback, supervise the Haulpak trucks as they approach the crushers, dump the ore, and return A r up the haul road to the mining benches. Any malfunction in the crushing, screening and ore conveyor systems is pinpointed on a monitoring panel and each section of the complex halts automatically in the event of a breakdown. A lamp on the panel identifies the trouble spot and enables control room staff to direct maintenance crews to the scene with the least possible delay.
Two radio channels link the office with shovel operators and Haulpak drivers, allowing production staff to control the flow of ore from the benches, through the crushing and screening processes to surge piles over rail loadout tunnels.
The Haulpak drivers rear-dump their loads on two sides of each primary crusher. The two primary crushers reduce material of up to 1.5m in diameter to lumps only 200mm in diameter and the two secondary crushing installations further reduce the ore to lumps less than 100 mm in diameter. ...Primary crushing is by Allis Chalmers 60-89 gyratory crushers housed underground in reinforced 5 C concrete chambers. Powered by a 522 kw electric motor, the 6 m crushing head of each primary unit rotates as the trucks empty their loads and the ore is broken between the crushing head and crusher sides. Operations are supervised from overhead control cabs.
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Ore from the primary crusheri pusei through surge bins mto Syntron vibrating feeders and on to 
conveyor belu which carry it. at a rate of ••000 tonnes an hour, to distribution bins above the two 
secondary crushing installations.

At this point, the ore passes through feeders and screens into Allis Chalmers gyratory crushers, each 
powered by a 300 kw electric motor Reduced to a nominal diameter o( less than 100 mm. it then falls 
on to conveyor belts running to transfer and sampling stations. Samples of up to 200 kg are removed 
automatically at a pre-set rate for chemical analysis before the ore :> transferred 10 conveyors serving 
two rail-mounted boom stackers

TRAIN LOADING___________________________
The boom stackers feed surge piles above two concrete tunnels, one 210m and Ihe other 220m long. ]_Q ,n which ore trains are loaded One stacker feeds nigh and low grade ore to piles above the first tunnel 

at an average rate of 4000 tonnes an hour. The second can be slewed to feed ore to piles above either 
loadoul tunnel

Each reinforced concrete tunnel is served by a rail loop and a complete train can be loaded with 
13700 tonnes of ore in only one hour m either tunnel. A tram is reversed into a tunnel until the 
locomotive driver is instructed to hall by an operator supervising loading operations on a separate 
two-way radio channel from a control cab high on the side of the tunnel.

In each tunnel. 13 chutes are lowered to gravity-feed ore into the waning cars from the surge piles 
above the tunnel roof As Ihe ore mounts m the cars, the chutes choke automatically and are raised by 
pneumatic cylinders to the tunnel roof leaving approximately 95 tonnes of ore m each car When one
set of cars has been loaded, the train is moved on and the operation repeated until the entire train has ~> r\ been loaded. " ^ u

INDUSTRIAL SUPPORT______________________
A 65-hec:are sue. adjoining :he loadoul system, carries an industrial support complex including administration offices, general workshop, vehicle workshop, '.yre workshop, warehouses, two power 

stations with a total output of 32 mega wans, fuel and tyre depots, ammonium nitrate stores, railirack 
vehicle repair and maintenance centres, sample preparation building and assay laboratory equipped 
with X-ray fluorescent spectrometers, change-rooms and lunchroom facilities.

An apprentice training centre, catering for up to 100 apprentices, adjoins the site.

BENEF1CIATION PLANT_____________________
Ml Newman s new Beneficianon Plant, adjacent to the .No I Crushing System at Ml Whaleback

mine, will increase the Joint Venture's reserves of recoverable high grade ore by about 140 million - 30 tonnes and extended the life of the deposits considerably Commissioning of the plant m I9?9 
discharged the Gut of Mt Newman s secondary processing obligation] under its agreement with the 
Western Australian Govenment.

The Mt Whaieback orebody consists of thick high grade hematite bands and thinner interbedded 
shale bands The mam ore horizon Dales Gorge Member) is overlain and underlain by thick shaie 
bands while the upper ore horizon joffrc Member; is underlain by shaie and contains shaly tones within it

To maintain grade targets for shipped ore. there is a need to process large tonnages of medium and
low grade ore — a mixture of high grade hematite and shale which is produced m the general course of j r, mining. Previously, these were not blended with high grade ore but stockpiled on low grade stock piles. ^ ^ or taken to waste dumps if the grade was less than 5< per cent Ft.

The mixture of high grade hematite and shale which occurs due to mining of the contact zone 
between high grade ore and adjacent shale is referred to as contact ore. This material, providing feed 
for the Beneficianon Plant, exhibits good liberation of iron values throughout the sue range treated 
The new plant permits coarse and medium fractions in the feed to be bencficiated by heavy medium 
separation and fine ore to be treated by gravity separation (water medium).

Low grade ore from the mine or low grade stockpiles is trucked to a 60/ 89 primary gyratory crusher which reducn the ore to minus 200 mm. From the primary crusher, the ore is conveyed to a scalping 
screen ahead of a 17/84 secondary hydrocone crusher. Minus 200 • 100 mm screen ovenize is crushed 
to minus 100 mm: the total minus 100 mm ore is conveyed to a previously existing dry screening plant.

Dry screening produces - 100 •6mm lump ore and -6-Omm fines The lump ore is conveyed to two 
500-ionne surge bins ahead of the two drum plant modules Ore drawn from the surge bins is wet 
screened to remove any remaining - 6 mm ore. The "clean" - 100 • 6 mm ore passes into two rotating
WEMCO drums (4.2?m diameter * 366m length) where a medium comprising 50 ferrosilicon/ magnetite/ water separates the ore mlo high grade sinks (hematite) and low grade floats
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(shale) at a specific gravity of 3 0 The sinks pass over medium recovery,'washing screens and thcnioa 
common product! conveyor. The floats pais over medium recovery/ washing screens and then 10 a 
common waste conveyor.

The - 6 • 0 mm Ones from Ihe dry screening plant are conveyed to three 333 tonne capacity surge bins 
ahead of a wet screening plant. Ore from the surge bins passes over three neve bend; sizing screens to 
product - 6 • 1 mm oversue and - I • Omm undercut.

The - 6 • I mm ore is conveyed to a 200 tonne surge bin ahead of ihe cyclone circuit. Ore is fed from 
the bin to feed preparation screens where any remaining - I mm material :s removed. The~clean"-6» 
I mm ore pastel into nine DSM cyclones (035m diameter) where a medium comprising
fcrrosilicon/ magnetite; water separates the ore into high grade nn«s i hematite) and low grade floats 1 C 
(shale) at a specific gravity of 2.7. The sinks past over medium recovery washing screens and then to 
'.he cyclone product conveyor. The floats pail over medium recovery/ washing screens and then to a 
common waste conveyor.

The cyclone product passes into a italic dewatenng bunker where the ore is retained for up to 10 
hours to decrease Ihe moisture content from 13 per cent to around 6 per cent. The ore it withdrawn 
from the bottom of the bunker and pastes to the common products conveyor.

The -1*0 mm ore from the wet screening plant is pumped to a Reichert cones plant. This material, 
together with the -I •Omm undcrsue from the feed preparation screens m the cyclone plant, passes to 
a bank of desliming cyclones ahead of the Reichert cones. Deshming at 0 063 mm is performed with
ihe - 0.063 mm slimes gravitating to a thickener. The -1*0 063 mm ore is pumped as feed to 'he -2 C 
Reichert cones The eight-cone configuration produce! high grade concentrate (hematite) and low 
grade tailings (shale). The concentrate passes through a dcwaienng cyclone, over a dewatenng screen 
and then to the common products conveyor. The tailings pass through a dewatenng cyclone, over a 
dewatenng screen and then to the common waste conveyor

Slimes entering the thickener at about 4 per cent solids density are thickened to 35 per cent solids 
density. Trie underflow from the thickener is pumped to a iiimes dam .n the eastern section of Mt 
Whaleback.

The total - 100 • 0 063 mm reject from the dnim. cyclone and Reichert cone circuits is conveyed to a 
waste stacker and reject stockpile in an area south-weit of the Whaleback deposit

The total - 100* 0063 mm product from the drum, cyclone and Reichert cone circuits is conveyed 
by ihe common product conveyor via a sampling plant, where a cut jf the ore stream is taken. :o two 
300 tonne product surge bins. Ore from the surge bins passes to the two stackers which suck ore on to
the tram ioadout stockpiles together with normal high grade ore production through the No. I and "3 ( 
No 2 mine crushing plants. Ore is withdrawn from ihe train Ioadout stockpile and railed to Port 
Hedland for ternary crushing; screening and stockpiling

PRODUCTION CAPACITY____________________
The Plant hat a nominal capacity of 6.8 MtPY of feed. For an average feed grade of 5 5 I percent Fe. 

the following products are produced:
Sue 

PRODUCT (mm) MtPY % Fe

Drum Sink -100 • 6 2.95 650
Cyclone Sink -6 • I I 34 61 7
Cone Concentrate -I •0.063 091 61 7
Coarte Reject -100*0.063 1.10 25.0 , ,
Slimes -0.063 0.50 33 0 4 ••

Plant recoveries are as follows: Mass yield. '7 per cent; Fe unit recovery. 38 per cent. 
Tertiary crushing and screening processes at Port Hedland can yield 2.69 MtPY of - 30 • 6 mm lump 

ore and 2.51 MtPY of - 6mm fines. This corresponds to a lump yield at 52 per cent.

MARRA MAMBA ORE DEVELOPMENT____________
Development of Marra Mamba Formation iron ore deposits within the lease area is expected to 

contribute significantly to the Venture's operations.
The Venture has drilled reserves of about 500 million tonnes of Marra Mamba iron ore including 

460 million tonnes adjacent to the Ml Whaleback mine — which is Brockman Formation ore. There 
are additional extensive deposits, not yet fully proven, within ihe mineral lease area.

Marra Mamba ore, a mixture of hematite and goethilc. >s low m impurities such as silica and 
alumina normally associated with hematite ore of the Brockman Formation. Unlike the blue, hard 
Brockman ore. Mam Mamba is yellow; brown in colour, soft and fnable. The ore s chemical qualities 
make it an extremely convenient blend material. Consequently blending will tend to extend Ihe life of 
the Venture's Brockman reserves 5(
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During 1975 a 200000-tonne bulk sample of Marra Mamba ore was tested by various ore buyerj. In 
I97ga further tett saw 650000 tonnes of Marra Mamba ore successfully blended with Ml Whaleback 
fines as a 15 p<r cent component.

In 1980/81 a funher trial, .nvolvmg the blending of I.I million tonnei or Marra Mamba ore n being 
earned out. Should (he Marra Mamba-Whaleback blend find cuitomer acceptance, a mine capable of 
producing up to 3 million tonnet of ore a year will be built. Six 68-tonne Haulpak trucks, two D°G 
bulldozer*, a 992C front-end loader and a diesel-powered Bucyrui-Ene primary dnll are being used 
dunng the trial period.

MAIN MINE EQUIPMENT AT JUNE 1, 1980

DnIU - pnrrury

Drills - secondary 
Dnll - ore grade 
Shovels • P * H

Haulage Trucks— 
WABCO

Rock Breaker

Bucyrus-Ene 60R primary drills of 3IO mm
Bucyrut-Ene 60R primary drills of 380 mm
(I diesel-electnc. 9 alJ-electnc)
Boulder drills (Cat. 950)
Ingcrjoll-Rind T4-W (I40mm) Dnllmaiter
I900E 76m' electric
2IOOB 92m' electric
28008 17 m> electric
28008 I8.5 m' electnc

758 (68 tonnes)
Water-tankers
General duty
Haulage 

I20 (I09 tonnes) 
Model 3200 (189 tonnes)

Slot! impact breaker

No. of L'niu
10

3

2 
I

13 
I 
6

53
22

AUXILIARY MINE EQUIPMENT
Trucks

Tyred loaders and dozers

Fuel trucks
Fuel/ lube trucks
Lube '.rucks
ANKO explosive supoly trucks

Dart 0600
Cat 9928
Cat. 992C
Cat. 8248
Cat. 824C
Cat. 633D Scraper
Vanous tractors and mini-loaders

2
2
6
8

2
I
5
8
2
I
6

Tracked Dozers 

Road Maintenance

Cranes

Mobile Workshops 

10

Gil. D9-G (tractors and dozers)

DRMCO 100-T
Cat. I2E
Git. I6G
Ingersoll-Rand SP60 vibrating rollers

90 lonne mobile crane
75 tonne mobile crane
35 tonne rough '.errain mobile crane
30 lonne mobile crane
12.5 tonne mobile crane
8 tonne mobile crane

21

I
3 
5
2

I 
I 
I 
I 
3 
I
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A Mt. N«wmin Mining Co. trim • 144 or* cirj. htultd by thrie locomotivei, rx«ds lor the Mine it N«wm«n «H»r dumping uj lo»d 426km iwiy. it 
Port Htdlind. Th« round (rip tikn 19.5 hours, jod trxrt u i toul of 69 trunt t w«tk tvtry w*ek of th« y««f
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WbMl uumblin outsidt th* or* car worktftop at N«l«xi Point.
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Railroad operations

The *26 km heavy-duty standard gauge railroad setween Ml Newman s Mi Whaiebacx iron ore 
.•nine ai Newman and Port Hcdiand on the North West seaboard »as officially opened by the then 
Premier of Western Australia. Sir David Brand, on January 22, .969. alter a record-breaxin| 
construction effort

An American-Canadian ;omt venture. Mormon-Knudsen-Mannix-Oman. was awarded the I97Q 
Construction Achievement Award by the Australian Federation of Civil Engineering Contractor] for 
building the railroad ahead of schedule and for establishing a world track-iaying record.

The line was built ;o high standards with 440 m lengths of the heaviest ran then used in Australia 
Weighing 6) 5 kg; m. the rail wa> originally laid on 26 m x 228 mm * 152 mm Western Australian 
jarrah sleepen with centres 53) mm apart.

Some 63000 tonnei of rail and 870.000 sleepers were used in addition to 600000 m' of high-grade 
granite ballast Curvature and gradients were kept to a minimum and the most severe mainline curve is 
only 527 m radius. The steepest grade against the loaded tram is only 0 55 percent fully compensated

The single-urtc railroad hat 14 passing loops, each approximately three kilometres long. These allow 
loaded ore trami. which always have the right of way. to nave a clear run from Mine to Port. At June I. 
1980 the railroad was handling a total of 69 trains a week. The railroad carries a greater tonnage than 
the entire Western Australian Government Railways system.

The length of each tram is set at i«4 loaded ore can drawn by three 2680kw Alco diesel-eiectnc 
mainline locomotives. A loaded tram weight approximately I8 JOO tonnes of which 13750 tonnes n 
payload

Trams make the journey from the Port to the Mine and back m :9 5 hours. :he outward journey 
taking about 9 5 hours

At Newman 114 minuies are allowed for loading, and at the tame time the tram crew is changed. 
Actual loading of the 144-car train lakes only 70 minutes. When loaded the trains head through the 
Ophthalmia Range at Ethel Gorge, travel westward along the Fortescue Valley (or 145 km then swing 
north into the Chichester Range. Here the trains climb 91m m 26km Over the crest the line drops 
213 m in 27 km before levelling off on the coastal plain for the remaining 185 m to the Port. Trains are 
operated so a maximum speed of 65km/ h when loaded a-d 75km' h when empty

At Neison Point. Port Hedland. spotters direct the positioning of the tirst two or three ore cars of 
each train mto car dumpers. The locomotives are then uncoupled and driven -.mo a loco servicing 
workshop for maintenance The crew goes off to rest and preparation crews take over Ore dumping 
taxes two hours and locomotive servicing three hours Then a new crew takes over the tram and sets off 
for Newman.

Control of ail trains rests with traffic controllers at Port Hedland manning a complex 
communications system 24 hours a day The controllers are m direct contact with train crews at all 
times on three high-frequency radio channels relayed through eight automatic repeater stations 
situated approximately 56km apart.

The controllers keep a constant record of all track activity -.ncluding that of maintenance 
equipment, work gangs and inspection cars. They record tram movements and timings by means of 
charts and graphs and all conversations are recorded on tape automatically.

To cope with this traffic, the port yard utilises power-operated turnouts controlled from a tower on 
the ore car repair shop building. From this tower, all yard operations are visible. To expedite the 
movement of trains on the main line, a centralised signal system, supervised by the Hedland traffic 
controllers, is used. The terminal for this equipment is m the railroad administration building north of 
the locomotive workshop.

Batteries powenng the repeater stations are charged by wind generators with back-up dicsel 
generators starting automatically if the batteries drain to lest than half capacity If the diesel xis fail '.o 
start after three attempts, they cut out and a light flashes on the supervisory panel 'n the radio 
maintenance office.

A total of 54 locomotives and 2.099 ore cars are m use and the railroad's capacity is rated at 40 
million tonnes of ore per year.

Permanent way experiments involve the constant monitoring of rail-head wear and defects, 
development of improved techniques m rail replacement And transposition, testing of various wood, 
concrete and steel sleepers, and rail fastenings and rails to different metallurgical formulae. 
Knowledge gained from these experiments is used to improve the already high standard of track 
maintenance necessary for such high tonnage movement].
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Testini of steel sleepers intensified towards the end of May and m June an order for 210.000 stetl 
oeepers was placed These will D< installed over the next three years, from :98I

All curves of one dc|ree or tighter »iil be replaced dunn| 1980 with special head-hardened rail
In addition to experiments on the permanent way. experimental modifications to ore cars are being 

tested These tests are being carried out to '.engthen time between overhauls and reduce harmful 
dynamic effects on the track. Experiments to obtain more data on the longitudinal dynamics of trains 
.n motion are also m progress.

Four permanent camps arc used by track maintenance personnel and track machinery service 
workshops are located at all of these places. A fifth workshop is :ocated at Newman and a base 
workshop at Hedland 1C

In addition to over 90 automotive units ranging from utilities through mini-buset to a mobile 
workshop, a comprehensive range of earthmoving equipment is used for maintenance of railroad 
access roads and earthworks. Continuous maintenance of the track :tself employs a fleet of 24 
specialised machines.

Maintenance of locomotives and rolling stock is earned out at Nelson Point A comprehensively 
equipped workshop services locomotives and overhauls are undertaken at a separate workshop An 
ore car shop and undertloor wnecl lathe shop are located south 01 the marshalling yard

RAILROAD ROLLING STOCK AT JUNE 1. 1980

No of Units 
Locomotives Goodwm Alco C636 2680 kw ........................ I 7

Goodvnn ML* M636 2680 iiw ............ ......... 16 2C
ComEng Mgv M636 2680 kw...................... :i
ComEng ML* M636 2680 kw with Oofasco bogie* .. 10 

Ore Cars '00 tonne capacity .............................. 1.997
90 tonne capacity .................................. I02

Tank cars Fuel— 113 650 hires................................. 9
81 8)0 lures................................. 6

Water—8! 830 litrei ................................ 4
Compressor/ Index Car Sets.................................................. 4
Ballast cars 38.30m' ........................................... t%
Index/ brake cars ............................................................ 4
Flat cars I 37 tonnes........................................ ;

51 tonnes.......................................... 24
35 tonnes......................................... 3

Box car 50 tonnes......................................... I
Trickmooiles. ............................................................... 4
Breakdown car .............................................................. I
Scale test car................................................ ............... I
Locotrol car ................................................................
Passenger car ............................................................... I
Side dump can .............................................................. 4 -.

TRACK MAINTENANCE MACHINERY_________
Mainline tamping machines .................................................. 2
Switch tampers .............................................................. I
C.'ib consolidator ........................................................... 2
Mono rail tamper ............................................................ I
Ballast regulator ............................................................. 2
Sfeno rail grinder ........................................................... 2
Rail laying; recovery tram ..................................................... I

14
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GENERAL RAILROAD STATISTICS
Length of mainline trick including mine loopt: 4)0 km 
Lcagth of passing loopi: 41 km 
Length of yard sidmp and marshalling Iracki: 94 km 
Rail: 66 kg/ metre continuously welded rail, mostly itandard carbon steel. 
Mainline sleepers: Treated hardwood/steel 26 x 223 x 150/2 6 x MO x 12 
Crossing timbers: Treated hardwood vanes x 22} x 173

Turnout!: I in 13 mainline and I m 10 yard. Two I m 20 mainline swingnose. power-operated. 
Rail fastenings: Pandrol on steel baieplaied with cut dog spikes on the timber sleepers and Pandrol 
and Tracklock on the steel sleepers.
Ballast: Crushed granite to A.R.E.A. No. 4 grading 230 design depth, modified A.R.E.A. No. j 
ballast.
Ruling grade: Against loaded 0 33, against empty 1.30 per cent. 
Axle loading: JO tonnes. 
Bridges: 26 high level, nine low level. 
Culverts: 627 locations, mostly corrupted plvanised stctl.
Signals: Controlled signals. 104. automatic signals. 63. mainline points machines. 82. track circuits. 

"24.7.
Radio communications: 3VHF channels covering the whole track from eight repeater and two 
terminal stations over a multiplex UHF bearer.
Ground communications: 420 kilometres of private, unsealed access road.
Air Four permanently-maintained light aircraft stnps in addition to Port Hedland and Nc-*mm 
airport*.

10

P 4 H 2800 series shovel loading waste into 200 -tonne Haul pack, exposing working fac* of high 
}rade iron ore.

Oave McMeeken. an ore handler at Newman watches the monitors which tell him how the ore «« 
moving through the Benefication Plant He can control the whole plant through the panel, link 
ed to a computer.
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A rail mounted boom stacker f««d» the stockpile at Nelson Point.

Bucktt wheel reclaimers retrieve ore from the stockpile! to begin the ihiplotdinq sequence.
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Tn« 'Juhai'. from
China. I..,.. Mt N^mW, .h.ploadin, wha,f and torts hom. with , car,o of iron <x.. pa« ih. town of Port H.dland.
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Port operations

Ml Newman'i operations have helped to transform Pon Hedland from a tidal port restricted to 

ships of less than 5000 deadweight '.onnej into ihe biggest exporting port m Australia m terms of 

tonnage throughput. Today. Pon Hedland is one of only a lew ports m the world capable ot handling 

180000 deadweight-tonne ore carriers.
• Operations at Nelson Point. Port Hedland. are divided mto two areas. The Tint coven ;he 

unloading of trains, crushing of iron ore to final shipping sues and stockpiling. The second involve* 

reclaiming ore from the stockpiles and loading it .nto vessels A major expansion programme 

completed m 1976 added a second dumping, crushing and screening plant which lifted total annual 

production capacity to more than 40 million tonnes

CAR DUMPING___________________________

Trains from the mine at Sewman are positioned to unload ore m either of two car-dumping

complexes at Nelson Point. Both dumpers are of McOowell Wellman rotary design. :he ore cars being ]_ Q 

fed m by an electric winch-type car-positioner.
The No. 2 Car Dumper, rated at 10500 tonnes per hour, tips three cart at a time through '. '3* to 

empty their loads into surge bins below The positioner arm then indexes the next three cars into the 

rotary cells and the unloading operation repeated within a I04-»econd cycle time. Rotary couplers 

allow (he cars to remain coupled to the rest of the train during the unloading operation.
A 375 kw DC electric winch, driving through two teu of 63 mm wire rope*, gives (he positioner a 

maximum rated arm force of 104 328 kg. Coupled with a modem solid state convener drive system, 

this has the excellent control characteristics needed (or accurate and fast positioning of rramsof up to 

240 can. Dunng the positioner return cycle, the can are locked m position by three lets of 

hydrauhcally-operated scissor-type wheel-locks, each with a holding capacity of 22000kg.
The dumper cells are rotated by a soud state, convener-fed 37 k» DC motor, coupled via a gearbox 

and pinion to flange-mounted ring gear. As they rotate, counterweight-actuated car clamps hold the 

can within the assembly. 
-j n

From three I 220 tonnes live capacity surge bins below<he No 2 dumper, the ore is fed by electro- 

magnetic vibratory fccden to a conveyor rising from 194 metres below ground level to a transfer 

station 30.6 metres above ground. A 'splitter" in the transfer station divides the ore into two streams. 

One stream, of approximately 7 300 tonnes per hour, j fed to the No 1 Crushing and Screening Plant. 

The second stream, of 3000 tonnes per hour, is fed to the No. 2 Crushing and Screening Plant.

The operation of the original No. I Car Dumper is similar to that of the No. 2 system except that two 

cars only are tipped in a 92.3 second cycle and conventional motor generator sets are used to power the 

winch and duirser drives.

TERTIARY SCREENING AND CRUSHING_________

In the original No. I Screening and Crushing Building ore is fed from I2800-<onne capacity surge

bitu to 18 Alli»Chalmen6m x 2.34m double-deck screens. Ore of -30 mm to *6 mm is screened off as 30 

lump product and -6mm ore it separated as fines product. Ore over 30 mm is crushed by nine AlUs 

Chalmen hydrocone cruihen and re-circulated to the surge bins for re-screening.
To achieve accurate quality control and maximum throughput it was decided to separate screening 

and crushing functions, and incorporate an advanced computer-control system in the No. 2 Ore 

Handling Plant. This was commissioned on September 23. 1976. The concept produced a plant 

featunng a computer-controlled Screening Building, with tripper-fed surge bin having 8800-tonnei 
capacity. From thu surge bin ore is fed to eight AMU Chalmen 6 m x 2.4) m double-deck screens, 

where it i> separated into lumps (-30 to •6mm) and fine* (-6 mm) Thtje product! in turn are fed to a 

Crushing Building where a 750-tonne capacity surge bin supplies three Allis Chalmers Hydrocone 

Crushen.
The computer-control system continuously monitors ore flow, bin levels and trends, equipment 

availability and so on. with the ability to automatically start or stop equipment u required by 

programmed parameten of throughput and quality control.
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The No. 2 Ore Handling Plant incorporates modem working conditions and e*tensive ventilation 
and dust-collection systems. The design also allows for mechanised clean-up, using small loaders

From the screening And crushing plant part of the ore gr*es to sampling stations for quality control 
checks before being reunited *ith (he main ore stream conveyor belts serving boom suckers for 
stockpiling.

STOCKPILING AND RECLAIMING_______________
Four nil-mounted boom stackers, designed by McDowell Wellman Engineering and fabncated m 

Western Australia by Vickers Hoskms Pty Ltd.. feed lump ore (-30 mm '6mm) or fines (- 6mm) to 
stockpiles Each stacker can handle 4000 tonnes an hour Operators, working m air-conditioned cabs 
12 m up the 27 m slacker frames, build up stockpiles by lowering or raising the 48 m booms through 
their reach from ground level to 12.) m as the slacken move up and down the track. The booms can 
also be slewed across a stockpile

Two crawler-mounted bucketwheel reclaimers and two rail-mounted reclaimer! start the 
shiploadmgseguencc Each 530-tonne crawler reclaimer, designed and built by Demag Lauchhammer 
of West Germany, hat 10 buckets on a 7 9m diameter wheel and is capable of digging 3000 tonnes of 
ore from a stockpile man hour. The buckets empty ore through conveyors on a 14 m long boom and a 
26 m discharge boom at the rear into a self-propelled hopper car When a reclaimer is working on a 
stockpile location where its discharge boom is beyond the reach of the hopper car it feeds ore into a 
mobile transfer station, called a bandwagon. The bandwagon and hopper car then feed ore onto a 
77Qm reclaim conveyor bell running the length of the stockpile area.

The rail-mounted bucket wheel reclaimers are 915-tonne structures each capable of recovering and 
discharging ore at an average rate of 6000 tonnes an hour through a chute and impact table. Among 
the biggest reclaimers in the world, these were designed by Demag Lauchhammer and fabricated by 
Vickers Hoskms Ten buckets are set on a 104m diameter wheel on each unit. Each reclaimer is self- 
propelled, mounted on 42 wheels, and can be slewed through 360 degrees.

At the end of the reclaim conveyor bells, an automatic sampling station scalps off samples of up to 
270kg for assaying at a pre-deiermined frequency of up to once esery I OOO/1 250 tonnev The ore :s 
transferred to a conveyor system along the two-berth ore pier or into two trim bins which act as a 
storage facility while the sniploaders move from one hatch :o another or from one ship to another.

SHIPLOADING___________________________

Each of the two rail-mounted shiploaders support! a hinged telescopic boom which feeds the ore 
into a bulk carrier's hold at a rate of up to 8130 tonnes an hour. Two earners can be loaded 
simultaneously or both shiploaders can operate on one carrier

The 658 m two-berth ore pier is the only facility in Australia capable of berthing and loading two 
160000 deadweight-tonne b'.ilk earners at the same time. The No I berth is at :he mini pier, a 352 m 
itructure made up of 423 piles driven to bedrock and capped with a concrete decking 330 mm thick 
The No. 2 berth is at a 306m long extension An approach trestle. 97 m long, connects the pier with '.he 
shore.

The pier is divided into truce sections. The first, the transfer platform, is 30 m wide On it stands the 
transfer station linking the pier with the shore. The second section is the tripper platform. 23 5 m wide, 
which transfers ore from the conveyor to the shiploaders. The thud section is the ore-load ing platform. 
25.6m wide, along whose two-berth length the shiploaders can travel

Protecting the pier and moonng dolphin are Ray km fender panels made up of 305 mmjarran beams 
connectd to a steel framework and to Raykm rubber overloader fender units. These panels are 
designed to withstand the breasting forces of a heavy tonnage iron ore carrier moving sideways on to 
the pier at 55 m a minute. The pier deck is 10 I m above Admiralty datum, the standard low-water 
mark. Tide* at Port Hedland range between 04m above Admiralty datum to 7 7 m above.

Developing Port Hedland mto Australia's biggest export tonnage harbour and giving it the 
capability of handling 160000 deadweight-tonne ore earners up to 305 m in length involved dredging 
more than 21 4 million m' of matenal from the harbour bottom and entrance channel. A channel 
approximately eight nautical miles, or 14 5km long. II 8m deep and 183m wide ;n the straight 
tecnon. widening to Z44m on curves, leads to an inner harbour channel. I I 8 m deep and 244 m wide.

Adjacent i» the Ml Newman ore pier is a turning basin 914 m long. 610m wide and 8 14 m deep 
Alongside the pier arc two berths, each 17 I m deep and each capable ofaccommodatmg a fully-loaded 
160000 deadweight-tonne ore carrier. Tug services are provided by the Adelaide Steamship Co. 
Limned under an agreement that company has with Ml Newman Mining and Goldsworthy Mining.

Industnal facilities at Nelson Point .nclude administration offices, general and electrical 
workshops, a power station with an output of 22.5 megawatts, warehouse, railroad workshops and 
loco maintenance sheds, railroad and port control offices, a sample preparation building and assay 
laboratory, changetoomi. and lunchroom faculties.
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AUXILIARY PORT EQUIPMENT AT JUNE 1, 1980

Doiers:

Graders: 
Front-end !oaders:

Clark Bobcai 823 
cranci

Kenwonh water tanker
C-Pull water '.anker-
Ford general purpose '.factor 4.500
Fiat general purpose tractor 'X)
McDonald Johnson roadsweeper

Cit. D9C 
Cat. D6B 
Cat. I2E 
Cat. 950 
Cat 8I4 
Cat. 324

Mamtowoc I40-(onnc
PAH hydraulic 35-ionne
8MB 8-tonnc
BHB 5-tonne
35 000-litre capacity
35 000-litre capacity

No of Units. 
2
1 
!
2 
I 
I
) 
I 
I 
I
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Housing and amenities

Development of Mt Newman's iron ore mining operations has helped to transform the North-West 
of Western Australia. At March 31. 1980, Mt Newman employed 3862 people — 187 at :is Perth 
Office. 2018 at Newman and 1657 at Port Hedland. Forty-six nationalities were represented m the 
workforce at Newman and Port Hedland. Australians accounting for 55 per cent of the total. British 
people, including Scots and Welsh, were second on the list followed (in numerical order) by New 
Zeilanden. Yugoslavs. Irishmen. Germans. Swedes, Danes, Indians. Italians, Poles. French. 
Chileans, Turki, Canadians. Malaysitni. Sinpporeans. Burmese. South Africans and Egyptians and 
smaller groups of other nationalities.

Daily jet flights to and from Perth a.-.d modern housing and community facilities provided for
employees and their families at Newman ind Port Hedland have removed the sense of isolation once , 
associated with the Nonh-West. -L C

HOUSING POLICY________________________
Mt Newman s housing policy has been framed to meet ihe needs of employees and the operational 

requirements of the Mt Newman Iron Ore Project alike. It is based not only on a commitment :o 
provide modern, well-serviced housing for us employees but aiso on the belief that "company town' 
precepts are no longer relevant to the now well-established progressive areas m which the Company 
operates.

Accordingly, '.he policy places emphasis on married ind family housing and private boarding 
facilities for single people and young adults with less dependence on single person's accommodations 
Single Persons' Quarters housing, particularly that providing short-term or transitory
accommodation, will always be needed but the Company sees ims as part of a comprehensive housing • 2 C 
programme and not as the basis of one. In October 1979 Mt Newman introduced .is "Home 
Ownership Scheme'and since then till June I. 1980. a total of 100 homes at Port Hedland and 127 at 
Newman were being signed up under the scheme. Ml Newman believes this approach is helping to 
mould a better balanced community enjoying not only the amenity of a normal, multi-base town but 
the ambience of one.

All accommodation is fully air-conditioned and a nominal rent is charged. This vanes according to 
ihe type of accommodation and. for single people, covers full board. At Port Hedland. power for air- 
conditioning is free but normal State Energy Commission charges are applied for household electncity 
used. All houses and flats are furnished and a 380 litre refrigerator and electnc stove are supplied. An 
automatic washing machine :s aiso provided except m some flats which have block laundry facilities.

NEWMAN________________________________
The town of Newman. :030km north of Perth and 6km cast of Mt Whaleback mine, was

established by the Venture m 1968 and has a population of more than 5.600 Residents live in 978 - -*, 
houses. 336 flats »nd 571 units for single persons Of ihe houses. 37 ire owned by contractors or -^ <• 
Government departments. A caravan park, self-contained wuh us own shop and manager s house, has 
been established south of the town to accommodate 100 caravans. An additional 75 houses will be 
finished by December

The three and four-bedroom houses and one and two-bedroom flits, set m tree-lined streets, skin 
community facilities on two sides wuh three blocks of two-storey Single Persons Quarters >n the third 
side. Landscaped gardens surround a shopping centre, town oiflce and Single Persons' Quarters ind 
dining centre. Residents take pride in their gardens and Newman's reputation as the 'cleanest, greenest 
town m the North West"

Amenities include a modern 24-bed hospital, medical centre and dental clinic. St. John Ambunnce 
centre, pre-schooi centre, two primary schools and a senior high school taking students to Years 11 
and 12 Community needs are met also by a recreation club, youth club, community hail, recreation 
centre, supermarket ind shopping centre, hotel, drive-m cinema, bank, bakery, laundry and a wide 
range of services. Residents enjoy live colour television and direct dialling telephone services and an all 
weather airport, serviced by daily jet flights, which puts Newman within 95 minutes flying time of 
Perth.
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Newman's (porting facilities include a golf course, two swimmm| pools, two grilled sport! ovals, 
squash court, floodlit tennu and basketball count, hockey Held, clay target and rifle and putol ranges. 
Sporting clubi formed by reiidenis also cater for football, cncket. motor ipons. go-tarung. gliding 
and a variety of otber activmet. Women's organisation! arc active within the town. An attractive 
picnic area has been developed at Gingianna Pool between Newman and the airport.

Situated 546 metres above tea level. Newman hu an attractive climate. The March to September 
cool season, when many varieties of wild flower cover the surrounding hilU and plains, is particularly 
enjoyable. The summer season, between October and February, bnnp temperature* which are 
frequently above 37 8* Celsiui but it is a clear, dry htai. tempered by seasonal winds and cool 
evening!.

PORT HEDLAND ________________
At Port Hedland. Ml Newman employee! and their familicj are hovued at Cooke Point, an 

attractive seaside suburb developed by the Venture 48km cut of the town. Here, they arc 
accommodated in 218 houses. 124 flat! and 370 units for single persons.

Mt Newman hu also built extensive housing at the suburb of South Hedland which is being 
developed within four centrei. In seven-storey block of 72 apartments in the tint centre, providing 
occupants with two and three bedroom accommodation, is the tallest building north of the Tropic of 
Capricorn m Western Australia Wuhin ihe four centres. Mt Newman has built 245 houses. 343 
cluster-type homes. 84 flats and 72 apartments. An additional 35 houses were under construction at 
South Hedland at June I. 1980

Mi Newman hat contributed subiuntiaiiy to Port Hcdltnd's community development, providing 
an infant health centre, recreation club *nd an Olympic-size swimming pool — and a major 
contribution to the shire's population.

Reserves and geology
The Ml Newman deposits are in a mineral leue covering nearly 800 square kilometre!. The prime o f 

ortbody, Mt Whaleback. » a hill 2.5km long and 22} metre! high in the Newman am of the least 
which coven part of the eailern end of the Ophthalmia Range. To the north-west is the Wetli WolU 
area covering deposits m the extreme eastern end of the mam Hamersley Range around Wteli Wolfi 
spring. To the south-west of this reserve is the Conndawanna area, south of Mt Robinson.

At Mt Whaleback. outcropping hematite ore discovered m 1957 by veteran prospector Stan 
Hilditch assayed at 68 8 per cent iron content compared with a pouible maximum of TO percent pure 
hematite ore. Seven months of drilling in 1963-64 indicated the presence of at least 220 million tonne! 
of hematite ore averaging 64 6 per cent iron.

Subsequent mapping and drilling through to 1972 proved the presence of more than I 400 million 
tonnes of high-grade ore. making Ml Whaieback one of the la> 'tst single deposit! of hematite ore in 
the world. At June I. 1980. a total of 269 million tonnes of ore had been mined and shipped since the 
sun of operation! >n 1969

An active exploration programme over the mineral lease areas has located 40 or t bodies of varying -, , 
sizes within five to 60 kilometres of Mt Whaleback. Their total potential is estimated at between 5000 -3 C 
and 6000 million tonnes of ore of various grade!.

GEOLOGY
Ml Whaleback n probably the richest deposit in the great Hamercley Iron Province which starts at 

the comit north of Onilow and rum east-south-east for more than 500 kilometres. The province 
contains vast quantities of iron-bearing material, an estimated 24000 million tonnes of which contains 
more than 55 per cent Fe.

The province include! the Hamersley and Ophthalmia Rangei which are formed mainly by the 
Brock man Iron Formation — a 600 metre (hick layer of banded iron formation (laminated rock 
consisting of alternating layers of iron omde and chert). An older iron formation, some 150 metres 
thick, also occurs m the area — the Marra Mamba Iron Formation. This usually has poor outcrop and 
is seen a! low, rounded hills paralleling the main range.

The Brockman Iron Formation is much harder than the surrounding rocks and erosion of these 4 ( 
softer rocks over millions of years has resulted in the spectacular hills and gorges in iron formations 
such as Ml Bruce. Wuienoom and Dale! Gorges.

In many places, particularly towards the south of the province, the 2.000 miilion-year-oid 
formations have been distorted into complex folds, then partly eroded to leave scattered residual hills. 
Over the period, orebodies have formed by the silica m the iron formation being gradually dissolved 
and earned away by percolating groundwaiers.

The iron formations throughout the province usually have a 25 percent to 35 per cent iron content. 
In Mt Whalebtck. oneof the most spectacular examples of enrichment of Brockman Iron Formation, 
the ore tone consists of high grade hematite averaging up to 69 per cent Fc but it also includes a 
number of interbedded shale bands which reduce the ore body'saverage grade to63.7 percent Fe. The 
ore has been formed by the repiacemcni of silica and other gangue minerals by secondary hematite. r

The ore m Mt Whaleback extends from one end of the hill 10 ihe other m a band usually about 120 3 ' 
metres thick but often thicker because of folding, li extends downwards as deep ai 35 metres below the 
general plain level.

Several major ore types have been recognised within Ml Whale'ack ranging from hard, dense, 
massive hematite to hard, porous, banded hematite. The hard, poruus. blue hematite — pnied by 
steelmakers — predominates. The ore is low m impurities and has mpressive metallurgical 
characteristics. Impurities such as copper, sulphur, chromium, vanadium, nickel, tungsten, lead. 
bismuth, arsenic. :in. and molybdenum — all of them troublesome to the steelmaker — occur in minor 
quantities of less than 0.01 per cent.

Among the known Pilbara iron ores, '.he Mt Whaletaack ore has the best ratio of silica to alumina. 
Most customers favour a minimum 2:1 rauo but this is rarely achieved with high-grade Pilbara ores. 
The average for Mt Whalenack ore is. m general, even more favourable This factor, combined wuha 
low phosphorus content, gives the Mt Whaleback ore us widely sought-after characteristics

In addition 10 Brockman Iron Formation ores. Mt Newman has proven reserves of about 500 ,- 

million tonnes of Marra Mamba Formation high grade ore including approximately 460 million " 
tonnes immediately adjacent to ihe Mt Whaleback mine and wuh more favourable stripping ratios 
than thv Ml Whaleback o<xration. Apart from these proven teserves. ihe Ml Newman >ease cirnei 
additional exlemely large quantities of Marra Mamba ore. both high grade and low grade It has been 
estimated there is an additional 500 million tonnes, at least, of high grade Mirn Mamba ore. jet to be 
proven. -,n the ground m the Newman area Unlike the Brockman Iron Formation ore from Ml 
Whaieback. the Marra Mamba ore is yellow/brown m colour, soft and friable.
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Environmintalisu kttp clot* wttch on th« ifftcu iron or« mining hai on trx N»wman aoo Port Htdlaod irtai.

Environmental programme

Ml Newman is actively pursuing an environmental policy aimed at improving living and working 
conditions m its operational areas while conserving natural ecosystems that may be influenced by 
Company developments.

The policy is formulated through an Environmental Committee which meets regularly to initiate, 
review and co-ordinate programmes. This body received advice from a consultant. Profeuor D. 
O'Connor of the Department of Environmental Studies at Perth's Murdoch University

Mt Newman's Environmental Department hai two major roles. The mam one is promotion of an 
awareness of environmental problems and means by which Company departments can co-operate and 
solve them. Also a wide range of studies are mutated drawing on many research groups.

Plant life has been surveyed on undeveloped ore bodies by the Western Australian Department of 
Agriculture Herbarium using infra-red photography. The Department of Agriculture is assisting trie 
Company develop the best approaches to rehabilitating abandoned mine benches and waste dumps. It 
is also providing expertise for coastal dune revegetauon in conjunction with the Office of the Regional 
Administration of the North-West.

A fauna survey conducted for the company by a leading Western Australian naturalist has recorded 
the many species of birds and animals thnving in the area.

At Port Hedland biologists have studied harbour life at pan of an on-going research programme. 
The resulti of these studies will enable Mt .N'ewman to take immediate remedial action u advene 
effects of the operation are observed.

Local and overseas consultants have been involved in a major water conservation study at Newman 
involving surface and groundwater aspects. Also a number of projecu are underway to re-ute watte 
water generated from plant operaiioni.

The Company has engaged the Western Australian Mutcum to investigate potential ore body 
locations and areas where ground disturbance is ;ikeiy. This is to ensure that Aboriginal sues or 
artefacts arc not damaged or accidentally destroyed.

At Ron Hedland a major climatology study has recently been completed and as a result a computer 
model of the area's atmospheric conditions has been produced. This will enable the Company to plan 
further expansion programmes with minimal air-<)uality effects for the adjacent communities.

Dust sampling programmes are conducted regularly at both the Mine and Port, some of these m 
conjunction with the State Mines and Public Health Departments. Data from these programmes have 
been utilised to redesign plant m order to mimmiie dust exposure

An extensive naulroad reticulation system has been .nstalledat Ml Whaleback to provide effective 
dun suppression Programmes are also being developed to control dust generation from non-road 
areas at both the Port ano Mine

The Company has also introduced a hearing conservation programme which seeks to prevent 
unnecessary noise .nduced hearing '.osses among its employees The programme utilises lullnme 
trained audiometrists and a large number of engineers specially trained .n noise :neasurement and 
control.

The widest possible range of environmental nudiei it being earned out by Mi Newman so that any 
adverse effecu of .11 operations will be rapidly recognised aed minimised.
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IN THE SUPREVE CCURT 

0" WESTERN AUSTRALIA

No. 2313 of 1982

EXHIBIT "22" - Affidavit of 
horseman dated 29.8.1983

George

IN THE MATTER of an Agreement between 
LANGLEY GEORGE HANCOCK , ERNEST 

ARCHIBALD MAYNARO WRIGHT , WRIGHT 
PROSPECTING PTY. LTD. "7" HANCOCK 

PROSPECTING PTY. LTD, two other 

companies and HAs€RSLEY IRON PTY. 

LIMITED

BETWEEN:

HAMERSLEY IRON PTY. LIMITED

AND

LANGLEY GECRGE HANCOCK 

ERNEST ARCHIBALD MAYNARD WRIGHT 

HANCOCK PROSPECTING PTY. LTD. 

WRIGHT PROSPECTING PTY. LTD. 

L.S.P. PTY. LTD.

THE NATIONAL MUTUAL LIFE ASSOCIATION 
OF AUSTRALASIA LIMITED

Plaintiff

First Defendant 

Second Defendant 

Third Defendant 

Fourth Defendant 

Fifth Defendant

Sixth Defendant

AFFIDAVIT

I, ROBERT GEORGE HORSEMAN of 16 Norman Street, Fig Tree Pocket in the State 

of Queensland, Mining Consultant, make oath and say as follows:

1. (a) I hold a Diploma of Mining Engineering frcm the School of Mines, 

Kalgoorlie (1943), a First Class Certificate of Competency as a 

Colliery Manager (New South Wales) and a First Class Certificate 

of Competency as a Metalliferous Mine Manager (New South Wales) 

and I am qualified as a Registered Mine Surveyor and a Registered 

Mine Electrician. I have been a New Sooth Wales Examiner for 

Colliery Managers' Certificates and between 1979 and 1981 I was a 

Queensland Councillor for the Australian Mining Industry Research 

Association.

"22" - Affidavit of itobert George 
Horseman dated 29.8.1983



(b) From 1944 until my retirement in 1982 I was employed by the 

Broken Hill Proprietary Co. Ltd. ("BMP"). I joined BHP in 

Kalgoorlie in 1944 and spent time there and at the town of Iron 

Knob in South Australia as a supervisor gaining general 

experience in EHP's iron ore mining operations. (In 1944 the 

iron ore deposits near Iron Kncb in the Middleback Ranges were 

the only source of EHP's iron ore for its blast furnaces at 

Newcastle, Port Kembla and Whyalla.) From 1945 to 1948 I was 

stationed at Yampi Sound as a mining engineer responsible for the 

construction of EHP's mine, ore preparation, ore loading and 

other facilities at Cockatoo Island.

(c) From 1948 to 1953 I worked at EHP's coal operations in the 

Newcastle area and from 1953 to 1967 I was Colliery Manager at 

the John Darling Colliery at Belmcnt, New South Wales. In both 

places coal production was entirely for iron and steel making 

operations and during that period I gained broad familiarity with 

iron ore properties, characteristics and preparation processes 

and industry usage and terminology.

(d) In 1967 I was transferred to EHP's Head Office in Melbourne to 

fill the position of Executive Officer, Raw Materials Department, 

which involved organising the supply of iron ore to EHP's blast 

furnaces. I made frequent visits to EHP's mines and ore 

treatment facilities in the Middleback Ranges and at 

Koolyanobbinq and Cockatoo and Koolan Islands in Western
G-'CrM'^A^C

Australia. I was also responsible for the supply and preparation
/\ 

of manganese from EHP's manganese ore mine and treatment plant at

Grcote Eylandt and coal from EHP's collieries and other coal 

suppliers and visited these installations too in the course of my 

duties.

(e) From 1969 to 1971 I was Assistant Director, Mineral Exploration 

and during that time visited all the iron ore mines then 

operating in Western Australia. From 1972 to 1976 I was the 

Executive Director of Mount Newman Mining Company Pty. Ltd., the

EXHIBIT "22" - Affidavit of Pobert George 
Horseman dated 29.8.1983
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management company responsible for the operations of the Mt. 

Nev.man joint venture. In that capacity I frequently travelled 

overseas on marketing missions to Japan and technical appraisal 

visits to Europe, North America, Africa and South A-.erica where I 

visited ircn ore mines and processing faci
lities.

(f) From 1976 to 1902 I was General Manager in Queensland of Theiss 

Dampier Mitsui Coal Co. Ltd. ("7CM") controlling their operations 

and marketing activities. TDM is a producer of coal which is 

sold to the Japanese Steel Mills. Since my retirement in 1982 I 

have been regularly undertaking consultanc
y work for Mitsui & Co. 

(Aust) Ltd.

2. I have been asked to advise the Plaintiff in relation to these 

proceedings and I have read and ask leave to refer to the Affidavits of 

Colin Roy Langridge sworn on 2nd September, 1982 and 24th May, 1983, 

the Affidavit of Niles Earl Grcsvenor sworn on 27th October, 1982, the 

Affidavits of Peter Forbes Booth sworn on 27th October, 1982 and 30th 

June, 1983, the Affidavit of Christian Frederick Seukema sworn en 2
2nd 

June, 1983, the Affidavit of Aiban Cude Lynch swcrn en 22nd May, 1983, 

the Affidavit of Arthur Noel Pritchard sworn on 24th May, 1983, the 

Affidavit of Desmond Evered v/right sworn on 3Cth May, 1983, the 

Affidavit of Dcuglas Frederick Tcmpsitt sw
orn en 24th May, 1983 and the 

Affidavit of Robin John Batterham sworn on 25th May, 1983 all filed 

herein. I have also examined the exhibits (other than samoles of feed) 

to each of those Affidavits, including the Agreement which is "Exhibit 

CRL 1". I inspected the Plaintiff's facilities at Tom Price on llth 

August, 1983.

3. I depose, from my own personal knowledge of industry
 usage in Australia 

both in 1962 and now, that the process described in paragraph 9 of Mr. 

Langridge's first Affidavit would not have been described in 1962 and 

would not be described now just as "screening". Spraying the ore with 

large quantities of water and tumbling it in the pulping bcx and on the 

screens is a cleaning process usually described as "washing". It is 

designed to achieve results quite distinct from those obtainable or

"22" - Affidavit of ?
'Korsenvan dated 29.8.1933
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expected from mere sizing. According to industry usage the processes 
were and are "washing and screening". I therefore agree with, the 
opinions of Dr. Lynch, Mr. Pritchard and Dr. Batterham to the effect 
that the first place where a process of beneficiation (other than 
crushing or screening) takes place is in the pulping box.

4. I also agree with Mr. Pritchard's statement that water is an expensive 
and complicating component. In my experience it is not added unless a 
result unobtainable by simple sizing on screens is required.

SWORN by the said ROBERT ) 
GEORGE HORSEMAN at
in the State of u— " ) 
this 2J day of

1983

Before me:

of^hA Justice ofhe Peace

Filed on behalf of the .Plaintiff.

EXHIBIT "22" - Affidavit of Robert George 
Horseman dated, 29.8.1983
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IN THE PRIVY COUNCIL NO. 28 of 1985

ON APPEAL 
FROM THE COURT OF THE SUPREME COURT OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA

BETWEEN :

HAMERSLEY IRON PTY LIMITED Appellant
(Respondent)
(Plaintiff)

- and -

1. THE NATIONAL MUTUAL LIFE 
ASSOCIATION OF AUSTRALASIA 
LIMITED,

2. LANGLEY GEORGE HANCOCK,
3. ERNEST ARCHIBALD MAYNARD 

WRIGHT,
4. HANCOCK PROSPECTING PTY 

LTD,
5. WRIGHT PROSPECTING PTY 

LTD AND
6. L.S.P. PTY LTD

Respondents 
(Appellants) 
(Defendants)

RECORD OF PROCEEDIN IS

PART II 
VOLUME II

Ince & Co. 
Knollys House 
11 Byward Street 
LONDON, EC3R SEN

SOLICITORS FOR THE APPELLANT 
(RESPONDENT) (PLAINTIFF)

WALTONS & MORSE 
PLANTATION HOUSE 
31-35 FENCHURCH STREET 
LONDON, EC3M 3NN

SOLICITORS FOR THE RESPONDENTS 
(APPELLANTS) (DEFENDANTS)


